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2. Afforestation of open moorland, Dumfries and GallowayRegion
(top right)
Although forestry is outside planning regulations,planting on open
hillsides is a controversialissue that is, however,covered by
consultation procedures
3. Intervention warehouse, Huntingdonshire(bottom left)
Agricultural surpluses are at the centre of the discussion about the
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4. Slate quarry and the Langdale Pikes, Curnbria(bottom right)
The maintenanceof the countryside in a NationalPark reflects a
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and the semi-natural landscapesof the fells
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Preface
Increasing pressure on the countryside is one of
the major areas of planning concern. In his recent
review of the planning system, Andrew Thorburn,
Past President of the Royal Town Planning
Institute,arguedstrongly that local authoritiesbore
the responsibilityfor controlling and co-ordinating
rural development, because(i) they have statutory
authority under the Town and Country Planning
Act, and (ii) they are not governed by the vested
interest of individual agencies. In his suggestions
for enhancing that role, he proposed that
'authorities should be obliged to seek views from
representativesof rural interests and advice from
scientific and practicalexperts'.
It seems clear from the Government response to
the Countryside Commission 'uplands debate'
that a system of incrementaladjustmentis seen as
the way forward. Major policy shifts are not
promised, but local authorities will receive further
notificationof proposedland use change underthe
Wildlife and Countryside Act. To react to such
notifications, planners need access to information
from different disciplines.
Equally,as agenciesresponsiblefor the majorland
issues, ie forestry, agriculture, conservation and
construction, compete for the available land, the
integration of rural resources becomes an even

more critical issue. Furthermore, the available
planning methods need to be examined— a need
emphasizedby the lack of central planningcontrol
over major aspects of rural development. Limited
control is exercised by the different agencies, but
there is no overview of the impacts of the various
policies. At a regional scale,other interest groups,
such as the National Trust, exercise constraints
which also need appraisal.
The conference was called because it seemed
timely to discuss collaboration between-planners
and information suppliers, such as that built up
betweenthe HighlandRegionalCouncil (HRC)and
the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology (ITE). With
emphasis on cost-effectiveness and integration,
the conferenceprovided a forum for the discussion
of various approaches to the problems of
collaboration, and demonstrated the range of
information available.
Whilst it has taken some time to prepare these
papers for publication, the contents are still very
topical. Our thanks are due to Mrs P A Ward who
has been of great assistancein the editing process
and has seen the volume through its final stages.
R G H Bunce and C J Barr
May 1986
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KEYNOTEPAPERS
The planner'sview
H H JONES
Powys County Council, Llandrindod Wells
Before considering what type of information planners might require for forward planning in relation
to rural areas, it is necessaryto look first at the context in which rural planners are operating. There
are 3 matters to be considered:
1. the attitude of Government towards forward
planning;
2. the legislative framework for rural planning;
3. current developments in agricultural and forestry policy.
In relation to the first matter, what the Government
appears to be saying at the moment is that it does
not want too much planning becausewithout it the
free market will operate more effectively, and
society would benefit as a result. This attitude was
reflected in the original Green Belt Circularwhich,
to many people, suggested that the Government,
under pressure from the developers, was about to
loosen up its Green Belt policy. However,that Circular was rapidly withdrawn in the face of strong
opposition, mostly from Tory MPs in the shire
counties which would have been most affected by
such a change.
However, the attitude towards planning has been
raisedagainin the recent GovernmentWhite Paper
Lifting the burden.This document tells us that the
development plan process is slow and cumbersome, and that county structure plans contain too
much detail.
The attitude of the Government is that the twin priorities of generating jobs and providing land for
housing have not been reflected fully or quickly
enough in structure plansand the decisionsof local
planning authorities. The burden of planning must
be lifted. The implicationbehind such statementsis
that less, rather than more, information will be
required in the planning process. These statements, combined with the continuing downward
pressure on public finance, meanthat any information for forward planning must be firmly directed
towards solving real problems.
The second point to understand is that planning
legislation has very little to do with rural planning.
Development plans tend to be restricted to land
use matters which are subject to planning control
and influence. Planners have argued strongly that
this view is totally unhelpful in trying to solve rural
planning problems. The 2 main rural land uses,

agricultureandforestry, are largelyfree of planning
control, and the influence that planningauthorities
can exert on these areas of activity is minimal. It
cannotbe denied, however,that the impactof agriculture and forestry on the economy and appearance of the countryside and its wildlife is of great
significance and is particularly relevant to the
planning of rural communities.
There are some who think that the time has come
for a considered rural land use strategy, whereas
others take the view that co-ordinationof rural policy would solve the problem and leadto integrated
solutions for rural land use. Although there has
been a great deal of talk about the need for coordinationon rural policy, there arefew signs yet of
this beingachieved.Practicalexperiencesuggests
that co-ordination can only be successful if incentives are provided or some penalty imposed if it is
not achieved.Of course, when planninglegislation
was being framed, farmers were seen quite rightly
as guardiansof the countryside, but in the past 40
years that view has changed. Government policy
has been aimed at increasing agriculturalproduction and many incentives have been offered to
achieve it. The result is that farmers have now
come to be regarded by many people, including
politicians,as destroyers of the countryside,rather
than its guardians.
That leadsto the third point in the considerationof
information for forward planning, the changes in
the policy areasof agricultureand forestry. In relation to agriculture,there is the new Commissionof
the European Communities (CEC) Agricultural
Structures Directive and the recent consultative
paper of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheriesand
Food(MAFF)on the new FarmCapitalGrantsSystem. One of the ideasadvancedby the UK Government was that of EnvironmentallySensitive Areas
(ESAs),which were, in the wordsof MAFF,areasof
nationalimportance,which, in practice,many people believedwould mean Sites of SpecialScientific
Interest(SSSIs)in NationalParksandAreasof Outstanding Natural Beauty. However,the alternative
view is that there are areasof regionalsignificance
whichwould benefitfrom this designation.The purpose of designationis to assistfarmersto introduce
or maintain agricultural practices which are compatible with the requirements of protecting the
countryside. The scheme will not, at present,
receive funding from the CEC and that is, no
doubt,the reasonwhy the UK Governmentis being
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cautious about its application.
There is a proposal to introduce enabling legislation in the 1985-86 session of parliament,which
will provide a significant change in agriculturalfinance and has obvious implications for rural land
use planning.
There are other matters within the CEC Directive
which have a bearing on conservation, and the
Associationof County Councilshas been pressing
for prior notificationof AgriculturalGrant Schemes
to county planning authorities,who would then be
able to exercisesome controlover potentiallydamaging operations. This system already operates
successfully in NationalParks.
There are also policies for woodlands on farms
which are of interest. In relation to woodlands,
however, the main change is likely to be in the
introduction of the Forestry Commission's new
broadleavedpolicy which, for the first time, recognizes the value of existing broadleavedwoodland
and the need to secure effective managementto
take account of conservation,as well as commercial, interests. Policies on afforestation,however,
show little change. There continues to be a high
degree of interest in Forestry Grant Schemes by
private investors, which seem likely to continue
and may even increase in scale if hill and upland
farming runs into difficulty.The recent NatureConservancy Council (NCC) publication on Forestry
andconservationsets out the problemsand shows
a way forward. All of these changes point to the
needfor sound informationwhich will assist in land
use decisions.
That is the backgroundagainstwhich the information requiredfor forward planningneeds to be considered.The commentsbeloware drawnon experience in 3 areas:the Powyswoodlandssurvey, the
mid-Wales uplands survey, and experience in the
Nature ConservancyCouncil's Advisory Committee for Wales.
There is .undoubtedly a need for a rural land use
strategy in this country,not involving a grand monolithic plan but rather a flexible strategy which
would try and effect some balance between agriculture, forestry, conservation and the socioeconomic development of rural communities.
Considerable amounts of public money are currently being invested in agriculture and forestry,
andthere is increasingconcernaboutthe effects of
such activities on conservation in a broad sense.
There is, as yet, no clear policy framework within
which conflicts might be resolved, and attempts to
provide such a framework,eg the Lofthousereport
on the Llanbrynmairarea of mid-Wales, commissioned by the NCC, have not met with success.
It seems, therefore, that there is a strong case for a
rural land use strategy which would provide a

framework for the considered use of community
resources.
The policy at present appearsto be increasinglyto
affordprotectionto certain limited areasof countryside, such as NationalParksand SSSIs,leavingthe
rest of the countryside to take care of itself. Examples of such a trend are seen in the recent introduction of Special Landscape Orders to cover the
whole of National Parks, and in the arrangements
introduced for prior notification of Agricultural
Grant Schemes which applies within National
Parks and SSSIs only. Such policies emphasize,
however,that, there is an urgent need to give greater attentionto the managementof the wider countryside. County planning authorities have an
opportunityto develop strategiesandto implement
them in managementarrangementsthrough their
structure plans, and also by carrying out work
directly, often using ManpowerServices Commission Schemes.
To be effective, planning authorities need sound,
concise and understandable information. The
informationwill come from a varietyof sources and
at the end of the day will, in its interpretation, be
subjectto valuejudgements, some of which will be
politically influenced.
The Nature conservation review demonstrated
how it was possibleto develop a rationalefor identifying importantsites of nature conservationinterest, but experience, again in the Berwyn Mountains of Wales,showed that early work which concentrated on botanical interest needed to be
broadened to take account of ornithological factors. Whenthat was done, the areasappropriatefor
designation as SSSIs expanded enormously.
The 1957 notificationof Moel Sych in the Berwyns
covered 3662 hectares, while the 1983 designation of the Berwynswas for 15 301 hectares,over 4
times as large an area. Even then, NCC was criticized by the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds (RSPB) for not having designated a sufficiently largearea.The farmers and landowners,on
the other hand, strongly opposed such a large
designation.
The main conclusion to be drawn from such conflicts is that sound information,which will stand up
to vigorous scrutiny, must form the basis of such
designations.Valuejudgements were also shown
to influence the final form of designation. At that
level of operation,where the designationof SSSIs
involves an established legal framework, the
research needs to be very thorough.
In other areas,the situation may be different. In the
case of Llanbrynmair Moors, which was another
interestingexercise in mid-Wales,what was being
sought was a strategywhich would reconcilefarming, forestry and nature conservation interests.
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Landscapeconservation,however,was not a con- the conservationof smallwoodlandswill probably
sideration. The exercise aimed to identify which depend,for their success,as muchon information
land was reasonably capable of agricultural about commercialmanagementand marketingas
improvement, which was suitable for growing on data about landscapeand wildlife.
trees, and which needed to be conserved. The
the informationcurrently being
areasoverlapped,and judgements were required The uses to which
be put need constantsurveillto
likely
is
gathered
about the relativevalue of the various interests.
is a danger,well known to
there
ance. Otherwise,
recognized,of making
always
not
Althoughthere appearedto be realscopefor deve- all plannersbut
The Powyswooditself.
in
loping an integratedland use pattern,with farming data collecting an end
so many data
where
and forestry, in particular, operating in an inte- lands survey is an example,
of not being
risk
a
grated way, this result was not achieved.Whatdid were collected that there was
factthatthe
The
trees'.
happenwas that the landlordsold off the farms to ableto 'see the woodfor the
the tenants who, in turn, sold off landto a forestry purpose of such information gathering is to aid
group in order to finance agricultural improve- management decisions about woodlands must
ments, some of which were on land which would alwaysbe borne in mind.
have been better growingtrees. So, informationis
guarded against is an
not sufficient;there must also be the politicalwill to The second danger to be
often relatedto the
element,
one
on
is
overemphas
see that actionfollows.Sucha frameworkis not yet
In Wales, it
investigator.
the
of
interest
particular
available, but the proposals for Environmentally
of wetconservation
the
that
time
one
at
seemed
Sensitive Areas offer a potentialsolution.
lands was receiving too much attention to the
It seems to be sensible,despiteall the obviousdif- exclusionof other importantsites, eg woodlands.
ficulties, to identifywhich areascan andshould be The danger is that overemphasison one area of
reasonably developed or conserved for various data collection and analysis can distort policypurposes,even though, at the end of the day, indi- making,and does not thereforemakethe best use
vidual landowners may decide to do something of resources.
quite different. Where public money is involved,
balancein datacollechowever,this could be directedtowardsachieving Theremust be a reasonable
accuracy,cornpletebetween
—
analysis
and
tion
integratedrurallanduse policies.It hasbeen interdataand the cost of
of
value
the
coverage,
of
nest
esting to see, from the mid-Walesuplandssurvey
It must also be
data.
that
analysing
and
collecting
which looked at land use changes over the postwait for the
rarely
will
decisions
that
mind
in
borne
war period, that the same areas of land may have
standards
the
to
collection
data
of
completion
undergonea series of reclamationsfor agriculture
Speed is
researchers.
by
perceived
sometimes
and reversions to rough pasture. It is thus more
,
Traditionally
s.
completenes
as
important
as
often
than likelythatgrantaid hat beengivento the same
—
survey
of
basis
the
on
operated
have
planners
area on more than one occasion.The questionis,
sucha procedureshouldform
therefore, raised about whether the best use is analysis— plan,and
Thatprocessmayneed
planning.
rural
of
basis
the
being madeof resources,and is a furtherindication
but it is still basically
additions,
and
refinements
of the lackof informationaboutthe needfor reclamof structureplan precontext
the
in
Taken
sound.
ation in relation to a particular farm unit and the
policy needs to be
regional
and
national
costs of maintainingreclaimedareasin the future. paration,
this areathat rural
in
is
It
n.
consideratio
into
taken
These decisions must then be set out within the
betterguidanceis
and
direction,
lacking
is
planning
context of the needs of conservation.
needed on agriculture,forestry and conservation
The one information area that has so far defied policy, in particular. More information is also
objective assessmentis that of landscapeapprai- requiredto assist mineralextraction,tourism, and
sal. There have been numerous attemptsat such recreationplanningwhentakenin conjunctionwith
assessments, but none have proved completely rural socio-economicfactors.
successful. Beauty is still, it seems, in the eye of
the beholder. Nevertheless, any countryside At a more local level of planning, information is
strategy must take account of landscape and required at 2 levels, one of which will provide a
basis for safeguarding important conservation
attempt to place a value on it.
sites, and needs carefulsurveillance.At the other
Another areawhere we need informationif we are level, information is needed to guide broad land
to make reasonablejudgementsaboutland use is use policies. For example,in the Powysstructure
in relationto the rural economyat a locallevel. For planthereare NatureConservationZones,whereit
example,the investigationby DyfedCountyCoun- is intended to introduce managementarrangecil into the effects of milk quotas has shown how ments to integrateconservation,farming and forsuch decisions can have wide-rangingand long- estry interests. The plan is not very effective, of
term effects on a local economy.At anotherlevel, course, becausethe appropriatemechanismsto
the recent moves to stimulate farmers' interest in makesuch a policyworkare lacking.However,it is
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used in examining proposals for Forestry Grant
Schemes,and the new proposalsfor Environmentally Sensitive Areas could also provide an
improved mechanismfor management.The information for designating Conservation Zones was
provided by NCC after a rapid consideration of
conservation requirements, derived largely from
existing records. This work has been refined and
extended subsequently, and we now have new
SSSIs in a number of Zones.
The rapid approach,without exhaustiveinvesti.gation, met the planning needs at the time quite adequately, and has much to commend it.
The Powys woodlandssurvey, carried out under a
ManpowerServices CommissionSchemein close
collaboration with the Countryside Commission,
NCC and local naturalistgroups, has been used as
an advocacy document in relation to the Forestry
Commission's Broadleavedpolicy reviewand will
be used in conjunction with the Welsh Wildwoods
Campaign.Survey and analysisshow an important
but deteriorating resource. The objective of data
collection and analysis is to introduce woodland
managementschemes and agreementsto protect
the best woodland sites. The information gathering, therefore, is a clear aim that can be monitored
effectively.
In addition to the process of survey — analysis —
plan, therefore, monitoring and review are also
required, and the gathering of information which
will assist in making the right managementdecisions. Again, referringto woodlands,management
regimes need to be devised which can be implemented by the farmer and in which he will be interested, albeit with assistance in the form of grants
where necessary.

Turning back to SSSIs, the designation of an area
of wetland is of limited use, without appropriate
advice on the managementof the catchment area
for that wetland.Appropriateinformation is, therefore, required as the basis for managementplans,
particularlywhere multiple uses are involved.
In conclusion,there is an urgent need for meaningful forward planningin ruralareas,althoughthe attitude of Government is not helpful. The development plan system provides an appropriateframework and, in the absence of any central initiative,
local planning authorities need to give urgent
attention to devising appropriate rural policies.
Such policies cannot be meaningfully devised
without adequate information and analysis. Local
authoritiesand others are able to implement policy
to some degree, and they require information on
which to base managementdecisions. There is,
then, a needfor continuousmonitoringand review,
in order that the effects of decisions may be understood andthatthe samemistakesare not repeated.
The need to havea purposein collecting data must
constantlybe borne in mind. All too often, datacollection is not properly directed with clear objectives, and accuracysometimeshas to be traded off
against time and cost. The 'quick and dirty'
approach is often the one to adopt, allowing for
later refinement. Furthermore, before embarking
on a new venture, it is essentialto assess existing
knowledge about the subject.
The position is complex and difficult to manage,
but, if there are no attempts to introduce better
relationships in rural policy-making, then there is
the danger of doing irreversible harm, not only to
the countrysideand its wildlife, but also to the rural
communities.
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Problemsof the supplier
M E TAYLOR
Countryside Commission, Cheltenham
1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce issues usuallyworking on environmentalstudies at GCE
facingthe supplierof informationfor ruraldevelop- '0' or 'A' level, and the actual observers were
ment planning.As it is widely known,the Country- mostly'A' levelstudentswho would be involvedas
side Commission is neither solely a supplier of partof oneof their 'A' levelstudies,usuallygeograinformation in the purest sense nor solely an end phy.Aftera considerableamountof effortandtime,
user. Its role is largelythat of the middle man,the the Commissionabandonedthe enterprisefor the
disseminator and collator of other people's data simple reasonthat studiesshowedthat neitherthe
sets. The Countryside Commission has to con- supervisorsnorthe observerscould makeconsistsider both the supply and subsequentuse of data, ent and reliable observations. These problems
and is, therefore, concernedwith both aspectsat extendedto what might have been consideredto
different times. However, on consideration,most be apparentlyeasily recognizablefeatures in the
people also service the needs of other users, as landscape, such as hedgerows and other field
well as being users themselves; for example, a boundaries,watercourses,and trees or groups of
computer analyst will provide programming trees. Once it came to looking at more complex
advice, as well as use data for his own purposes. assemblies or where more judgement was
required, such as vegetation types, these prob2 Problems of supply
lems becameeven more pronounced.Therewere
significantproblemsin uplandareaswith the
also
Over the years the CountrysideCommissionhas
of sampleareason the ground.It was
identification
attempted,on severaloccasions,to establishrelireluctance that, after several
considerable
with
abledatasets for a varietyof purposes.Ina number
these problems,the Comovercome
to
attempts
of cases, these experiences were not altogether
was virtually impossibleto
it
that
decided
mission
happyones, andthey do identifysomeof the probset which would serve
data
a
together
put
actually
lems facing both the supplier and the user of rural
basedon the observwere
it
if
purpose,
useful
any
planning information.
ationsof a numberof independentpeople,no matAs a provider of information,the Commissionis ter how well they had been prepared.
often in the positionof collatingdatacollectedfrom The secondtype of problemfacing the supplier is
a variety of differentsources.Similarproblemsare the motivationof the providersof the raw material.
encountered in the developmentof collated data An examplewasthe attemptsof the Commissionin
sets, whether a single source is providingdatain a the late 1970sto act as the collatorand disseminacontinualflow over a periodof time, or whetherthe tor of basic information on National Parks in
data are from a multitude of sources.
Englandand Wales,following a recommendation
In the early years of its development,the first and in the Sandford report concerning the role of
most obvious problem which the Commission National Parks and, in particular,the role of the
experiencedwas the difficulty in obtainingreliable Commissionin supportingtheir development.The
observationsas the basisof the dataset. The sec- basic premise seemed reasonableenough, that
ond problem relatedto motivationofthe suppliers somewherewithin the country there should be an
authoritativeand reliable set of data concerning
of the information.
both social, economic, conservationand recreaattributesof 10 NationalParks.This task did
tional
An example of the first type of problem is the
to be a difficult one, given that all of the
seem
not
Countryside Commission's attempts in the late
officersare extremelywell motivated
Park
National
1960s —early 1970s to carry out a projectlooking
with the developmentof their own
concerned
and
at the changes in the English landscape, The
the nationalconcept. However,
as
well
as
Parks,
changing countryside project. The principle
problems in defining
experienced
we
again,
behind the method was that a number of trained
made availableand
be
should
data
what
exactly
observers would be commissionedto carry out
One of the difficultcollected.
be
should
they
how
surveys on sample kilometre squaresthroughout
seemedonly prepeople
that
was
experienced
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assembled by each Park were extremely variable trends shown are significant in policy terms. Time
when viewed from one Parkto another. Over the 3 • and effort will also be spent arguing about whether
years in which we attempted the exercise, the the trends actuallyare as they appear, or whether
results suggested that it was really not providing they are merelythe functionof shifts of emphasisin
reliableandconsistentdataat a nationallevel. Even definition or interpretation. To some extent, this
such fairly simple things as the number of visitors uncertainty is also reflected in the Commission's
to visitor centres produced problems because of experiencewith Thechangingcountrysideproject.
the different methodologiesused for estimatingor
counting. The Commission was faced with the Fourthly, perhaps the most fundamental problem
choice of producing a national data set which was for the user of information is actually determining
known to be faulty, or alternatively producing no what is availableand where it can be found in an
appropriateformat.
data at all, and the latter option was chosen.
However,the Commission is now looking at ways
in which a nationaldata set can be provided which
relies entirely on data normally and regularly produced as part of the day-to-day business of the
Parks,ratherthan by the approachin the late 1970s
when Parkswere requested to collect data specifically for the nationaldata set. Whilst this problem
may be identified as being one of motivation/commitment,it should not be seen in anywayas a criticism of the way our NationalParkstaff co-operated
on this project. It merely reflects the realitythat the
quality of data seems to be directly proportionalto
the potentialusefulnessof the datato the observer.

3 Problemsof use
Turning to the other side of the Commission's role
in this exercise, that of the user of information,the
problems are to some extent the obverse of the
ones identified above.
Invariablythe use to which the data are put is not
the one for which they were originally collected.
This situation produces problems of interpretation
and, in manycases, raisesdoubts about real utility
of the information.Another problemfacingthe user
of any dataset is to understandthe errors and confidence which the supplier of the data can placeon
the information provided.
In scientific work generally, it is normal to express
observationsand results within defined statistical
confidence limits, and it is therefore surprisingthat
in countrysideconservationand rural planningthe
notion of confidence limits appears to be the
exception rather than the rule. This situation can
cause particular difficulties in examining trends,
which is often the only way in which to makejudgements about whether particularpolicies are appropriate or not, or about what, in reality, they are
achieving.It is important,therefore, to be sure that,
when data on change are being examined, it is
known whether or not the errors inherent in those
dataare so great as to invalidateor undermineany
conclusions reached.
A third problem, which is linked to some extent to
those above, can occur when data have been collected with vague or imprecise definitions. Such
data lead to discussions as to whether or not the

An example of the first of these problems is given
by the experience the Commissiongained in producing its discussion documents on the uplands.
The first of these documentswasan attemptto produce a summary of what had happened in upland
England and Wales over the last 10-20 years, in
terms of social, economic and conservation interests. It was decided that one of the issues that
should definitely be examinedwas shift in population of the areas.This aspect was seen to be particularly important because of a common assumption that there was a continued drain on the rural
population towards urban centres, and that this
drain would be magnified within the uplands of
Englandand Wales.An obvious starting point was
the national census carried out by the Office of
Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS). The
Commission had carried out a fairly detailed summary of the demographic characteristics of the
National Parks based on the 1969 census. It
seemed reasonable,therefore, in 1980-81 to use
the data from the 1979 census for updating. However, some problems were encountered because
the census had not been constructedto recognize
the boundaries of National Parks, so that OPCS
had to interpret the boundaries in terms of innumeration districts. Whilst it was realized that this
interpretation was bound to produce some problems, it was surprising that some peculiar errors
were thrown up, at leaston the first attempt. In one
National Park, for instance, the OPCS data overestimatedthe populationby 13%, while in another
National Park the populationwas underestimated
by 14%. These differences are obviously significant when set againstthe sort of trends involved in
the study. The explanation for such differences
was the way in which the enumerationdistricts had
to be assigned across the Park boundaries, as
these did not necessarilycorrespondto the boundaries of the districts themselves. After a certain
amount of adjustment and discussion with the
NationalParkofficers, it proved possible to reconcile these differences. However, as a user of the
information supplied by the census office, the
Commission could have reached completely the
wrong conclusions about what had been happening within the NationalParks.
This experience also highlightedyet another prob-
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lern identified above, ie one of definition. There
was a changein the definitionof the residentpopulation between1970 and 1980.To the unwary,this
changecould leadto quite the wronginterpretation
of what had been happeningto the populationof
any given area over this time period.
Another and perhaps more dramatic example of
the effects of different interpretationsand definitions can be found in the parish returns made by
farmersto the Ministryof Agriculture,Fisheriesand
Food.Anyone who usesthese datato look at what
has happenedto farm-basedwoodlandsover the
last10-15 yearswould be rathersurprisedto find a
major discontinuity in the trend curve during the
early 1970s. Relyingsolely on the publisheddata
without havinga magnifyingglassto readthe very
small print, this discontinuitywould appearto be
attributable to a major increase in the amount of
woodlandwhichfarmershadcreatedon their holdings. In reality,it is due to a completechangein the
waythat farm woodlandwasdefined.Priorto 1973,
farm woodland as recordedon the census had to
be woodland which had a use on the farm. Post1973, the definition was changed to include all
woodland that was actually located on the farm.
Clearly, the effect of this change would be to
remove any inhibitions farmers might have from
recording unproductivewoodland as part of their
farm enterprise.
An exampleof the fourth problemfacingthe userof
informationis againdrawn from the experienceof
the Commissionin the uplands.It is a widely held
view that informationrequiredfor manypurposes
must be availablesomewhere,if only accesscould
be obtained. No matter how well briefed or well
informed,a personis unlikelyto be awareof all data
sets held in various Government,academicand
research institutes throughout the country. This
fact was brought home to the Commissionquite
forcibly during the preparationof the discussion
document Whatfuture for the uplands.The Commissionwaswell awarethat it was importantto give
proper recognitionto the archaeologicalandcultural heritagewhich can still be found in the uplands
of England and Wales. The problem was to give
some sort of quantitativedimension to its value.
The obvious source of informationseemed to be
the Directorateof Ancient Monumentswithin the
Department of the Environment. Unfortunately,
within the timescaleof the document,the Department was not able to provide the information
required. To the embarrassmentof the Commission, it was subsequently established that the
Royal Commissionon Ancient Monumentshad a
data set stored on computers in the basementof
the buildingthat hadbeenusedfor our discussions
with the Ancient Monuments Directorate. The
Directorof the RoyalCommissionwasthen ableto
point out that at fairly short noticethe Commission
could haveaccessto all the informationneededto

ensure adequaterepresentationof the archaeological interestsin both the discussionpaper and
the final policypaper.Whilst,clearly,the Commission was at fault in not knowing of the data set, it
was surprisingto find that few other people were
awareof the scopeandthe scaleof the dataheldon
the RoyalCommission'scomputers.TheCommission has no doubt also embarkedon other studies
and researchappraisalswhich have merelyduplicatedwork which had been carriedout previously,
but for which no documentationwas available.

4 Conclusions
The most fundamental problem facing the consumer of planning information is a knowledgeof
where it can be found. The other problemsidentified are, to some extent, only real if you actually
knowthat the dataexist in the first place.Any organizationwhichwishesto becomea supplierof data
for rural planningcould make an extremelyvaluablefirst step in producinga comprehensivelisting
of the data currently available.It would be even
morevaluableif that listing could identifyas far as
possible the reliability of the data, possibly
expressedin conventionalstatisticalterms, but, if
not, as some sort of qualitative judgement,
togetherwith a brief summaryof the type of informationwhichcan be extracted.It wouldbe beyond
our wildest dreamsof even greater use if it could
also includea summaryor statementon the limitations on their use. It is very wasteful of time to
obtainreportswhich purportto provideinformation
of a particularnature,which, when they arrive,are
clearlynothingwhatsoeverto do with the title. If the
report title is misleading,and is not supportedby
the informationcontainedwithin,then it is counterproductiveto the authorin the annoyancecaused.
The titles of many papersor bibliographiessuffer
from this 'headlinessyndrome'.
The problemsof the supplierand the consumerof
planninginformationare very similar.The former
will only be motivatedto providethe datarequired
by the latter, if it knows preciselywhat is wanted.
The latter is only likely to tell the supplier what is
measured,if it is realizedthat the data exist. The
conferencewasintendedto provideanopportunity
for the 2 intereststo communicate,with ITEprimarily adoptingthe role of supplier. However,it must
be recognizedthat often the supplieris only going
to be ableto providethe informationif the usercooperates in the collection of the data in the first
instance.There will be few occasionsin forward
rural planningareaswhere the primarysource of
the informationis not the localplanningauthorities
themselves. Experiencewith the National Parks
planningproblemssuggeststhat, unlessthere is a
clearcommitmenton the partof the usersto recognize the problemsfacing the suppliers,there will
neverbe databaseswhich are adequateor appropriate for the tasks to which they are applied. In
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conclusion,the cost of acquiringthe dataset must
never be greaterthan its value in the planningprocess. This factor may makeit inevitablethat much
planningis done without adequatedata, but it will

still be necessary to identify those areas where
datasetscan be established,with reasonablereliability, continuity and cost.
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An independentview
J T COPPOCK
Department of Geography, University of Edinburgh,Edinburgh

1 Introduction
The objective set for the paperwas to give an independent view on rural information for forward
planning, but the content is inevitably a personal
view. However, the views expressed are certainly
independent, in that the author has not been
employed by any agency that either collects information or is involved in any aspects of forward
planning. Nonetheless, it is inevitably shaped by
the experience gained over some 35 years, particularly in respect of the collection of data on rural
land use. Over the last 20 years, beginning with
membership of the Land-use Data Subcommittee
of the NaturalResourcesAdvisory Committee,the
experience built up has been increasingly policyorientated, eg as chairman of the Nature Conservancy's Land Use Panelfrom 1967 to 1971, and as
specialist advisor to the Select Committee on
Scottish Affairs in its inquiry into land resource use
in Scotland in 1971-72. Subsequent experience
was gained as a memberof the ScottishJoint Committee on Information Systems for Planning
throughout its existence in the 1970s and the
Ordnance Survey ReviewCommittee in 1978-79.
These experiences are significant because they
indicate that my 'independent view' is likely to be
biased by concern with rural land use, rather than
with the whole range of rural information,and with
national rather than local issues. Nevertheless, I
believe that what I haveto say applies, in greateror
lesser degree, to all information for planning.
The subjects fall broadly under 5 heads, each of
which requires much more space than is available
in the present context. First, the need for information is examined before considering some existing
sources and ways in which the supply of information could be improved, either by adaptingexisting
machineryfor its collection or commissioning new
surveys. Experiencein other countries is then examined briefly, before focusing on handling information in the context of geographical information
systems.

2 The need for information
The most important question in considering information for forward planning,and which has proved
to be the one most difficult to answersatisfactorily,
is establishing the exact purpose for which the
information is required.Answering it implies a subordinate question about how the informationwill be
used to meet that need, once it has been acquired.
Both these questions tend to be neglected, yet
they are fundamental. Only when a clear answer
has been given about why the information is

needed,is it possibleto determine how far existing
sourcescan meet that need and, if new information
is required, how that should be obtained.
The question of need then requires extensive discussion,althoughit is, in anycase,one for planners
and policy-makersto answer. In practice,it is often
replaced by other questions, particularly 'What
informationis available'and 'What can the user do
with the informationwhen he obtains it'. It is recognized that the relationship between the need for
informationand its supply is an iterativeone. Planners' needs are shaped by their experience, and
they are likely to ask for the informationthey know
about; at the same time, new techniques are
enlargingthe rangeof questionsthat can be asked
and altering the feasibility of answering them. In
some instances,technology runs aheadof applications and those responsible for its development
may have little regard to (or awarenessof) how the
resulting information will be used. There is, for
example, little doubt that, in terms of its ability to
satisfy planners' needs, remote sensing from
satelliteshas been oversold by enthusiasticproponents. Nevertheless, what can be asked and
answered does change over time in response to
changes in both planners' perceptions and technological developments.
As partof their answersto questionson need, planners mustalso ask and answer3 relatedquestions.
i. How important is currency (ie that the information is up-to-date)?
ii. How comprehensive a coverage is required —
mustthe whole areabe coveredor will a sample
suffice?
iii. How accurate must the information be?
Of course, the answersto each of these questions
will haveimplicationsfor costs, and there are obvious trade-offs between them. What those tradeoffs areandwhatthe 'best buy' will be can be determinedonly by answersto the questionof need and
by an evaluation of how that information can be
supplied.
Three other questions also require answers. The
first relatesto the importanceattachedto information about change,for it is generallyeasierto establish the situation at any one time than to measure
ratesof changeor to comparesituationsat 2 points
in time. The second concernsthe needto compare
one categoryof informationwith another,although
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Unfortunately, many of the existing sources that
might be used for forward planning in rural areas
are poorly documented, have never been properly
evaluated for this purpose, and are often little
understood. It is true that the Social Science
ResearchCouncil (as it then was) and the Royal
StatisticalSociety publisheda series of handbooks
on British statistical sources, mainly in the 1970s,
but such books soon become dated. Several official descriptions of statistical sources exist, but
these too are out of date. Neither have internal
evaluationsof data by collecting agencies (if they
A case has long been made for the collection of exist) been published; indeed, in view of frequent
certain categoriesof informationindependently of internal changes of staff, it is doubtful whether
specific needs, becausethey are likelyto be a corn- manyof the staff of such agencieshaveany accurmon element of most, if not all, requirements for ate knowledgeof the datathat havebeen collected
information for planning. The maps of the Ordn- and how comparable they are over time. These
ance Surveywere describedby the OrdnanceSur- deficienciesare particularlyimportantwhere (as is
vey Review Committee as part of the essential usuallythe case) the purposes for which planners
infrastructure of the modern state, and similar require the information are very different from
arguments have been presented in respect of those for which it was collected; indeed, the data
soils, climate, hydrology, mineral resources and may have deficiencies for planning purposes of
population. Indeed, until the 1980s, Governments which even those responsible for their collection
have been progressively extending the range of are unaware.
such basicinformationwhich now uses much aerial
photography and all satellite imagery. This The annual agricultural census conducted in
approach poses 2 problems, viz the criteria by England by the census branch of the Ministry of
which Governments determine what should be Agriculture, Fisheriesand Food (MAFF)illustrates
collected, and the answersthey give to the ques- some of these problems.The census is conducted
tions posed earlier, for the collection of data is by means of a postal questionnaire to all known
expensive and the resourcesthat can be devoted occupiers of agricultural holdings above a certain
to this task finite. For example,the Ordnance Sur- size. The results are checked againstthose for the
vey cannot maintainits mapsfully up-to-date with- previous year and are subject to plausibilitytests;
out much greater resourcesthan it currently com- discrepancieslead to inquiries, but these will only
mands, and the Soil Surveys have had to divert be indirect as there is no longer any capabilityfor
resourcesto producing nationaland regionalmaps investigatingthem in the field. Forlargely historical
in advanceof the completionof their detailed maps reasons, the returns for individual holdings are
consolidated into parish summaries, although
for the whole country.
holdings rarelyfall exactly into parishes,and there
are varying levels of discrepancybetweenthe parish and the land to which the summary refers. This
3 Characteristicsof existing sources
discordanceis likely to have increasedas holdings
The next topic to be covered is often neglected — have grown larger, but in no systematic way. The
that of determining the characteristicsof existing actual locationof the land to which the summaries
sources of information. If what is required already refer is, however,of little importanceto MAFF,and
exists, it is clearly sensible to use it, and, even if they are compiled primarily as an administrative
such sources are not wholly satisfactory, it may step in the preparation of county, regional and
neverthelessbe necessaryto employ them as sur- national totals. The summaries are not published
rogates, provided their limitations are not too and, to maintainconfidentiality, parishes with few
severe and are outweighed by the high cost of col- holdings must sometimes be amalgamatedwith
lecting new data to the required specification. To others, although such amalgamations do not
make that decision, it is necessary to know how necessarilytake place between adjacent parishes
these data were collected, what they mean, what and may even be between parishes at opposite
reliancecan be placedupon them, and (depending ends of a county.
on the locational precision users require) how
accurately they can be located. If information is These characteristics are important only if it is
required on change, it will likewise be importantto intended to use the summaries to establish the
know how comparablethe data are over time and, characteristics of farming throughout a county,
in particular, how consistent definitions and inter- when they may leadto anomaliesthat would be difpretations of the different categories have been, ficult to explain. They are more important when
also whether information is availablefor the same attemptsare madeto examineagriculturalchanges
over time, becausethe areason the ground repreareal units.

answers in a planningcontext are presumablyselfevident. Last, there is the question of whether discrete data are required and, if not, what level of
aggregation — local, regional or national — will
satisfy users' needs. The answersto each of these
questions will similarly have implications for the
cost of collecting, storing and using information,
althoughtechnologicalchangesin micro-electronics are likely to shift the balance between these
stages by reducing the real cost of storing and
manipulatingdata.
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sented by the summaries for each parish are
unlikely to be identicalat different dates; there may
also be difficulties posed by changes in the coverage of the census and in the definitions used. As a
result, such comparisons must be madewith caution, and only in rather broad terms. Thus, unless
users understand these limitations, highly misleading conclusions may be drawn, especially in
investigations of a county or smaller area.
This example highlights 2 aspectsof the use of data
collected by others, especially census-type data.
First,they are generallycollected with no regardfor
their possible use by other public bodies; indeed,
the recent Raynerreview of Governmentalstatistical sources was concerned only with their value to
the agencythat collected them andtook no account
of any wider use. Second, the use of data may be
constrained by considerations of confidentiality
and by the methods of collection and aggregation
used. It may also be limited by copyright, a constraint which is likely to become moresevereasthe
Government seeks to maximize the revenue derived from data collected by official agencies. The
task of evaluating other possible uses would be
much easier if all sources of data were properly
documented, and if the data themselves were
labelled in waysthat indicatedtheir positionalaccuracy, their reliability and their currency.
These remarks apply most strongly to the data
which are collected by public agenciesprimarilyor
exclusively for their own purposes, such as the
annualagriculturalcensuses and the periodic censuses of woodlands. Nevertheless, similar documentation is required for those data collected for
general use, such as the topographic maps of the
Ordnance Survey, the thematic data collected by
such agencies as the Soil Survey of Great Britain
and the British Geological Survey, and the greater
variety of data collected by the Office of Population
Censuses and Surveys. For example, it is not selfevident to a user on what basis isolines on a climatic map have been drawn or what exactlywoodland recorded on an OrdnanceSurveYmapshows;
in fact, informationon a climatic mapfor elevations
above 400 m is largely informed guess work, and
staff of the Ordnance Survey will record as woodland land from which trees have been cleared but
which they have reasons to believe will be
replanted. Aerial photography and remotely
sensed imageryfrom satellites similarly need adequate documentation,althoughthey present users
with very different problems from those presented
by data collected by questionnaire or field survey.
Although the emphasis in this section has been
placed on the limitations of such data (partly
becausethis aspecthas often been neglected),it is
also fair to say that their potential use in planning
has never been fully exploited. The collection of
good data is generally expensive and, provided

existing sources are treated with care and understanding, they can often be used at relatively low
cost, whether as surrogates for data that might
have been collected if resources allowed, or as
sources of data in their own right.

4 Improving the situation
There are 2 ways in which the availability of data
could be improved: by modifyingor adaptingexisting sources, or by obtaining data by commissioning original surveys, whether by observation/
inquiry on the ground or indirectly by commissioning aerial photography.Two examples of the former are presented, before making a more general
appraisalof the latter.
4.1 Adaptingexisting machinery
With one recent exception,this approachis potential rather than actual. Its justification is that a
mechanism for collecting data is already in place
and could be adapted at lower cost to meet other
needs than undertakingsurveys. The chief obstacles to such an approachare the sectoral structure
of departments in both local and central Government, which tend to react in a protective way to
attempts by others to use 'their data' (ignoring the
fact that all such data have been collected with
public funds, and presumably should serve the
public interest), and that the Government is
obsessed with saving manpower rather than with
promoting more efficient use of resources. Those
who are responsible for the machinery by which
data are collected may neither understand nor be
interested in the needsof others, and Government
agencies cannot generally employ more staff to
meetthe needsof othersfor data,even if payments
for doing so would more than cover any additional
cost.
The one examplewhere additionaldata have been
collected in this way is the scheme introduced in
January 1985 whereby information on land use
change is collectedthroughoutGreat Britainby the
Ordnance Survey. As part of the normal procedures for revision of its maps, under which its surveyors attempt to identify all changes which need
to be recorded, it will also collect similar information on 22 categoriesof change (mainly relating to
the urban and near-urbanenvironment) on behalf
of the Department of the Environment and the
Scottish Development Departmentwho will meet
the additionalcosts. How successfulthis approach
will be remains to be seen. The surveyors are
skilled in recording and measuring accurately in
the field; but they are being asked to record information which they are not specifically trained to
collect, including some categorieswhich, by their
very nature, are difficult to identify in a consistent
way. I have no doubt that the data will be collected
efficiently, but I do have reservations, from what
little I haveseen of the process,aboutwhatthe data
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so collected will actually mean.
Another example, relating to proposals that were
not accepted, is again provided by the agricultural
census. The chief weaknesses of this census for
rural planning are 3-fold. First, the census is least
helpful on those aspectsof rural land use that are of
greatestinterestto planners,in particularthe transfer of land from agricultural to urban use and the
improvement of rough land. Second, there is the
problem, already noted, of the uncertainty about
the locationof all the dataon land use and livestock
recorded in the census, arising from the way in
which the census is compiled and the additional
procedures needed to maintainthe confidentiality
of the individual returns. Third, there is the additional complication that the summaries refer to
areas that vary greatly in size and heterogeneity.
While the question of confidentiality remains an
intractableone, the census could undoubtedly be
made more useful to others (and also to MAFF
itself) by modifying the way in which the data for
individual holdings are assembledand by improving the locationalreferencingof such data.A proposal was made by the author more than 25 years
ago that the centroid on the steadingof each holding should be given a reference on the National
Grid, a procedure that could easily be undertaken
by the Ministry's advisorystaff in the courseof their
visits to farms. Such referencingwould enable the
holding data to be aggregatedin different ways to
minimize the weaknesses noted earlier; but the
suggestion was rejected on grounds of cost, and
because it was not required for the Ministry's purposes. More recently,a group of geographersfrom
the Rural Study Group of the Institute of British
Geographershas submittedcomprehensiveproposals with the same objective; but these too are
unacceptable,being seen neither as necessaryfor
Ministry purposes nor cost-effective.
The scope for such modificationsto a wide variety
of official procedures for collecting data is very
large, but the structureof departmentsin both central and local Government makes it difficult to
secure the collection of data in ways that serve the
interests of a numberof departmentsor other bodies. The usefulness of the data collected for general purposes could also be improved by making
those dataavailablein forms that facilitatethat use,
notably by converting them into digital form to
some common standard, an issue which will also
be discussed in the context of geographicalinformation systems.
4.2 The collection of data to meet planners' needs

If no suitable data exist and modificationsto existing procedures for collection are unacceptable,
then the only remainingsolution is to undertakeor
commission surveys to provide what is required.
This is the approachnormallyadopted,whether on

a country-wide or a local basis. Several national
surveys are either under way or being contemplated, and some are discussed more fully elsewhere in this symposium volume. In 1977, the
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology itself undertook a
sample survey to provide, by field observation,
estimates of a wide range of land uses, and
repeated that work in 1984 so that changes could
be measured. Its approach has been adapted to
provide estimates of land use and land use
changes in the Highland Region in Scotland. The
Nature ConservancyCouncil is conducting a survey of changesin habitatssince the Second World
War, using existing aerial photography, and likewise covering manysimilar categoriesof land use.
Third, Hunting Surveys are conducting a similar
survey of changes in the rural landscape,for the
Departmentof the Environmentand the Countryside Commission, using aerial photography and
ground survey, together with some experimental
satellite imagery.Commissionedsurveys are potentially very costly, but that cost can be greatly
reduced by sampling (as can the cost of existing
procedures for collecting data), and all these surveys are based on samples. Sampling can also
make more effective use of limited resources of
skilled manpower. Such an approach is satisfactory where information is required only for large
areas, eg the whole country or its constituent
regions, and where the phenomena being surveyed are not highly variable or localized. Where
data for small areasare required, the size of samples must be increasedaccordinglyandthe economies of samplingcorrespondinglyreduced.On the
other hand,samplingmay limit the wider use of the
resulting information, especially where data from
different sources or for different periods must be
compared,as with the censuses of woodlandconducted by the Forestry Commission in 1965 and
1979. Furtherwork is required on samplingstrategies for collectingspatiallydistributeddatain which
there is a high degree of autocorrelation.
Four main approachesare possible to the collection of data,the choice of which will depend in part
on what is required and the resources available:
indirect inquiry, primarilythrough postal questionnaires; observation and/or inquiry 'in the field';
aerial photography; and some combination of
these approaches.Eachhas strengths and weaknesses, the importanceof which depends on what
is being collected and for what purpose. Nothing
further is consideredhere on indirect inquiry, other
than to note that response rates are characteristically low andthe qualityof answersdepends on the
ability of respondentsto understandthe questions
and to supply the answers (as well as on their willingnessto do so). Directlyadministeredquestionnairesare also not considered,except to note that,
while they too are expensive, response rates are
much higher andambiguitiesand uncertaintiescan
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be removed by interviewers (perhapsat some cost
in bias).
In the hands of skilled and experienced staff, field
observation is probably the most reliable way of
securing information and has the additional merit
that it provides an opportunity (at some cost) of
seeking clarificationof the significance/meaningof
what is being recorded. Its appropriatenessdoes
depend on the information being sought, and
some kinds of data can be collected only by field
observation. Such surveys are, however, timeconsuming and expensive, especially if they
depend on skilled staff, as they must if reliableand
consistent interpretations are to be made. Field
surveys also permit no second thoughts without a
return visit, and often require access to private
land, a considerationthat poses problemseven for
those official bodies that have statutory rights of
access. Some information, too, cannot easily be
recorded accurately from a ground view, eg the
boundaries of different classes of rough vegetation.
The advantagesand disadvantagesof aerialphotography are, to a large extent, the converseof those
pertaining to field survey. Aerial photographyprovides a wider perspectivethan a ground survey, no
time is wasted in travel, there are no problems of
access (except in relation to ground truth) and a
permanent record exists which can be consulted
again at a later date or used for resampiing. Photographs can also provide some information in
response to other questions that were not envisaged at the time of the photography(though establishing ground truth may not then be possible).
On the other hand, taking good photographs
depends on suitable weather conditions, all information is derived at second-hand by interpretation
of what is recorded on film, and there are many
categories of information which cannot be identified from photographs with any certainty and
others which cannot be identified at all, eg activities
within buildings. Commissioned aerial photography is also costly, although the archivalvalueof the
photographs should be included when evaluating
the cost. It also seems likely that the economiesof
taking sample photography are limited, and it may
cost little more to obtain complete cover and to
interpret a sample of the resulting photographs.
The aim of a hybrid approach is to maximize the
advantagesand to minimize the disadvantagesof
the method chosen. Thus, what can reliably and
consistently be interpreted from aerial photography is obtained in this way and is complementedby
sample surveys on the ground to provide estimates of what cannot. Such an approachhas obvious attractionswhen information is sought on various aspects of rural land.
In this paper, discussion has been avoided of

remote sensing from satellites, which I identified
earlier as a category of information collected by
others in anticipation of need, in part because of
shortageof time and space, but also becauseof its
low resolution in relation to the complexity of the
British countryside,the still experimentalnatureof
much interpretation,and the fact that it is generally
inaccessibleto most planners,requiringthe use of
expensive equipment and scarce skills. It may
have some current applications, eg in relation to
some categoriesof land cover, and clearly its potential value will increase as resolution improves,
especiallyin relationto the uplands,for which there
is generallya paucityof informationon any consistent basis from other sources.
5 Experience in other countries
In examining the supply of information for rural
planning,it is importantto take note of what is being
done in other developed countries, both in North
America, where countries of continental extent
have been innovativein applying new approaches,
and in Europe, where the problems in countries
such as the Netherlands more closely resemble
our own. It is not possible, in this paper,to do other
than note the point and cite some examples,such
as the use of high-level colour aerial photography
in the United States to develop country-wide
recordsof landuse/land cover, the preparationof 5
separatecoveragesof land capabilitymaps of settled Canadaas part of the CanadaLand Inventory,
and the use of conventionalaerial photography in
Francefor recordingthe agriculturalcensus and in
Canada for monitoring urban growth. There are
certainly lessonsto be learnt in terms both of what
to do and what not to do.
6 Handling data
It is also importantto consider not only how information can be obtained, but how that information
will be handledand how the results will be used in
planning.The Committeeof Inquiryinto the Handling of GeographicInformation must likewise consider how information must be collected. In many
ways, we are in a transitional stage in which the
advantagesof using computer-basedsystems are
increasinglyperceived,but where necessaryskills
and equipment may be lacking and little information is in digital form, especially the historical data
required for measuring trends and establishing
change. Evenwhere dataare digital, they are often
not compatible, and planning staffs have varying
levels of sympathyfor, and understandingof, current progress.Differentagenciesare movingat different rates to develop digital systems for the collection, storageand display of the informationthey
collect or for whichthey are responsible,and this is
often being done with considerations other than
planning in mind and with a narrow perception of
their own problems and little regard for those of
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others.
These problems,together with experience in other
countries, lead naturallyto a considerationof geographical information systems, ie the development
of computer-basedsystems for handling spatially
referenceddataof diverse kinds. Although there is
increasing reference to integrated geographical
information systems, chiefly in the context of
remote sensing and digital mapping, the term
seems tautological in that the underlying concept
of a geographic informationsystem is the ability to
relate and integrate data of different kinds.
British experience of such an approach to rural
planning appears to be limited, although many
local authorities have been developing computerbased information systems of varying degrees of
sophisticationover the past decade. It is unfortunate in this respect that the lead originally given by
the Departmentof Environmentthrough the publicationof its reportA generalinformationsystemfor
planning (GISP) has not continued, and that so
manydifferentsystemsshould havebeen devised.
There has been no comprehensive evaluation of
the use of such systems for rural planning, and,
becauseplanning itself has a strong urbanorientation, it is probablyequally true of general information systems for planning. The only well-known
comprehensive system is the experiment sponsored by the Standing Committee on Rural Land
Use in the Dunfermline and Kirkcaldy Districts of
Fife, knownas the RuralLandUse InformationSystem (RLUIS). In this experiment, those agencies
with responsibilities in rural Scotland, and represented on the Standing Committee, pooled their
data,which were either in digital form or converted
to that form for this experiment,and posed questions for which they wanted answers. Unfortunately, the project was terminated with the abolition of its sponsoring body, although the data still
exist and offer considerable scope for further
research and development. In the Department of
Geography at Edinburgh University, we have a
much more limited databasefor the whole of Scotland, the Tourism and Recreation Information
Package(TRIP)which, despite its name, also contains informationon topography,land use and population. It was commissioned by, and designed to
meet the needs of, a number of public agencies,
but these have madevery different use of it, partly
because of differences in understanding and
levels of interest.
As with remote sensing, there has been some
tendency for geographicalinformation systems to
be driven by technology rather than to respond to
expressed needs. Although it is obviously necessary to develop efficientways of storing and handling diverse data,it is equallyimportantto payattention to the characteristicsand limitationsof the data
that are being stored. Such systems have also

tended to be driven by cartographic considerations, in part because much of the initial impact
has come from developments in automated cartography and from the problems of comparing
maps at different scales and on different projections. Cartographic representation is, of course,
important in rural planning where answers are
often required in map form; but there is increasing
realization that digital information derived from
maps should be held in ways in which they can be
treatedas spatiallyreferenceddata,to be relatedto
dataderived from other sources, and not simply by
reference to their suitability for cartographic output.
In this respect, also, it is useful to examine the
experienceof other countries, particularlyin North
America. The Canada Geographic Information
System (CGIS) is one of the oldest and largest of
such systems; it has a strong rural emphasis and
contains a variety of data from different sources,
including the 5 categories of rural land capability
preparedfor the CanadaLand Inventory.The system does not appearto havelived up to the expectationsof its designers, partlybecauseland is a provincial and not a federal responsibility, but also
because it was long in the hands of technicians
who tended to wait for users to come along.There
is now sufficient experienceof systems elsewhere
to showthat considerableeffort must be devotedto
marketing and to demonstratingto those who are
not technicallyqualifiedthatsuch systemscan help
to solve their problems. A much stronger effort is
now being madeto sell the CGISto potentialusers.
Apart from the technical problems of handlingand
storing data, the main needs, if effective use is to
be madeof the opportunitiesfor rural planningpresented by geographical information systems,
appearto be the following.
1. Establishingcommon standardsand recognizing data as a corporate resource, so that such
data can be readily transferred between users.
2. Establishing a common digital framework so
that thematic data of various kinds can be
linked. The obvious mechanismfor doing so is
through the Ordnance Survey's programmeof
digitizing its maps, although OS is convinced
that there is insufficient demandfor a mediumscale digital data base and the timescale envisaged for the large-scale maps is far too long.
3. Establishing pilot projects in rural areas (of
which the RLUISproject is one example),which
can demonstrate to potential users how their
needs can be met in cost-effective terms.
4. Converting into digital form those data not
alreadyso held, including a selection of historical data, so that trends can be established and
the scale of change measured.
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5. Evaluatingand documentingall datasets, with
referencenotonly to their valueasdata,butalso
in respect of the ease and precisionwith which
the data can be located, so that users fully
understandtheir strengths and weaknesses.
6. Providing training of more skilled staff, and
'hands-on' experiencefor others.
7 Conclusion
The present age is one of change, in which technology is developingat a muchfasterratethanattitudes, the understandingof needs and the availability of essential data. In these circumstances,
there is a danger that each organizationwill act in
isolation,a point highlightedby the existenceof the
separate initiatives noted earlier to establish the
scale of changes in different categories of land
cover in rural areas.Although each has somewhat
different objectives,there is considerableoverlap

between them, and it seems reasonableto suppose that there is scope for integrationof effort.
Similarly, a number of agencies, including the
OrdnanceSurvey, the Instituteof Hydrologyand
the ForestryCommission,are digitizing topographic maps,to different standardsand for different
purposes.There is surely a casefor a more collaborativeattitudetowardsdataon the part of those
who collectthem, and a recognitionthat it is in the
publicinterestthat suchdata,largelycollectedwith
public funds, should be widely used.
Althoughthe cominggenerationwill, no doubt,find
it mucheasierto acceptandadoptnewapproaches
to handlingdata, there remainsthe concern that
the application of sophisticated techniques to
poorly understoodand documenteddatamay still
be 'garbagein, garbageout'. To avoid that situation, a primaryneed is to establishthe characteristics of the data and to understandhow they can
bestbeusedto servethe needsof ruralplanners.
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The approachadoptedby HighlandRegionalCouncil
C J CLARIDGE
Highland RegionalCouncil, Inverness

1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe the recent
experience of a large rural regional planning
authority in attempting to handle, in a systematic
way, considerable quantities of data that are
essential to the proper planning of the rural environment. The paper briefly describes the nature
of the Highland Region and the range of rural
planning issues it faces; the type and availabilityof
data that are of interest; the information systems
which have been adopted by the Highland
RegionalCouncil (HRC)PlanningDepartment;and
the use of these systems.
The Highland Regionextends to 25 000 km2.It has
the largestareaof any localauthorityin Europeand
is larger than Wales. It extends 240 km
north—south,from the sea cliffs of Caithness and
Sutherland to the high mountains of the Cairngorms, and 230 km east—west,from the productive arable farms of Nairn to the scattered crofting
townships of Skye. The Regionhas a populationof
around200 000, of which lessthanone-third live in
towns of more than 5000 people, whilst one-third
live in and around communities of less than 200
people. Duringthe 1970s,the Region's population
grew by more than 14%, largely as a result of oilrelated development in the MorayFirth area. However, in the remoter areas,depopulationhas continued since the 19th century.
The RegionalCouncil is responsiblefor all aspects
of statutory planning, including the preparationof
structure and local plans and the handling of all
planning applications. There are a wide range of
land use issues facing the Region, many of them
arising from potentially competing interests in the
use and/or safeguarding of land. The extent of
some of these interests is illustrated in Figure 1.

Peat deposits
Future potential?

Agriculture

1 What is the most appropriate type(s), scale
and distribution of agriculture within the
Region,taking into accountthe likely availability of resources,the needto sustainruralcommunities in the Region, and the increase in
competition from agricultural areas elsewhere?
2. Is there a need, and what scope is there, for
increased diversification or specialization in
agriculture within the Region?
3. Whatpoliciesshould be pursuedin safeguarding agriculturalland?

4. Should the Regional Council, in view of its
wide land use planning interests, try to reach
agreement with landowners and bodies also
involved in land use to identifythe locationand
type of forestry which should be encouraged
within the Region as part of an overall
strategy?

Land under crotting tenure
Nature conservation
designation
Landscapeconservationdesignation
5

The RegionalCouncil has just commenced its first
comprehensivereviewof its structure planand has
identified a number of rural land use issues which
need further consideration,before either formulating policies or seeking action from Governmentor
other agencies. These issues include the following.

Forestry

Planted/approved
forestry
Land under
crops/grass

0

It is evident from the above figures that there is an
overlapbetweensome of the variousinterests,and
therefore potentialfor conflict. In some cases, the
Council is directly responsible for determining
decisions on land use change, eg the extractionof
peat for fuel or horticultural use on a commercial
scale. However,in the majorityof cases,the Council's role is purely advisory, eg in relationto nature
conservation designations, or forestry, with primary responsibilityfor decisions resting with central Government departments or agencies.
Despite its limited role, the Council considers it
importantthat a co-ordinated approachis adopted
in relation to evaluatingland use change, in order
that decisionscan be taken in the best interests of
the community.
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20

25

% of region's land area

Figure 1. Significant rural land uses and designations in Highland Region

5. Should changes in land use to forestry be
madethe subject of some statutory control? If
so, who should exercise that control?
6. Should the Government be asked to review
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the financial basis for encouragingprivateforestry to enable local landowners and farmers
to participate more effectively?
Conservation
7. Is there a need for a more integratedapproach
to conservation and other rural land uses and,
if so, how best might this be achieved?
8. How best can conservation be achievedat the
same time as maintaining a flourishing rural
economy (and vice versa)?

LATITUDE/LONGITUDE

Distanceto west coast; distance to south coast.
TOPOGRAPHYAND HUMANARTEFACTS(from 1:50
000 OS maps)

i. Areas of:

sea, intertidal, land between
0-76 m, 77-198 m, 199-488 m
and 489-1344 m, woodland,
urban areas, loch (freshwater),
land cliff, sea cliff.

ii. Length of:

Slope line (highest to lowest
point), main road (A class),
metalled road 4 m wide, fenced
minor road, unfenced minor
road, single-line stream, double-line stream, coastline.

iii. Variables:

A class road nearer (than any
other metalledroad), distanceto
other metalled road (if A class
road not nearer), maximum elevation, minimum elevation,
height of hill behind, distance to
hill behind, aspect (degrees
from north).

9. The Council is to pursue some sort of 'Park'
status within the Region — what type of park
would be most appropriate and what parts of
the Region might be considered for designation?
10. Is there a need to reconcile the extensive
designation of nature conservation sites
within the Regionwith the needto developthe
Region's resources?
11. Is there scope for deriving more benefits,
within the Region, from nature conservation
designations, by giving more priority to the
educationaland interpretativeaspectsof such
designations?
These issues are included because they have
implications for data collection and retrieval, and
the way in which rural land use informationsystems
need to be constructed if they areto be used effectively by both planners and policy-makers.Experience elsewhere has shown that the value of an
informationsystem is often in inverse proportionto
its degree of sophistication.

2 Nature and availabilityof data
The data relating to rural land use that the Council
considers it importantto capture,store andanalyse
reflect the desire to resolve, or at least contribute
to, the resolution of the issues outlined above.
These data, which have been collected for each of
the 28 000 one km Ordnance Survey (OS) grid
squares in the Region, are listed below. (A few
items have been collected mainlyfor the purposes
of the land classificationsystem outlined laterin the
paper.)

iv. Frequencyof: settlements, streams, woods,
lochs.
v. Presence of: footpath,island(not freshwater),
flat rock (coastal),shingle/sand/
mud.
LAND CAPABILITY(from MacaulayInstitute maps)

For agriculture.
NATURECONSERVATION(from Nature Conservancy
Council (NCC) records)

Sites of Special Scientific Interest (location and
habitat).
OTHERDATA
Red deer numbers; population; land in crofting
tenure.

3 Developmentand use of informationsystems

GEOLOGY(from geological maps)

Since 1981, the HRC Planning Department has
been working jointly with the Instituteof Terrestrial
Ecology (ITE)to develop a rural land use information system based on one km OS grid squares,
which is run on the Department'sSuperbrain Microcomputer. Prior to its association with ITE, the
Planning Departmenthad no microcomputer facilities; rural land use informationwas largely limited
to map data, and therefore difficult to manipulate
other than by relativelycrude sieve-mappingtechniques.

Solid geology; drift geology.

As a result of the joint approachby ITEand HRC,a

CLIMATE(from climatic and MacaulayInstitute maps)

Average number of days of snowfall per year; average minimum January temperature; averagedaily
hours of sunshine for July; climatic guidelines for
the assessment of land capability; assessmentof
climatic conditions based on exposure.
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system has been evolvedwhich combinesthe predictive capability of the stratified sample frame of
the ITE land classification system (Bunce et al.
1981) with a stand-alone data base for every one
km OS grid square in the Region. The data base
was originally limited to data necessaryto assign
ITEland classes to each grid square. It has subsequently been extended to include other data, eg
nature conservation designations, land capability
for agriculture, red deer distribution, etc.
The use of one km grid squaresenablessufficiently
fine-grained assessmentsto be madefor strategic
planning purposes. The use of a finer grid would
not be practicable or cost-effective within such a
large region. For example, a 100 m x 100 m grid
would involve a 100 times increasein datacapture
and storage resources.In manycases,sourcedata
cannot be found at a sufficient level of accuracyto
justify such a degree of resolution.The data items
can be used singly or in combination, and results
produced in tabular or map form. The mapping
technique has been developedwithin the Planning
Departmentusing a simple dot-matrixprinter (HRC
1984). All the computer programs for the input,
storage and analysisof data have been developed
in-house, and are consequentlysimple to adaptto
meet new requirements. The importance of end
user control over information, computing facilities
and methodology cannot be overestimated. The
result is that the Council can tailor the system to
meet its own, often changing, needs.
An example of the results of combining different
data items is shown in Figure 2. The map shows
accessible peat deposits and was produced by
identifying one km grid squareswith the following
characteristics(which can be modifiedas desired):
i. presence of peat in the square;
ii. within 5 km of a metalled road;
iii. overall gradient of less than 10 degrees;
iv. minimum altitude below 300 metres.
The system has been fully operational since the
end of 1984 (HRC1985a);prior to that date, it operated on one in every 4 grid squares.The land classificationsystem and database havebeen usedfor
the construction of a forestry model and a sample
survey of amenity woodland.
Theforestry model attemptsto assessthe land use
and economic consequences of further afforestation in the Region. Forestry currently occupies
10.8% of the Region's land surface, and the Forestry Commission has assessed its potential at
27%. Consequently, modelling the dynamics of
forestry is extremely relevant to current strategic
planning problems.
The appraisal of forestry potential has been

approached in 2 parts. The first part involves
assessing technical suitability for forestry (eg altitude, exposure, etc) and identifying possible land
use constraints(eg agriculturalquality, natureconservation interest, red deer, etc) for every single
grid square in the Region, ie using the data base.
The second part involves assigning monetary
valuesto appropriateforestry enterprises and agricultural operations, based on an assessment of a
sample of 8 squares in each of 23 land classes, ie
using the ITE land classification system. The
monetary values can be altered easily.
The 2 parts are integratedand allow the allocation
of additional forestry (after considering constraints,etc) to be madefor individualgrid squares;
for example, no allocationwill be made where the
square is already occupied by woodland. This
2-part approachis a particularlysignificant refinement of the ITE land classificationsystem, which
hitherto had allocated additional forestry to each
square in a specific land class using an average
value per land class.
Some examplesof the stagesof the forestry model
are shown in Figures 3-5. Figure 3 shows the
existing woodland as given by the data base,
Figure 4 shows the land theoretically suitable for
forestry by excluding sea, intertidal areas, woodland, urban, loch, cliff and land which is too high or
exposed for planting, while Figure5 reduces this
theoretically suitable land one stage further by
removing Squareswith MacaulayLand Capability
for Agriculture Classes2-5. It is relatively simple
to alter the threshold values for any of the constraints used and, if appropriate, different values
can be assigned to each one km square.
The Council's amenity woodland survey undertaken in 1984 illustrates the value of the ITE land
classificationsystem in providing a means of producing comprehensive results relatively cheaply
and quickly. The survey methodology and results
have been documented (HRC 1985b), and therefore only a brief outline is included in this paper.
The amenity woodland survey was based on a
stratified randomsampleof 8 squares in each land
class (184 squares in all). Of this sample, 101
squareswere knownfrom a 1981-82 land use survey to contain trees and these squares were surveyed in the field for the amenitywoodlandsurvey.
This approach had a number of advantagesover
other sampling possibilities. First, the woodland
information could be directly related to other land
use information within the square. Second, by
remainingwithin the frameworkof the land classification system, results could be extrapolated and
applied to the Highland Region as a whole. Third,
becausesome land classeshave more woods and
different woodlandtypes than others, the samples
covered the full range—from isolatedtrees to corn-
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Figure 2. Distributionof accessiblepeat deposits
in the one km x one km squares of Highland
Region
mercial plantations. Finally, it was possible to
ensurethe existenceof woodlandswithinthe sample squares.
As an exampleof the resultsfrom this survey,Table
1 shows the major species within the main woodland types.
4 Conclusions
The systemsthatwe havedeveloped,andare continuing to develop,enable us to undertakethe following tasks.
i. Providean inventoryof basicregionalstatistics

An integrated assessment of the overall
resourcesof the Regionis required,particularly
with regard to features that are not recorded
systematicallyby other agencies, eg amenity
woodland.
ii. Indicate the broad regional distribution of
resources
Knowledgeof the distributionand definitionof
resourcesthroughoutthe Regionis a necessity
for planning,and, althoughsome featuresare
alreadywell documented,data for others are
not alwaysreadilyavailable.For example,the
landuse,topographyand other featureswithin
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Figure 3. Distributionof existing woodlandin the
one km x one km squares of HighlandRegion
National Nature Reserves/Sites of Special
Scientific Interest and National Scenic Areas
have never been quantified, although such
designations may have implications for land
use change.
iii. Monitor land use changes
Manychanges in the landscapepatterntend to
be incrementalboth in time and space,but they
can often result in a cumulativeeffect which has
substantial implications for other land uses
and/or settlement patterns. Previously, the
expenseof monitoring has meantthat information on changehasnot been available,although
the identificationof trends in land use is essential to forward planning.

iv. Assess land use potential
The Council is particularlyconcerned to retain
populationin ruralareasand therefore to identify future employment opportunities. Apart
from assessing the physical suitability of land
for different activities, eg increased forestry,
improvement of marginal agricultural land or
the development of peat resources,the socioeconomic and environmentalconsequencesof
such action require to be quantified.
v. Test policy options
All land in the Region is used to a greater or
lesser extent, and it is important to be able to
assess the implications for existing land use
and settlement patterns of any proposals that
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Figure 4. Distribution of the land potentially available for forestry, without regard to agriculturalconstraints
may modify them. Thus, for example, the
impacts of strategies to change agricultural
production or to increase afforestationneed to
be assessedfor the Regionas a whole, without
the time and expense involved in carrying out
major survey work for each new proposal.
The way forward, therefore, lies in marryingthe ITE
land classification system with a 100% data base
using one km grid squares.The grid squares have
particularadvantageswhen consideringan areaas
large as the Highland Region, viz dataare relatively
cheap and easyto acquire;the degreeof resolution

is particularly useful for strategic planning purposes; the data can be easily computerized; the
boundariesof the squares are easily defined and
understood by a wide range of other users/data
suppliers. The system is also capable of adjustment to accommodate digital data and remote
sensing data.
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Figure5. Distributionof the land potentiallyavailable for forestry,after removalof land thatis likely
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Table 1. Woodland types: major species
Woodland type

Major species (%)

Coniferous plantings

Lodgepole pine (36.7), Sitka spruce (29.0), Scots pine (25.5)

Semi-natural broadleavedwoods

Birch (78.6), goat willow (5.6), oak (5.4)

Scattered trees

Birch (54.1), Soots pine (20.2), rowan (12.2)

Semi-natural mixed woods

Birch (41.6), Scots pine (33.9), juniper (10.5)

Riverside trees

Birch (44.1), alder (20.0), rowan (10.7), Scots pine (5.9)

Broadleaved woods underplanted
with conifers

Mixed broadleavesand conifers (69.2), birch (9.6), rowan (7.6), Scots pine
(6.6)

Roadside trees

Mixed broadleavesand conifers (21.7), beech (17.9), hawthorn (14.9),
birch (8.6), Europeanlarch (8.2)

Mixed plantings

Beech (36.6), Scots pine (29.4), birch (8.0), Douglasfir (6.2), rowan (5.5),
western hemlock (5.1)

Multi-stemmed stands

Hazel (76.9), mixed broadleaves(9.6)

Policy woodlands

Mixed broadleavesand conifers (59.1), birch (8.6), Scots pine (5.7),
Douglasfir (5.7), willow (5.5), alder (5.2), horse chestnut (5.2)

Hedgerows

Hawthorn(65.9), beech (11.9)

Shelterbelts

Scots pine (67.7), Europeanlarch (22.9), Douglas fir (8.9)

Semi-natural copses

Birch (52.2), goat willow (23.6), Scots pine (11.2), beech (7.5)

Railwaysidetrees

Birch (33.4), ash (19.5), beech (18.9), goat willow (14.1), rowan (14.1)

Semi-natural clumps

Birch (51.5), goat willow (16.0), Scots pine (10.5), rowan (6.8), alder (5.4)

Broadleaved plantings

Norwaymaple (43.8), rowan (21.9), cherry (21.9)

Isolated trees

Scots pine (26.9), birch (25.0), rowan (13.5), ash (9.6), Europeanlarch
(6.7), alder (5.8)
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Futuretrends in informationsystemsfor rural planning
P A BURROUGH
Department of Physical Geography, University of Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands
1 Introduction
Successfulinformationsystems for forward planning in rural areasare the result of a complex blend
of personal skills, good organization,suitabledata
and appropriatetools. The tools include computer
hardwareand software, but it must be stressed at
the outset that the possessionof impressivetechnical capabilities has little point, unless they are
placed in the right context.
Ruralinformationsystems imply that the organization (Government authority or private consultant)
has a clear and well-formulatedidea of the following:
i. the kind and scale of the projects for which the
rural informationsystem is to be used;
ii. the sources of suitabledatafor the information
system;
iii. the processingtools necessaryto handlethese
data;
iv. the conceptual tools necessary to formulate
strategies,analysedataand synthesizedisparate material into logical and consistent plans;
v. an overall managerialand organizationalcontext in which the informationsystem can operate as an integral component. This context
includes such diverse aspects as skilled staff,
planning committees and legal and Governmentalchannels necessaryfor the total, effective, operationof any rural informationsystem.

— and landscape processes — erosion, eutrophication, salinization, seismic activity, groundwater
flows, fluvial and littoral activity, and so on — and
how they all interact under human usage, than to
set up a register of detailedownershipor the accurate location of essential services (gas, water, or
electricity lines).
If we look backfor a period of some 40-50 yearSat
the kinds of question that havebeen asked by rural
planners,we see thatthere area numberof general
linesthat can be followedto obtainsome ideaabout
how things may develop in the future. These lines
are summarized in Table 1. Although the timescales may vary enormously for different countries, we note that, in general,there has beena progression from purely qualitative description to
quantitativeanalysis.There have also been movements in which the landscape has been
approached holistically (the integrated or landscape ecology approach)or from the point of view
of the separategeographicaland geologicaldisciplines. In the latter, there have been strong trends
towards quantification, and towards measuring
single variables rather than proceeding via
'regional' generalizations.
Table 1. The development of landscapestudies
Inventory

Qualitative
'What is there in area X?'

2 Rural information systems
Rural infOrmation systems imply systems that
operateto consider the planning problemsof large
areas in mode^ratedetail. The exact details and
scale may vary with the country and the landscape
in question (there is a vast difference between the
Sahelregionsof countries in west Africa on the one
hand,andthe highlydetailedDutch landconsolidation schemes on the other), but essentially we are
not dealing with the cadastralor registration problems of urbanareas,but ratherwith the problemsof
human interaction with landscape and landscape
processes.To overstateour case,we are probably
more interested in the use that is madeof land, and
the consequences of that use, than we are of
recording the exact boundariesof the land parcels
for tax purposes. We are, therefore, more likely to
want to include in the rural information system
detailsaboutthe separateaspectsof the landscape
— geology, landform, soil, water, vegetation, land
use, settlement, agriculturaland forestry practices

ml
A

Exploitation 'What can be done in area X?'
'What are the limitationsor the constraints on doing Y in X?'
'Where are there suitable areas for
activity W?'
'What are the impacts/consequences of activity W in area X?'

Interaction Quantitative

A

V

'What will be the probable impacts/ 0
consequences of activities WI, W2,
P. . . . in X?'
'Which scenario leads to optimum
.use of resources?'
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We can identify 3 phases of geographical data
handling, which I shall call inventory,exploitation
and interaction.In the first, or inventory, phase,
the accent was on simply finding out what
resources were available.This emphasis was not
only true in many developing countries (cf Brunt
1967), but also in North America and Australia(eg
Burrough 1978), and to a lesser extent in Europe.
The second phase found us asking how the areas
that had been surveyed could be usedor exploited;
could certain types of land use be successfully
practised in given areas?How much land of a given
type was available?How should evaluationmethods proceed for the optimum use of land (eg Beek
1978; Brinkman & Smyth 1973)? All too soon, the
results of the misuse or overexploitation were
manifest so that rural informationsystems became
necessaryaids for environmentalimpactanalyses.
These studies were performed initially to find out
why certain developments had produced unwelcome effects; later,they were used in an attemptto
predict what the results of a given development
project might be on the landscape in question. A
concurrent development was the incorporationof
economic analysesinto the operationof land evaluation (Beek 1978).
We are still very much in the second phaseand the
first part of the third phase of the developments
outlined above. The effects of technological
change, population growth and mobility have
placed new demands on landscapes the world
over. In the 1970s, when environmental studies
were very fashionable, there were very serious
developments towards setting up procedures so
that the possible consequences of development
could be assessed before political decisions were
made. Unfortunately, the planners and environmentalistsof the day lackedthe necessarydataand
tools to handle the complex problems with which
they were confronted. Today, some 15 years later,
we have powerful tools for environmentalanalysis
that can greatly assist in all the 3 phasesjust enumerated. It is paradoxical that these new tools are
themselves the product of the societies that have
also been responsible for many of the problems
facing the rural planner (cf Weisenbaum 1976).
Initially,datacollection for rural planningwas qualitative and descriptive. Ground survey wasthe only
means of obtainingthe data required, which meant
that surveys were slow, uneven in coverage and
quality, and probably somewhat biased. Survey of
certain aspects of the landscape (landform, land
use, geology, soil) was greatly assisted and considerably improved by the development of aerial
surveys and aerial photography,though studies of
vegetation, animal movements, air and water quality and many other important attributes still
required detailed measurement in the field. The
science of remote sensing has extended the rates
at which data about large areas can be collected

and analysedfor certain classesof landscapeattributes, such as water, land use and vegetation
cover.
One consequence of the earlier methods of data
collectionwasthat surveysof landscaperesources
could not easily be repeated.Consequently,it was
difficult to observe landscapechangetaking place.
This difficulty encouragedthe view that landscapes
were mainly static, largely unchangeablephenomena in which slow, gradualchange was the rule.
The use of multi-temporal aerial photographyand
satellite imagery, and the growing realizationthat
changecan occur not only graduallybut with catastrophic speed have led to new requirements for
data and data handling. These data requirements
have also led to new ways in which data are processed before reachingthe ruralplanner(Table2).
Table2. Data collection and processing in rural planning studies
Data
collection

Data processing

Pencilsand
paper 'eyeball' assessments

14
A
Qualitativeclassification,integration
and mapping followed by re-interpretation for specific uses

Aerial
photography
A
Remote
sensing
and
quantitative
sampling

Quantitativeanalysisof single or
multivariatedata sets for specific
purposes precedes classification.
Use of geographicalinformation
systems to store and process data
as required

V
0

Increaseof interactivesystems and
mathematicalmodelling in planning
studies
For many field sciences, the original sampling
procedure was to go to the field and record a few
points or sample areasin great detail. Becausethe
data were so complex, even small numbers of
points resultedin vast amountsof data.So, the data
had to be classified before they could be used to
categorizethe areasthat were mappedfrom aerial
photography or geomorphological landscape
analyses. Landscapeswere divided into regions,
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soil mapping units or other thematic classes. The
only information that could be retrieved and used
for planningwasthat whichcould be extractedfrom
the classification. Much expensively gathered
information was lost.
Today, it is no longer necessaryto classify in order
to make large volumes of data digestible. Both
quantitative and qualitative data can easily be
recorded in digital form during the field study.
These data can be classified and condensed if
required, but they can also be used separatelyor in
combination in order to examine specific problems. If desired, cheap,efficienttechniquescan be
used to map each variableseparately(cf Burrough
& van Keulen 1988; Burrough & de Veer 1984)
before the spatial data need to be classified.
The necessarytechniques for spatialdataanalysis
are to be found in the computer tools that are
known as geographical information systems.
Besides being able to make use of data coming
from field studies and existing maps,geographical
informationsystems allow the integrationand analyses of data from many different sources, including remote sensing scanners. Becausethe landscape data are recorded in elementary form, the
rural data base can be used as a digital test bed for
exploring the consequences of given planning
decisions, or simply as a tool to examinethe ways
in which trends may be leading to landscape
change (Burrough 1986; Steinitz 1979; Steinitz &
Brown 1981; Teicholz& Berry 1983). By setting up
plausiblescenarios,a plannercan explorethe possible consequences of a whole range of development options before any commitments are made.
These kinds of study are becoming increasingly
common, but it should be pointed out that they can
only be carried out sensibly within organizations
that havetaken the necessarysteps to incorporate
modern rural informationsystems into their normal
work procedures.
There have also been major developments in the
use of mathematical methods for the statistical
analysis of field data and for building quantitative
models of landscape processes. In particular, in
the geological sciences, in ecology and in soil science, statisticaltechniques have been much used
for spatial analyses and quantitative mapping (eg
Agterberg 1982; Nielsen & Bouma 1985; Ripley
1981; Verly 1984). Mathematicalmodels are now
used routinely for analysing and predicting
weather changes, groundwater movements, air
pollution, or the spreadof insectsand disease,and
similar dynamic problems. In the Netherlands,the
Centre for World Food Studies has pioneered the
application of the linear programming methods of
systems analysis developed at the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in Laxenburg, Austria,to planningagriculturalproduction in
developing countries. The use of these methods,

while requiringspecialistskills, has resulted in better and more appropriate information being supplied to the plannerthan was ever possible before
the computer age. Geo-mathematical methods
now form important parts of many geographical
information systems used for rural planning.
A particularly attractive feature of working with
geographical information systems for landscape
planning is the ease with which the shape of the
landscapeitself can be used, in the form of a digital
elevation model (DEM), together with other thematic or quantitative data. Not only can many
importantattributesof the landscapes,such as the
gradient and aspect of slopes, inter-site visibility,
and the catchmentareas be derived automatically
(eg Evans 1980), but it is also possible to 'fly
around' the landscapemodels in order to obtain a
realistic impression of how visible changes might
occur (eg Burrough 1986; Ross & Evans 1984) or
to model the visible and structural consequences
of new roadsand bridges (Purdie 1984).The landform can be modelledcheaplyand quantitativelyin
3 dimensions: in particular,there has been a considerable amount of work done to make 3-dimensional methods of landscape analysis work on
easily usable and cheap microcomputers. These
facilitiesare becomingincreasinglyappreciatedby
landscapearchitectswho 'can now use computers
as tools without havingto make them (their) vocation' (Kelly 1985).
3 Thefuture
The future trends in information systems for rural
planningwill most probablybe a direct continuation
of the new developmentsthat have been made in
the last few years. We may expect the following.
1. Ruralplanningwill be more analytical:there will
be increasingdemandsfor 'what if', and quantitative analyses before development plans are
finalized.
2. New data may be needed to supply the users of
these 'what if' analyses.Datawill be more quantitative, and less generalized. They will be fed
into mathematical models of landscape processes, rather than be intuitively generalized
using 'eyeball' techniques.
3. Computer tools will continue to become easier
to use, smaller, more powerful and relatively
cheaper.
4. Spatialdatafor rural planningwill needto havea
better spatialresolutionthan at present in order
to be able to model many types of change or
feature accurately. Geographical information
systems will incorporateboth 'vector' (ie point,
line, polygondata)and 'raster' (ie grid cell) data.
5. The planners and planning organizations that
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do not avail themselves of the new technologies will be superseded by those who do. As
techniquesbecomecheaperandeasierto use,
however, computer methods will become less
arcane,so existingstaffshould havefewerdifficulties in adapting to the new tools, provided
they can accept the philosophyof the methodologies being used.
6. Forsome time, there will continueto be a shortageof skilledandexperiencedpersonnelavailable for the technical aspects of operatingand
running modern rural information systems.
Consequently, both on-the-job training and
trainingof new recruits in universitiesandtechnical colleges will be necessary.
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POSTERPAPERS
Integrationand evaluationof rural policyin a periodof rapid
change
M BELL
Institute of TerrestrialEcology,Merlewood Research Station, Grange-over-Sands
1 Environment and society
The question of how far the place where one lives
affects social position, valuesandthought is one of
the great recurrent debates.'Environmentaldeterminism', as it has come to be called, hasa long history. From Montesquieu's argument that climate
lay behind national character, through Renan's
assertion of the role of the desert in forming the
monotheic character of Islam and Christianity,
through to Mumford's vision of the city, attempts
have been made to tie physical form to social life
(Allison 1975; Mumford 1973; Renan1869; Montesquieu 1978). Sometimes it is explicit, more
often it is implicit, as in the well-known assertions
by Alice Coleman that certain types of urban form
lead to crime and other anti-social behaviour.This
view tends to take Newman's concept of defensible space into far more arguable areas (Newman
1973). Sometimes, as in the case of Braudel
(1975), that most elegant and synoptic of historians, the interplay of environment and society
becomes the epistemologicalmethod itself. In his
explanation of taking 'the Mediterranean' as a
focus for historical study, he argued: 'Geography
in this context is no longer an end in itself but a
meansto an end. It helps us to rediscoverthe slow
unfolding of structural realities,to see things in the
perspective of the very long term'.
Thus,when a student of society is told it is possible
to relate socio-economic factors to a leading
method of classifying Britain's land by the use of
primarily ecological, topographical and climatic
data,he is bound to be interested.This paper,then,
describeswork to be undertakenat the Merlewood
ResearchStationof the Instituteof TerrestrialEcology (ITE)to examine the possibilities of using the
samesamplingframeworkfor land use changeand
relatedsocialfactors. The Merlewoodland classes
(MLCs)are known to be effectivein nationalsampling, eg of data on upland vegetationalchange; in
simple terms, the question arising is whether one
could cross-relate that change to, say, the incidence of low-income tenant farmers, if that were
required. As a preliminary experiment, it seems
particularly suitable to examine applicability for 3
factors. One category, of which those designing
the system may not be aware,is the RuralDevelopment Area (RDA); the other categoriesof land use
designationwhich havesince beenaddedare Less
Favoured Areas and National Parks. This paper

outlines some of the thinking behind the approach,
and describes work being undertakenas part of a
joint Economic and Social Science Research
Council/Natural Environment Research Council
Fellowship establishedat Merlewood.
2 Social science information, and decisionmaking: the case of Rural Development Areas
2.1 Policy background

Some readersmay be less familiarwith RDAsthan
others because, inter alia:
i. this paperis aimedat a mixedaudience,including naturalscientists who have no professional
connection with local Government or rural
development;
ii. the RDAsare a policy tool of the Development
Commission, whose remit does not extend
beyond England;
iii. even some of the participantsfrom local Government may come from areas which were
never likely to receive RDA status, and thus
have no reasonto be involved in the selection
process;
iv. there appearsto be no single widely available
publication describing the process of RDA
selection. (Readers who have been closely
involved in selection may wish to move on in
the paper.Alternatively,they mayfind that their
view of the process varies somewhatfrom that
gleaned from primarily official sources.)
The Governmentagency involved is the Development Commission(DC). It was establishedin 1909
by that reforming Liberal Government pressured
by the social interventionism of the new Labour
Party,and havinglost its Cobdenesque,free enterprise, 'laissez-faire' ideologyto the Conservatives
(Dangerfield 1970; Pelling 1966). Thus, the DC
was born in a steamy politicalatmosphereand has
had to continue to justify its position to different
Governments. In ecological terms, at least, survival is a success,and, by way of coincidentalcelebration of its 75th birthday,the DC moved to grantin-aid status.
The shift from direct responsibility to the Department of Environmentwasone element of a general
Governmental review of the DC's functions. In
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regard to priorities, the review held that the DC
should select its own areas, whereas previously
the Environment Secretary had reserved the final
decision on bids under the DC's system of Special
Investment Areas (SlAs).
Responsibility for designation was not utterly
untrammelled. It will be rememberedthat the present administrationhas pursueda policyof focusing
aid on the most needy areas. In the out-turn, RDAs
ended up covering an area95% of that of the SlAs,
with some 90% of the populationof the predecessor designation. Despite the aggregatereduction,
the RDAs subsume part of 28 counties, whereas
the SlAs were in only 19.
2.2 Extending the land class system

RDAs look likely to present an admirable and
important extension of the land class system's
applicabilityto social issues becauseof the following.
i. Although the DC has no formal remitfor agriculture per se, elements of the RuralDevelopment
Programmes (RDPs) drawn up for the RDAs
may well focus on forestry and farm diversification (DC 1985; Bell 1985). Thus, such a designation is necessarily an important component
of the general project on policy-induced
change.
ii. As will be discussed further below, RDAswere
sieved out through a series of socio-economic
indicators of deprivation. This concept has
generated a considerable literature (Shaw
1979; McLaughlin 1981), and McLaughlinhas
recently reported to Department of Environment on further work. Thus, RDAs should fit
some rational pattern of designation based on
prespecified criteria. In being non-random
then, that would presupposethatanyfit with the
land class system should be other than mere
chance.
iii. The process illustrates well 2 elements, quite
normal in public administration,which will be of
note to those used to more precise sciences.
First, the data availabilityfor social indication is
imperfect, and has particulardifficulties marrying up with the idea of what is 'rural', especially
in a time of changing settlement patterns
(Cloke 1983). Second, conceptionsof whatthe
DC themselves call the sensible and pragmatic
determined the final decisions on boundaries
(DC 1984).
2.3 The mechanics of designation

The Government's 6 criteria for RDAswere as follows.
i. Unemployment is above averagefor Great Bri-

tain, account being taken of changes in recent
years.
ii. There is an inadequateor unsatisfactoryrange
of employment opportunities.
iii. Populationdecline or sparsity of population is
having an adverse effect.
iv. There is a net outward migration of people of
working age.
v. The age structure of the population is biased
towards elderly people.
vi. Access to services and facilities is poor.
For selection purposes, it will not be necessaryfor
all the criteriato be satisfied, but it is envisagedthat
most Rural DevelopmentAreas will meet the first
criterion and one or more of the remainder. However, they may also be selected where a cornbination of any of the criteria indicates a concentration
of problems.
The Commission immediately recognized that
boundariesfor action and grant assistancewould
benefit from following administrative boundaries,
where possible. A glance at many of the excellent
research papers for the Royal Commission on
Local Government (Redcliffe-Maud 1969) illustrates the complexity of taking administrative
boundariesas surrogates for other social factors.
So, understandable administrative imperatives
may not conform to other criteria.
As alluded to above, it was decided that 'RDAs
should be no more extensive than the SlAs' (DC
1984), and thus an element of comparison
between needy areas was imported. It is particularly relevantfor using RDAs as a test that the DC
undertookits own independent initial search. SlAs
— like many similar instruments — had been
founded on bids from local authorities.
In its search,the DC utilized 2 rules: minimum size
for the areasasa whole, and exclusionof the 'urban
area' as beyond its preview. The general guidelines on minimum size were as follows.
— RDAswill be of such an extent, with a sufficient
range of social and economic problems, as to
justify the implementationof a comprehensive
action planover a period of at least5-10 years.
They will not be smaller than an average-sized
rural district, or 25-30 parishes, althoughthey
might straddle existing county boundaries.
They will be of such size that, bearing in mind
local travel-to-work patterns, job opportunities
are unlikely to be significantly affected by
changes and developments outside the proposed area.
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— They will be of such extent, with such a total
populationand such a rangeof socialand economic problems,that one or 2 significantevents,
eg the setting up of a single large factory, the
building of a small housing estate at a single
location,or the introduction of a more effective
public transport service, would probably not
solve the problems experienced.
— They will be areas capableof supporting a programmedesigned to bring into use a significant
amount of industrial or business floor space —
say 8000 square feet per year over a period of
5-10 years — by both public and private sectors, including conversion of redundant buildings; this capability will mean, amongst other
things, that each area will contain a number of
settlements likely to be capable of yielding the
necessarysites over the period in question.
The taxonomy and functional relations between
towns of particularsizes and their hinterlandshave
been one of the bases of human geography from
Von Thunen onward (Chisholm 1979). The DC
took their stance on a population of 10 000, and,
whilst recognizing that this 'cannot be a hard and
fast rule, becausethe functions in relation to rural
areas performed by towns of similar size can be
quite different', it was nonetheless'thought right to
applythe 10 000 limit fairly strictly' (DC 1984).This
requirement to balance rules and flexibility is a
recurrent social policy problem (Forder 1975).
After some 30 localmeetings,the boundarieswere
finalized — and intended to remain guidance on
policyfor 5-10 years. The Commissiondrew out a
number of general features.
Comparedwith the SlAs, there is a slight reduction in coverage in the northern and southwestern counties and an increase in priority
area coverage in Midland counties, particularly
those on the Welsh Marchesandthe eastcoast.
— For the first time, the Commission has designated priority areas in metropolitan counties
(West Yorkshire and South Yorkshire) and the
home counties (Kent). This action reflects the
fact that administrative boundaries do not
necessarily represent the divide between
urbanand ruralareasand that, even in the relatively prosperous south-east, there are rural
areas of severe deprivation.
There is a general movement awayfrom larger
towns and cities, resulting in a 'halo' effect
aroundthe more majorsettlements.This movement, in part,reflects the stricter applicationof
the town size populationlimit, but alsothe Commission's view that its resources should, in
general,be concentratedon remoterareasless
influenced by the fortunes of larger urban centres.

It is for special committees in these areas to draw
up RDPscovering their needsand requirementsin
a time of rural change.

3 Otherpotentialapplicationsof thelandclassification system within the Fellowship
At its inception, the Fellowshipfavoured primarily
upland work. RDAs often coincide with uplands,
but do not necessarilyfollow such boundaries;and
other categoriesof areafor study have been pursued. These other categoriesboth utilize and refine
the methodas a samplingframe,and permit survey
results to be generalizedto the 'wider population',
ie to convert sample figures into GB, England,
Wales or regional statistics as required.
After RDAs,the 2 aspects considered suitable for
work within the CommonAgriculturalPolicy(CAP)
framework are:
— selection of areasfor extended Less Favoured
Areas status
— designated NationalParks.
Additionally, a farm visiting programme will be
undertakenin the hills and uplands.Economicprofiles can be developed to compare with regional
farm management survey (FMS) data of similar
types. The comparabledata for alternative enterprises or levels of output can then be used as one
input to the modellingof the farm's predicted economic reaction to putative EECchange.
From the survey farms, it will be possible to extrapolate back to the wider population,taking note of
special (or even unique) social factors, and of the
results from earlier work on farmers' actual reactions to changes which have occurred. This information will include standardwork on the relationship between size and performance(Britton & Hill
1975), or tenure and performance(Gasson & Hill
1984). A starting point will be work already undertaken, primarilyby RichardTranterat the Centre for
Agricultural Strategy (CAS).

4 Work by Tranteron the land availabilitystudy
The method has been taken forward in the agricultural field by Tranter, in 2 major contributions.
i. Analysisof likely agriculturaluse of the different
land classes leadingto a series of gross margin
costings.
ii. Utilization of field records to identify specific
occupiers of land for their use in a postal questionnaire for the British Library.This study permitted checks to be carried out to assess the
stratificationof the sample vis-a-visfarm size,
tenure and related agriculturalcriteria.
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4.1 Approachto the farm costingsin the landavailability
study (LAS)

The LAS was a collaborative effort between ITE,
Dartington Institute, CAS, Aberdeen University
and the Forestry Commission (WestonbirtArboretum). The study was commissioned by the Energy
Technology Support Unit, who also collaboratedin
it.
The principal aim was to identify land in the British
Isles which might be availablefor the production of
timber as an energy crop. One of the ultimate outputs was a model allowing an assessment of how
much land might convert into forestry on various
cost assumptions. It was also importantto know in
what areas such conversion might occur.
Tranter set out to obtain the best fit of farm system
to the appropriate MLC squares in order to assess
the physical and the financial performanceof agriculture on the various land use/types recorded on
the 256 ITE km2 sample squares. Such levels of
performance would then be comparedwith values
arising from the assessments of potential wood
energy plantations on the same parcels of land.
Where these latter values exceeded those
assessed for agriculture, it was taken that those
areas were 'availablefor wood energy plantations'
on financial constraints grounds. In colloquial
terms, forestry would 'win' as a potential land use
over agriculture.
Tranter used a gross margin (GM) approachto the
question of comparing performance, a decision
which would win the approval of most agricultural
economists. The use of this approach is increasing, and it has been employed by leadingconsultants at a number of major public inquiries, such as
those into Stansted Airport and the Al —M1 Link
Road. Its advantagesinclude the following:
— the fact that, for most short-term alterations in
cropping or practice, it is not possiblefor a farm
enterprise to alter its fixed costs;
— the concept is understood and employed by
many farmers;
— it can, with commonsense and judicious consideration, be applied to performance from
specific parcelsof land. These dataare derived
from the gross margins given in MAFF's
standard guide.
A number of different values hadto be combined in
the LAS, and prices, yields, inputs and outputs
were therefore tied to 1977-78 levels. A significant element of the Fellowship will be to update
these figures.
The most accepted, nationallyavailable,source of
GM data is Nix's (Wye College) annual Farm
management pocketbook, which bravely predicts

for the year ahead. FMS data provide an historic
record of actual performance in the year selected
as a base, and are available by region from the
appropriateuniversities.These annualrecords will
be one of the prime data sources for the farm
modelling aspects of the Fellowship,as they were
for Tranter (1985). The major step forward will be
that the Fellowshippermits the opportunity to visit
farms in certainclassesand areasto ascertainhow
closely the model accords with reality.
Tranter himself described his efforts (and some
assumptions)in this field as 'heroic' ; indeed, they
were, in the best sense. He utilized data such as
rainfall, related soil moisture deficit, soil type and
herbage/crop response, which, for each class,
wasa majorexercisein itself. No attemptwas made
to allowfor managementfactors,asthe datadid not
permit it.
As well as including managementelements,in due
course the Fellowship will utilize and extend the
data from ITE's survey in another way. The tabulated field records show features such as hedges
and pondswhich are considered as environmental
desiderata.It is therefore proposed to identify the
types of land, and types of farm, where the most
significant environmental gains and losses might
take place.
Tranter's exercise drew on a wide body of existing
knowledgeto predict likely yield rangesfor particular crops potentiallygrown in different ITEclasses.
He sought a 'financial measure for the performanceof agriculturefor, say,a particularpieceof Lo/ium perennein a valley in uplandWales,ratherthan
a generalised performance measure for whole
farms in that part of the country'. An example will
illustratehis approach.From the potential rangeof
grasslandenterprises, 4 distinct models were utilized:
— specialist dairying
— livestock rearing
— hill sheep
— lowland fat lamb
The model for hill sheep, for example,was based
on work by Lazenby and Doyle (1981). Their
results per animal were converted into stocking
densities on land of different qualities, and it was
found that the different land classeswith grassland
could be reasonablyconsolidated into 4 'herbage
groups', subsuming a range of different levels of
forage yield in terms of tonnes of dry matter ha-1.
The eventualgross marginsto set againstforestry
options showed a considerable range (as one
would expect). For hill sheep, the range was from
£76 ha-1down to no effective profit at all.
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5 Theinclusion of non-economicdatain the model

6 Who farms the land?

One of the principal steps in the LAS work was to
try and incorporatefactors beyonda straight economic comparison. It was realized that a number of
constraints would work against the establishment
of forestry on land where it was theoreticallyeconomic so to do. The constraints considered were:

In surveying any sample population, a balance
must be struck between using the same populations —thus assisting comparability—and bothering people too often.

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Ancient Monuments (and other archaeological)
Capital transfer tax
Exemption agreement
Common land and crofters' rights
Country parks
Forest parks
Heritage coasts
National Nature Reserves
National Parks
National Scenic Areas
NationalTrust (and ornamentalgardens)
Plans (regional, structure, local)
Private nature reserves
Sites of Special Scientific Interest
Water gathering problems
A careful judgement (based on close reading of
relevant policy documents)was needed to assess
which of these constraints were likely to preclude
energy forestry.
The applicationof particularconstraintsin the final
LAS study was undertaken systematically, with
levels of 'scoring' for constraints which — it was
considered — would exclude forestry.
Again, this work will help to provide a useful basis
for the Fellowshipstudy, which will equally have to
take into account policy aspects on potential land
use changes — policies which have often altered
themselves, eg in the increasedsupport for farm/
forestry integration(ForestryResearchCo-ordination Committee 1984, 1985). The Fellowship will
allow a check 'on the ground' regarding some
designations which may influence tree planting.
The LAS recognized that constraints beyond extant land use policies, as well as institutionalfactors,
would necessarily intrude into any large-scale
change. The position of tenant farmers, for example, was altered by the recentAgriculturalHoldings
Act, permittingthem to planttrees withoutthe landlord's consent, although it appears that the trees
become the property of the landlord.The notional
figures for tenanted land (some 40% of farmland)
need treating with care, in any case,as manyfamily
tenancies are establishedfor taxation and inheritance reasons. Nonetheless,a large area of Britain
is subject to farming institutionsor tenure systems
which are likely to reactto land use change in a different way from owner-occupiers.

The farmers and land occupiers in the ITEsample
squareshave beenvisited by field surveyorsseeking permission to enter for 2 rounds of survey
(1977-78 and 1984).To date, they haveonly once
been deliberately used, because they farm within
the squares, and this gives a sample framework.
Obviously, they may have been used coincidentally by other researchworkers.
During collectionof field data in 1984, ITEwas able
to collect details of owners and/or occupiers of the
land. For a British Library project looking at how
farmers gathered, structured and managed information in taking decisions, Tranter requested
accessto these datato use the farmers as his sample. This project was seen as a useful extension of
the system, and will certainly prove helpful when
the Fellowshipmoves into a field work phase, not
least because the field-recorded details were not
alwayscomplete or accurate.Thus, Tranter had to
check names and addresses against telephone
directories.
Tranter'swork (Jones et al.1988) work alsorefined
some of the recordingwhich was unclearregarding
agriculturaluse. Forexample, records of rye-grass
(Lolium perenne) leys might prove to be golf
courses or reservoir fringes. In the end, from 144
squares(in Englandand Wales),only some 120 ha
from 14 400 ha could not be ascribed to a likely
owner or farmer. A total of 509 addresses were
mailedanda responseof 36% was obtained.There
were some differences in completion rates from
different land classes, but, on the whole, the pattern was consistent.
The overall conformity of the 21 534 ha farmed by
respondentswas close to official figures on tenure
(62.5% owned, 37.5% rented) and provided a
range of farm enterprises. The comparison on
farmer age, education and family size was also
close to what nationaldata exist on these factors,
as were the data on rent levels and off-farm
incomes.
7 Current progress
The proportions of different land classes falling
within the RDAshave been mappedand compared
with nationalproportions. It is thus possible to utilize, first, the 1977-78 data, and the 1984 data as
they become available,to see if farming and land
use patterns (including change) are different in
RDAs from elsewhere. Combined with modelling
exercises and field work (including farm interviewing), it is hopedto movetowarda positionwhich will
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Table 1. Overlap between LFAs and RDAs
MAFF
figure

Percentageof
England/Wales*
18.0
8.9
2.4
29.1
9.3
8.9

2 443

18.2
4.4
2.4

803

6.8
25.0
11.3
57.2

15 120.61* Derived from Merlewood sampling frame
tWhitaker's Almanack (including water surface)
allow policy integrationand evaluationon an estab-

lished and robust data base.
The use of sample squares for estimationhas produced the figures for RDAand LFAgiven in Table1.
The principal use of this enhancedsamplingframe,
and modelling base, has been in a study supported
by the Department of Environment/Development
Commission.This work, on the countrysideimplications of CAP changes, was able to calculatesome
predicted areasof land use change in an era of CAP
decline, and to differentiate between land in/out of
LFAs or RDAs. The identification of subregions
already disfavoured, and which were also likely to
be harmed disproportionately by the decline in
support for agriculture, makes it possible to begin
'targeting' places likely.to be in need of especial
assistancein the medium term. It mayeven throw a
little further light on the question of relations
between land and the society upon it. It is doubtful,
however, whether we will be able to express it as
elegantly as Jacquetta Hawkes (1953) did in her
classic and elegaic work, but it may be a little more
quantitative.
'In the extreme south-west the Doulting quarries
gave the materialfor Wells Cathedraland for Glastonbury, but Gloucestershire is the region where
these limestones have done most to create an
entire countryside. Men and sheep and the limestone hills have together made the Cotswold

realm,with its smallunchangingtowns and churchproud villages, its hamlets and country houses,
surely one of the most lovely stretches of rural
urbanity in the world.'
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The use of the MAP2programin landscapeplanningand
research
A VAN DEN BERG
De Dorschkamp, Wageningen,The Netherlands

1 Introduction
For several years, various institutes in the Netherlands and several departments in the Agricultural
University in Wageningen have been using the
MAP program, an extended packagefor analysing,
transforming and displaying raster data. This program was initially developed at Harvard (Tomlin
1977) and later refined at Yale University (Tomlin
1983).
The original MAP program was primarily intended
to be a teaching tool. Its application had many
drawbacks, especially in larger projects. Also, the
user-friendliness of the program left much to be
desired. For these reasons,the landscapedivision
of De Dorschkamp has modified the program, in
consultation with other MAP users. This modified
program is called MAP2 (van den Berg 1985; van
den Berg et al. 1984).
The aim of this paper is to show the possibilities,
advantages and disadvantages of using MAP2,
based on first experiences in 4 Dorschkamp
research projects. Technical details about how to
use MAP2 are not discussed. To illustrate MAP2's
potential as broadly as possible, its use in different
fields of landscape research (landscapeecology,
landscapeplanning and visual aspectsof the landscape) will be described. Beforeillustratingthe role
of MAP2 in a particular project, the backgroundto
the project will be briefly described.The paperconcludes with a discussion of the valueof this computerized method of landscapeanalysis.

2 Using MAP to identify ecologicallyauspicious
sites
2.1 Context of research

The concept of an 'ecologically auspicious' site is
important in research on the possibilities and
effects of adapted agriculture (ie forms of agriculture that are also adjusted to the needs of nature
and landscape management).If naturalqualities of
the environment are to be saved,or, even better, to
be given a better chance, forms of management
that have a positive effect on nature and the landscape and yet also fit in with the managementof
existing agricultural holdings must be developed.
The research needed to develop such management forms is focused on the relations between
agriculture, the natural environment and the landscape. In the last 20 or 30 years, the practice of
spreading manure on the fields has increased,and

over large areasof the Netherlandsthe water table
hasfallen. As a result,the present ecologicalqualities in agriculturalareas are undergoing dramatic
changes.Forthis reason,it is not usefulto develop
managementstrategies that only focus on these
present qualities.
It is in this respect that the ecologicallyauspicious
sites are important: they are a useful concept for
the development of forms of management,
because, in addition to considering the current
ecological qualities, they also take a long-term
view and consider potential qualities.
2.2 Resultsof MAP2application

Using the MAP2 computer program, some of the
qualities that lead to ecologically auspicious sites
are derived, localized, and related to each other.
The accent is thereby placedon the potentialqualities of the abiotic environment.
We haveappliedthis procedureto a predominantly
agricultural area of about 700 ha: the Hackfort
Estate,which is in the north-eastof the Achterhoek
(part of the province of Gelderland).The following
data have been recorded in rasterformat in a MAP
data base (raster size 20 m x 20 m):

River basins A distinction is made between
upper courses and lower courses. In general,
upper courses are more ecologically auspicious than lower courses (they are less
nutrient-rich and easier to manage because
they are not so prone to outside influence).
— Areas of seepage Regionalseepageoccurs at
several places in Hackfort.The seepage water
is rich in iron and lime, and therefore in these
areas the phosphorus is better regulated (the
calcium and the iron fix the free phosphorus).
Groundwater Gradual gradients in areas with
higher water tables are considered to be ecologically auspicious.
Presenceof lime in thesoil, within 1.20m of the
gro'undsurface As mentioned above, lime has
an important regulatory function. It plays an
important role in the transformation of the
humus and the fixation of free phosphorus.
— Soil Soils are distinguished accordingto fertility and elevation (the actual elevation is not
recorded).On the lower, originally more fertile,
soils, more manure can be tolerated from an
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High-lying and originally fertile soils
High-lying and originally impoverished soils
Low-lying soils
Ecologically auspicious gradients in water tables
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Figure 1. Map showing high-lying and originally
fertile soils, high-lying and originallyimpoverished soils, low-lying soils and ecologically
auspiciousgradients in water tables
ecological point of view than on the higher,
more impoverished, soils.

— Forestsand linearboundaryplantings Ecologically auspicious sites are also determined by
the present quality of forests and linear plantings.
To ascertain the potential qualities of the abiotic
environment in Hackfort, the following gradients
were derived, localized and mapped, using the
MAP2 program (Figure 1):
— ecologically auspicious gradients in soil features (high-lying to low-lying,fertile to impoverished);
— ecologically auspicious gradients in the water
tables.

A site with the abovegradients,plus lime-rich seepage, is ecologicallyvery auspicious.
In addition to inventoriesof the vegetationand avifauna, the following derived maps provide a good
picture of the current ecological qualities in the
Hackfort Estate.

Soils plus forestsand linearplantings In comparison with normal Dutch conditions, the
Hackfort area shows a great variety of associations between forests, linear plantings and
soils.
Forests and other linear plantings plus the
water table Three categoriesof forests can be
distinguished: wet forest, dependent on a high
water table; dry forest, dependent on a perched
water table; and an intermediatecategory.
— Forestsplus otherlinearplantings,and ecologically auspicious gradients in the water
table As expected,the forests with the ecolog
ically most valuablevegetationlie on these gradients.
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To identify the ecologically auspicious sites in the
Hackford Estate,the above-mentionedactual and
potential qualities are considered per river basin.
account
Also taken intO
are the size of the river
basin and the possibility of altering the groundwater level. This procedure is not performedby the
computer, but relies on the MAP computerized
geographical information system.
This resulting information provides valuablestarting points for the development of alternativeforms
of managementthat take account of the problems
of applying manureto the small-scalelandscapeof
the Achterhoek (small fields bounded by linear
plantings).
3 Drawing up a development scenario for the
Markerwaard
3.1 Researchcontext

In late 1984, the Flevoland Tourist Office (WV)
took the initiative of organizinga competitionto find
the best plan for providing amenitiesfor the Markerwaard (at present, still part of the ljsselmeer).
Entrantswere asked to create a spatialdesign with
matched development scenario for the plan area,

following a programmeof requirements.The development scenario was to be expressed in maps
showing the situation 5, 10 and 30 years from the
beginningof occupationof the area.The first stage
was developedwith the help of the MAP2program.
Here, the emphasiswas on the reclamationof the
area.
3.2 Applicationof MAP2
The starting point wasthe beginningof occupation,

indicating:
— the area to be reclaimed;
the area as yet unsuitable for reclamation
because of its unfavourable soil condition or
because it is very low-lying (to be reclaimed
later);
dumping site for dredged mud (to be reclaimed
later);
raised-upareaintendedfor the developmentof
future nature reserve (not to be reclaimed).
The MAP2computer programwas used to indicate
how the reclamationshould proceed in the first 5
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Figure 2. Sequence of reclamation for the first 5
years
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years, bearing in mind the following:
— the reclamationwill start from 2 nuclei of development;
thereafter, developmentwill proceedfrom year
to year along the chosen linkagebetweenthe 2
nuclei; this is the occupation axis from which
the area is to be reclaimed;
— the reclamation of the north-eastern nucleus
will begin a year earlier, becausehere the physical conditions are more favourable.
Using data on the soil's suitabilityfor reclamation,
the MAP2program sought out areasmost suitable
for reclamation that lie within a particular radius.
(The areato be reclaimedannuallywas stipulated.)
The following conditions, in order of decreasing
importance,determine the sequence in which the
area within the given radius will be reclaimed:
i. the area to be reclaimed must be contiguous
with the 2 nuclei of development;
ii. the areasmost suitablefor reclamationare reclaimed first;
iii. the areas nearest existing reclaimed areas

must be reclaimed.
Figure2 shows the resultingsequenceof reclamation in the area for the first 5 years.
4 Landscape analysis: the Boxtel case study
4.1 Researchcontext
In recent years, the group of practisingDutch landscape architects has pressed increasinglyfor the
exploration of the possibilities of using computers
in landscape research and planning. In response,
the Dorschkamp Instituteand KuiperCornpagnons
(a civil engineering consultantbureau)havejointly
begun a case study of the ways in which commissions for landscape analysis at a local level could
be computerized (van den Berg et al. 1984). The
areachosen for this study wasthe ruralareaaround
Boxtel, a small town in the province of North Brabant, and areas for future spatial developments —
mainlyof urbanspread —were identifiedby a computerized landscapeanalysis.
4.2 Applicationof MAP2
In this study, the landscapewas postulated to be
the result of actions and interactions between
biotic, abiotic and anthropogenic factors. These
actionsand interactionswere studiedfrom ecological, visual and cultural/historical points of view.
The concept was translated into a framework (see
Figure 3), in which gradients in, and relations
between, derived characteristicsof biotic, abiotic
and anthropogenic patterns were analysed using

the MAP2program,to revealtheir interaction.The
resulting informationindicatedthose areasthat are
importantfrom the ecological point of view, contribute regional quintessence, and are under threat
from building schemes. Finally, locations that are
most suitable for housing were identified.
The above-mentionedframework showed the different stagesin dataprocessing,which wasessential becauseMAP2hasto be used in a logical,stepwise progression. Within each stage, data were
processed in groups according to constructed
'command trees', showing which commands are
executed on which data and in which sequence.
This method of analytical landscape analysis
shows clearly the significance of the final conclusions and how they are influenced by certain criteria.

5 Visualaspects of the Farma barrage study
5.1 Researchcontext

To supply the area of Maremma Grossetana — a
fertile coastal plain around the town of Grosseto
(Italy)—plans have been developed for constructing barrages in the Merse and Farmarivers.
Forthe Farmadrainagebasin,this implies the construction of a barrage, a storage lake, an access
route to the barrage,a derivationcanal and underground pipelines,and it was feared that this areaof
outstanding natural beauty would suffer from the
implementation of these plans. Therefore, the
RegioneToscanecommissionedthe Dorschkamp
Instituteand the Laboratoryof PhysicalGeography
and Soil Science (University of Amsterdam) to
carry out a landscapeimpact study.
The study included describing and evaluatingthe
landscape and predicting the likely effects. Both
ecological and visual aspects of the landscape
were taken into account. The MAP2 program was
used for analysingthe visual aspects of the landscape and predicting the effects of the planned
activities on these aspects.
5.2 Applicationof MAP2
The direct visualinfluenceof the plannedconstructions is limited to a small area (4 km x 6.5 km), and
data on altitude, land use, housing, roads and
planting were derived for this area from orthophoto maps and converted to 50 m x 50 m grid
cells. Also, alternativesites for the planned works
were put into the grid system. The rangeof the disturbance zones round these alternative sites
varies, as a consequence of the construction of
roads, storage lake, barrageand derivation canal.
Furthermore, the area of the storage can vary
between 5 ha and 40 ha, depending on hydrological aspects and the water managementregime.
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5.3 Analysis of the visual aspects of the landscape
(scenery)

Two kinds of relationshipswere analysed:those

between data located in the same place (vertical
relations), eg the relation between land use and
altitude; and those between differently located
data(horizontalrelations),eg the relationbetween
land use and distanceto housing.

Visibilities were computed from selected view-

points, usinga simplegriddeddigitalterrainmodel,
and averageheights of plantationswere addedto
the data on altitude. Figure 4 shows the scenery
visible from the roads in the area.

5.4 Evaluation

The evaluationwas based on a number of hypotheses,someof whichcan be expressedcartographically,especiallythoseconcernedwith diversity,
naturalnessand orientation.Diversityand natural-

Routeanalysiswas simulatedby classifyingviewpoints on roadsaccordingto the size and shapeof
the outlook and the frequency of land use types
within these outlooks.
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ness can be assessed from land use data, and
orientation by computing the areas from which
important orientation points (landmarks or high
summits) are visible.

cell size. The final choice depends on the storage
and processingcapacityavailable,the difference in
accuracyof availablebasic material,and the scale
of the research object (local, regional or national).

5.5 Prediction

The cartographicpossibilitiesfor displaying raster
dataare poor, and relationswith topographyare not
readily apparent, although the readabilityof maps
can be improved by using transparenttopographic
overlays.

By locating the planned activities and the disturbances they cause in this grid system, the visually
most vulnerable sites can be computed and
mapped. Figure 5 shows the sites from which the
planned activities will be visible. The changes in
scenery were partly evaluatedwith the MAP2program: changes in diversity, naturalnessand orientation were computed or assessed by comparing
the maps showing diversity, naturalness and
orientation with the map showing the visually vulnerable sites.

6 Discussion
In general, a computerizedapproachto landscape
analysis forces one to adopt an analyticalway of
thinking. The larger and more complex the
research problem, the more difficult it is to construct such a logical, stepwise approach. Yet this
approach facilitates a better understandingof the
methods and results of landscape analysis by
others (eg the persons who commissioned the
study), andthe influenceof particularcriteriaon the
final results can easily be traced.
The ability to produce different alternativesbased
on different criteria is the most important advantage of using computers in landscape analysis.
However,a consequenceis that the amountof output can increaseenormously,andthere is a danger
that the main emphasisof the analysiswill be lost.
Informationmust be selected carefully and proper
records must be kept of all data produced.
Sometimes, problemsarise with the interpretation
of results: the output does not always match
expectationsbased on a general insight into landscape relations. The output may be a true representationof reality,butit is also the product of survey errors, omissionsin basicmaterial,and inaccuracies resulting from grid conversion or incorrect
data processing. The ideal grid cell size depends
on the natureof the data: for linear formatted data,
eg on vegetationor cultural/historical characteristics, a small grid is most suitable, but the amountof
data increasesexponentiallywith decreasing grid

The most frequent complaintconcernsthe process
of datagathering.Althoughthe use of digitizers has
advantagesover manualmethods,the input procedure is still soul-destroying and time-consuming.
There is an urgent need to standardizethe gathering of basic geographicaldata, in order to facilitate
the exchange of digital data.
In summary, the computerized approach to landscapeanalysishas both advantagesand disadvantages. It is expected that the most negative points
will be solved in future by continuing improvements in hardware and software, by research
methodology and research needs being better
attunedto such developments,and by the increasing availabilityof standardizeddigital geographical
data.
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Woodlandsin the Welshlandscape:an analysisbasedon
remotelysensedsatellitedata and digitalterraininformation
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*Departmentof Geography,University of Nottingham,Nottingham
fPlanning Services, Welsh Office, Cardiff

1 Introduction
An analysisof the form and characterof woodlands
is of fundamental importance for any who seek to
understand the diversity of patterns present in the
Welsh landscape. In the case of broadleaved
woodlands, for example, it has been argued that,
despite the small total area occupied by such
woodlands, and despite the small size of the individual plots, their contribution to the overallcharacter of the Welsh landscape is disproportionately
large. The same may be said for the stands of
conifer which have come to dominate many tracts
of land in the Principality.An analysisof the evolution of the contemporary Welsh landscapewould
be incomplete without an accountof the patternsof
planting and its impact on the rural scene.
Despite the significance of woodlands for the
Welsh landscape, a systematic treatment of their
contribution has yet to be made. Although many
basic data on woodlands are becoming available
(Forestry Commission 1983, 1985), few studies
have been able to consider woodlandsas partof an
integrated landscape mosaic. Thus, accounts of
the role of woodlands in the landscapeare largely
anecdotal. After noting the importance of woodlands in the Welsh landscape, for example, it has
been suggested that their landscapeinterest often
springs from their diversity and the way in which
they punctuatethe pastoralscene. Inthe lowlands,
it is suggested that broadleavedwoodlands have
aesthetic value where they occupy rocky knolls or
small hills surrounded by pastures. As linear features along watercourses, field boundaries and
roads, they also significantly enhance landscape
quality. In contrast, monotonousconrferousblocks
are often criticized for their detrimental impact on
the quality of the landscape (eg Crowe 1978).
Crowe further identifies guidelines for the
design of plantationswith improvedvisualqualities
by the planting of a variety of tree species, the
avoidanceof geometricalboundariesand harmonizing with topographic features.
Criticism of earlier qualitativeideasaboutthe landscape importance of woodlands must not be taken
as implying that these ideas are without value, for
they offer an importantstarting point for any further
analysis.The task of providing a more rigorous and
systematic treatment of the landscapeimportance
of woodland is a difficult one, and any purchasewe
may gain on the problem is significant. The difficulty of the task is 2-fold. On the one hand,there is

the lack of any accepted yardstick of landscape
quality; on the other hand, basic data on the compositionand characterof the landscapemosaicare
difficult to assembleover sufficientlywide areasfor
regional patterns to be identified.
The present study focuses on the problemof characterizing woodlands in the landscapemosaic, in
order to build up a set of techniques and concepts
which can be appliedto a wider rangeof landscape
components. It is considered that, if an advance
can be madewith such problems,then afresh view
of the issues of landscapequality might eventually
be achieved.
The following questions have provided the basis
for the study.
— How accuratelycan woodland character(composition,size, locationandform) be recognized
using remotely sensed data?
— Howcanthese databe usedto describethe role
and status of woodlands in the landscape
mosaic?
— Can changes in woodland area be related to
particularlandscape units?

2 Study area
The study area, 20 km by 40 km, covers much of
the county of West Glamorgan (Figure 1). It
extends from the headwatersof the NeathRiverat
an altitudeof 481 m OD, down to low-lying agricultural areasadjoining the Bristol Channel.The area
is well wooded, with large coniferous plantations
dominating the uplands both in terms of area and
visual impact. The most common species in the
study areaare Sitka (Piceasitchensis)and Norway
spruce (Picea abies), Japanese larch (Larix
kaempferi), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) and
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta).Woodlandin the
lowland areas is generally restricted to the poorer
soils andsteeper slopes and includesmanynatural
or semi-natural sites having oak (Quercus
petraea),ash (Fraxinusexcelsior)or beech (Fagus
sylvatica).
There is a wide range of non-woodlandcover elements in the study area. Open moorland is common in the exposed uplands, particularly where
drainageis poor. Bracken(Pteridiumaquilinum)is
also common on the steeper slopes of the uplands
and on poorer soils of the lowlands. Along the
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coastal areas, saltwater and freshwater marshes
occur, often adjoining mudflats.Agriculture in the
area is essentially pastoral. Non-vegetated areas
include outcrops of bare limestone rock and large
opencast coal sites in the uplands,the latter forming great scars on the landscape.In the lowlands,
there are also the major urban, suburban and
industrial areas of Swanseaand Llanelli.
3 Analytical methods
Three basic steps are involved in the analysis of
landscape using remotely sensed data
— the production of land cover classifications
from remotely sensed imagery;
— the integration of the classified imagery with
digital topographic data;
— the resampling of the land cover and topographic data using a grid system in order to classify
woodlandand more general landscapecharacteristics.
Land cover classifications have been prepared
using geometricallycorrected LandsatMulti-spectral Scanner (MSS) and Thematic Mapper (TM)
imagery. Within the study area, the location of a

range of characteristic cover types was identified
by field work carried out in 1984 and 1985 or, in the
case of coniferous woodlands,from 1:10 560 Forestry Commission stock maps. This information
was used as 'training' datato providethe computer
with spectral statistics for each cover type. A variety of classificationtechniques was used to classify the Landsat imagery, including the centroid,
and maximum likelihood algorithms (Swain &
Davis 1978; Moik 1980).
Followingthe classificationof individualland cover
elements, patterns in the landscapemosaic were
assessed by superimposing a contiguous grid of
cells on to the imagery. Information can then be
extracted for each cell relating to the density of
each cover type, the way in which they are associated and the spatial patternspresent.These data
were then combinedwith digital elevationdatafor a
more complete classificationof woodland character and landscapecontext.
In order to examine whether a relationship exists
between woodland change and landscape type,
information was gathered from the New Popular
and Seventh Series Ordnance Survey (OS) maps
at 1:63 630 and 1:50 000 Landrangerseries. This
informationenabled the woodland density in each
OS grid square to be mapped for 1924, 1964 and
1980, so that past geographicalpatterns could be
compared with those derived from the remotely
sensed imagery.
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Table 1. Classificationaccuracy based on confusion analysis (%) using MSS and TM imagery, Path 204 Row 24

Table 1 shows the accuracyvalues obtained in the
land cover classification. It is clear from these
results that substantiallybetter classificationaccuracies are obtained using the maximumlikelihood
classifier with TM data.
Although these preliminary investigationsindicate
that the maximum likelihood classifier is the most
suitable as the basis for this study, a routine for the
classificationof a full TM subscene is not yet available on the Nottingham Image Processing
TSuch software is now available.

System.t Thus, current work has been based on
the use of the centroid method.Despitethe inferior
performanceof this classifier,acceptablelevels of
classificationaccuracycan be obtainedby amalgamating the cover types into broader groupings.
Woodlandsas a whole can be distinguishedwith an
accuracyof 93%; rough grazing, urban and open
water are classified with accuraciesof 74%, 76%
and 98% respectively. The poorest classification
was obtained for the agriculture classes (54%).
Once the initial cover classification had been
made, the classified imagery was geometrically
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corrected and registered to the OS National Grid
and the digital elevationdataset. Informationabout
the land cover mosaicand its physicalcharacteristics can then be extractedfor each 1 km x 1 km cell.
As an exampleof the kind of dataproduced, Figure
2 shows woodland density in each one km grid
square. Comparison with Figure 1 indicates that
there is a good overall correspondence in the
geographical patterns produced.
5 Discussion
5.1 Woodland character

The character of woodlands in terms of types and
terrain context is shown in Figure3. Fourvariables
were used in the analysis: broadleavedand coniferous woodland density, mean altitude and mean
slope. Eachgrid square in which woodlandwas the
dominant cover element was allocatedto one of 8
classes, depending on whether it was predominantly broadleaved or conifer, upland or lowland
(200 m was used as the cut-off), and whether the
general terrain was sloping or flat (less than 10%
slopes). The resulting classification identifies
uplandconiferouswoodlandin the eastof the study
areaon both steep slopes andon flat or gently sloping land. Adjoining such woodland are lower altitude coniferous woods, most of which are on steep
slopes. The western parts of the study areaconsist
mainlyof broadleavedwoodlandon gentle slopes.
In the vicinity of Pontardaweand along the Neath
valley are areas classified as steeply sloping
broadleavedwoodland, the majority of which are

classified as lowland (below 200 m).
An assessmentof the fragmentation in texture of
woodlands was based upon the measurementof
the number of woodland boundaries in each grid
square. These data were combined with that for
woodlanddensity to give a measureof the number
of woodlandedges per unit area of woodland (see
Figure4). This classificationindicatesthat the coniferous woodland in the east of the study area is
predominantly'blocky', whereas in the west of the
study areaboth coniferousand broadleavedwoodland is fragmented.
A preliminaryanalysis of the context of woodland
within the landscapewas carried out by measuring
the tApeof land cover with which woodland is normallyfound in association.Detailsof the density of
improved agricultural land, rough grazing and
urban or industrialland were taken from the classified image in the same manner as for woodland.
Those grid cells in which woodland was present
were then allocatedto one of 4 classes: woodland
dominant, woodland/rough grazing mix, woodland/agriculture mix, and woodland/urban mix
(see Figure 5).
The dense areasof woodlandin the east are classified as blanket woodland, where woodland is the
dominant land cover type. On the periphery of
these areas is land where woodland abuts rough
grazings. In the lower-lying parts of the west,
woodland occurs on agricultural land. Normally
such woodlands occur in small blocks or sinuous
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shapes, and tend to give the landscape an
enclosed effect which can improve the visual quality of monotonous agriculturalareas. Elsewherein
the lowlands,those areaswere woodlandsoccur in
a predominantly urbanized setting are shown.
Despite the simplicity of the analyses presented
above, datasuch as those provided by Figures2-5
allow us to characterizethe place of woodlands in
the landscape.They are typical of the kind of data
necessary for the managementof rural resources.
The potential of remote sensing systems is that,
perhapsfor the first time, problemsof acquiringthe
data necessary for landscape assessment no
longer seem intractable. Indeed, the technology
allows us to focus on the problem of how landscape
resources can be assessed.
Using such data, we may develop conceptSsuch
as typicalness, naturalness,diversity, and rarity to
describe the patterns that can be detected in the
landscape mosaic. In this way, the location, size
and character of different landscapetypes can be
mapped, and the patternof their geographicalrelationships assessed. Thus, if we refer to Figure 5,
we can see those areaswhere, for example,woodland is a dominant element in an agriculturallandscape. We can identify the extent of such patterns,
how rare they are, and how they relate to other
landscape units. Perhaps more importantly, we
can identify those areaswhere woodlandis a minor
element in the landscape, and where landscape
quality might be improved by planting.
Criteria such as those suggested above(size, typi-

calness, diversity, etc) are identical to those used
for the evaluation of sites as potential nature
reserves (see Ratcliffe 1977). The evaluation of
nature reserves for conservation is confounded
with the same kind of valuejudgements as in landscape resource management.Despite such problems, some consensus has been achieved in the
field of nature conservation using these criteria.
With the more easilyaccessibledata on landscape
provided by remotesensing systems, it is possible
that similar concepts may be successfully applied
here.
5.2 Woodlandchange

In an attempt to build up a picture of the pattern of
woodland change,woodlanddensities were measured on the archive OS maps for 1920, 1965 and
1980. Such data can be displayed in a similar format to that of Figure2. A comparison of such data
allows the geographical patterns of woodland
changeto be detected and mapped(see Figures6
& 7). Figure6 showsthat, between 1920and 1964,
there was a widespread increase in the woodland
area in the east of the study area. Between 1964
and 1980 (see Figure 7), new woodland appeared
on the periphery of these areasand on the islands
of remaining moorland within these established
woodlands.
Comparingthese mapswith Figures4 and 5, it can
be shownthat in the earliertime period the planting
of conifers in lowlandareas(ie below 200 m) represented only 9% of total coniferous afforestation.
Between 1964 and 1980, planting on lowlands
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increasedto 25% of total afforestation.With regard
to deforestation,in the earlierperiod woodlandloss
occurred in predominantlyagricultural areas.This
trend appears to be continuing, recent losses
being concentratedin those lowland areaswith an
agricultural/woodland mix or where woodland is
dominant.

addition, multiple land uses may be difficult to
detect. Nevertheless, given the major difficulties
associatedwith the use of traditionaldatasources,
the use of remotelysenseddatain conjunctionwith
ground surveys can provide a valuable insight for
the study of landscape.Such data allow the location, size and character of landscape units to be
mappedover largeareason a uniform and consistent basis.

The importance of such analysis of landscape
change is 2-fold. First, it allows the identificationof
sensitive landscapetypes. Such analysiswill have
application beyond the study of woodland areas. The use of remotely sensed data in the study of
The protection of sensitive environments is cur- landscape patterns is still at an early stage, and
rently achieved through planning controls or by much additionalwork needsto be undertaken.The
grant aid. However,the designation of such areas analysis of woodlands presented here has been
is usuallyarbitrary;for example,althoughthe Com- used merely as a meansfor the identificationof the
mission of EuropeanCommunities (CEC) is cur- majorissues. On the one hand,we need to develop
rently discussing the designation of Environmen- more accurateand more detailed classificationsof
tally Sensitive Areas in which grant aid is to be the basic land cover elements; on the other hand,
given to farmersto safeguardthe landscape,there we need to develop algorithms to help recognize
is little objectivityin the delimitationof such areas.If the subtleties of pattern present in the land cover
the analysis of change presented here for wood- mosaic. If such advancescan be made, however,
landscan be extendedto a more complete rangeof then with the integrationof such datawith the more
landscape components, then a more rigorous traditional sources of information available to the
framework for decision-making might be estab- rural planner,we can begin to assessand describe
the character of landscape over a much wider
lished.
range of criteria than has currently been possible.
Second, informationon the dynamic aspect of the
7 References
landscape mosaic may be of value as a potential
input to models of landscape change. One such
model relatingto woodlandshas been suggested, Crowe, S. 1978. The landscapeof forests and woods.
with 2 groups of factors influencing the manage- (ForestryCommissionBookletno. 44.) London: HMSO.
ment of woodlandand patternsof change: 'natural' ForestryCommission.1983. Censusof woodlandand
factors, includingsoil quality,rainfalland riskssuch
trees 1979-82. Wales.London: HMSO.
as fire; and 'societal' factors, including tax concessions and grants on woodland, planning controls, Forestry Commission. 1985. Census of woodlands
and trees 1979-82. Countiesof Mid, South and West
and changes in marketprices for forest and woodland products.Usingsuch dataas those presented Glamorgan.London: HMSO.
here, the models might be refined and tested to
Moik, J. G. 1980. Digital processing for remotely
enable the prediction of woodland change under sensed imagery.NASA SP 431. Greenbelt, Md: Goddifferent policy scenarios.
dard Spaceflight Center.

6 Conclusions
The current generationof satellite remote sensing
systems hasa numberof limitationsfor those interested in the study of landscape. The ability to
recognizecertain land cover types may, for example, be limited, and some features (eg hedgerows,
walls, isolatedtrees) maynot be detectableat all. In

Ratcliffe,D. A. 1977.A natureconservationreview.Vol.
1. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Swain, P. H. & Davis, S. 1978. Remote sensing—the
quantitativeapproach.New York: McGraw-Hill.
Watkins,C. 1985.Sourcesfor the assessmentof British
woodlandchange in the twentiethcentury.Appl. Geogr.
5, 151-166.
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The CulmMeasuresproject:a studyof howwoodlandsmight
augmentfarm incomesinan areaof difficultlowlandinsouthwest England
0 H BRANDON
Dartington Institute, Totnes

1 Introduction and background

yields of good-quality timber.

The Culm Measuresof north Devon and Cornwall
are a carboniferous series of rocks tending to give
rise to heavy clay soils which cope poorly with the
relatively high rainfall of the region. Although not
high in altitude (240 m), the area is often open and
exposed to winds from the west and north. These
winds, together with a number of other factors,
combine to put farming under particularpressure,
recently exacerbated by the imposition of dairy
quotas.

In the light of this apparentlyhigh technical potential for forestry, coupled with difficult agricultural
conditions, a study was initiated to establish the
extent to which forestry might contribute to farm
incomes in the future. Both afforestationof marginal agricultural land and managementof existing
woodlands have been considered within this
study.

Forestry manifests itself as a combination of relatively large tracts of conifer plantations in state or
private ownership, together with generallyunmanaged, smaller areas of broadleavedwoodland on
farms. Though the risk of windthrow in the areacan
be significant and locally severe, conifer plantations, particularly of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga
mensiezii)haveshown themselvescapableof high

2.1 Classification and survey

2 Approach
The landclassificationtechnique developedby the
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology has been used to
produce a unique classificationof the 3100 km2of
the Culm Measures.The use of, primarily,topographic and climatic attributes of one km grid squares
identified 11 land classes (Figure 1) characteristic
of the coastal areas to the west, river valleys and
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estuaries, high-rainfallareasadjacentto Dartmoor
and Exmoor, etc. These classes were used as
strata within which sample one km grid squares
were randomly selected for field survey.
The object of the survey was 3-fold:
— to assess present and potential agricultural
value;
— to ascertain the characteristicsof the areas of
woodland present;
to investigate the attitudes of farmers to the
managementof their woods and the afforestation of their land.
The surveyors mapped land cover (vegetation),
topography and soils, and commented on the
degree to which agriculturalproductivity might be
improved through drainage. Blocks of woodland
greater than 0.1 ha were surveyed. Blocks were
subdivided into compartmentswhere appropriate,
and plot measurementsandmanagementdatacollected. This informationsubsequentlyenabledthe
woodlandsto be classifiedaccordingto their stocking characteristics,and the costs of management
pitched accordingto the featurescommonly identified during the survey.
2.2 Economicmodels of land use
The field survey provided information necessary
for an assessmentof the financial performanceof
agriculture. This information was supplemented
with data from several other sources, notably a
compilation of Farm Management Survey data
from 40 sample farms on the Culm Measuresand
DATASOURCES

DATA

the parish data relevant to the parishes within
which the sample squares fell. Figure 2 illustrates
an outline of the way in which the different data
sources were integrated in order to estimate the
financial performance of grazing land. This
approach was applied to each unique parcel on
each sample square so as to produce a base
againstwhich the financialperformanceof forestry
might be compared.
The afforestation land use model required an
assessmentof species suitability,yield, establishment costs and crop value. These assessments
were basedon the best availabledata. For species
andyield, the ForestryCommission'ssubcompartment records for all state-owned woods on the
Culm Measureswere examined to determine relations with site characteristics. Although these
data provided over 1000 instances on which to
base an assessment, no authoritative relation
could be established.Only the most generalcorrelation between species/yield, land class and simple soil type divisions (brown soils and gleys) could
be identified.
Table 1 shows the relation used when ascribing a
species and yield to a particularsite on each site of
the sample one km grid squares. Establishment
costs were basedon both private(Commonwealth
Forestry Institute survey) and state sources, and
ascribed according to site conditions identified
during the survey of the Culm. Thus, costs were a
function of soil type, vegetationcover and topography. The spacing,thinning regime and rotationage
considered suitable were a function of an assessment of windthrow hazardof each areain the sample squares. The Culm exhibits the full range of
PHYSICALOUTPUTSFOR
SAMPLESQUARE

FINANCIALOUTPUTS
FOR SAMPLESQUARE

1. Physical
Parishdata

Stockingrate
for parish

MLC data

Nitrogenusage
Grazingquantity

Field survey
data
Soil survey data

Grazing duration
Grazingquality

2. Financial
FMS data

Gross margins/LU

NIX+FMS

Fixed costs/LU

NIX

Grants & subsidies

MAFF

Locationin LFA

EEC

Price support

Figure 2. Agriculturalland use valuation

Total stocking
rates for parcels
in each square

Livestocktype
stocking rates
for parcels in
each square

Gross+net margins
+/— subsidies
+/— price support
+/— improvement
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Table 1. Species yield classes by soil type and land class on the Culm

B—brownsoils; G---gleyedsoils

windthrow classes, and so the afforestationmodels reflect this range, including wide-spaced, nothin regimes on the exposed, surface water gley
sites, as well as more closely spaced, thinned
models for the sheltered landto the eastand on the
freely drained slopes of the river valleys. Figure 3
illustrates an outline of the integration of relevant
data sources in estimating the physical and financial yield of forestry.
The financial models of both agriculture and forestry may be considered with varying levels of

DATA SOURCES

DATA

1. Physical

grant aid or fiscal support included.Thus, the agricultural models may be used to determine the differences in financial performance of agriculture
with and without the inclusion of the grants and
subsidiesfor both improvementand income maintenance. This aspect is particularlyrelevant given
the recent designation of about 25% of the Culm
Measuresas an agriculturallyLess FavouredArea
under the terms of the CEO Directive268/75. For
forestry, both plantinggrants and the fiscal benefit
of optingfor ScheduleD assessmentmaybe incorporated into the economic models.

PHYSICALOUTPUTS
FOR SQUARE

FINANCIALOUTPUTS
FOR SQUARE

Forestry Commission
Private Estates

Species/Yield/Site
relations
Proximity to sea
Soil type
Exposure

Field survey

Species, yield, thinning
regime, spacing,
rotation age

Soil wetness
Windthrow hazard
Topography

2. Financial

Vegetation
Net present
value (£ ha')

Forestry Commission
CFI

Establishment and
maintenance costs

Forestry Commission
BRE

Standing timber
values

Figure 3. Procedure for potential forestry land
use valuation
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Conifers

Oak

2.3 Non-economicfactors affectingafforestation

Beech

A number of land use policies affect the degree to
which afforestation would be an acceptable land
use in a given area. Often such policies are an
intrinsic component of the package of measures
linked to the designation of land for a number of
statutory purposes. Land designatedfor its scenic
importance (Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB)), its scientific (Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSIs)) or conservation value (National
NatureReserves(NNRs))are examplesof ways in
which a control, with varying degrees of formality,
through consultativeprocedures,is exercisedover
land use in general, and forestry in particular.

Ash
Alder
•

Birch
Other broadleaves

Stocked
woods
dominated
by one
species

Douglas fir
Larch

Mixed species woods

Spruce

Recently planted/clearfell

Other conifers

Poorly stocked woods

Figure 4. Area of woodland types on the Culrn
Measures (total 20.1 kha)

The incidence of such designationswas recorded
for the samplesquares,andtheir likely effect on the
acceptability of conifer afforestation at different
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Clearly, however, concern for the environment is
not limited to those areasalreadysubject to some
statutory or local designation.This concern is reflected in the standardconsultationproceduresthat
the Forestry Commission undertakeswith district
councilswhen consideringplantinggrantsand felling licences.The model can be used to identifythe
fraction of any particularhabitatlikelyto be affected
by any predicted level of afforestation, and so
indicate the impact that such afforestation might
have on conservation.

Figure 5. Area of woodlandtypes on the Culrn
Measuresafter management(total 20.1 kha)

2.4 Managementof existing woodlands

scales of operation estimated. The consideration
and putative application of those policies to the
sample squares were undertakenby the forestry/
landscapeofficers of the 2 local authorities(Devon
and Cornwall) affected. In this way, it was possible
to assess the degree to which economic conifer
afforestation would conflict with stated policies as
they apply to land subject to different designations
on the Culm.

Silviculturaldescriptionof the woodlandsThe 310
kha of the Culm carry some 20 kha of woodland
cover, amountingto about 6.5% of the area. However, the woodland is unevenly distributed, with
concentrationsin the dissected landscapesasso-ciated with the river valleys of the Taw, Torridge,
Tamarand Exeandthe more sheltered areasto the
east. The exposed plateauland of the centralareas
of the Culm around Holsworthy exhibit a much
lower percentageof woodland cover.
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The woods are primarily broadleaved with only
about a quarter of the area conifer-dominated.
However, significant areas (4.3 kha) are particularly poorly stocked and may reasonablybe classified as broadleavedscrub (Figure 4). Such areas
comprisea relativelylargefractionof thatwoodland
remaining in the more difficult agriculturalareasof
the Culm.
About 50% (10.2 kha) of the total areaof woodland
is dominated by one broadleaved species or
another, with oak (Quercus spp.) accounting for
almost half of such woodlands. Most of the woods
show symptoms of a history of either neglect or
overexploitation.This is particularlytrue of the oak
woods, where only 20% of the area is averagely
stocked, and 67% overstocked,often with particularly large (40 cm) trees. The understockedwoods
have apparently been 'creamed' over the years,
the best-qualitytimber trees havingbeen removed
and little attempt at restocking. Such woods are
more frequently subjected to intensive grazing,
and show an increased invasion of pioneer species, such as birch (Betula) and ash (Fraxinus)
which tend to exacerbate the problems of future
management.
The timber quality in almost all the woods is poor,
though the sites often exhibit a capacity to grow
good-quality timber, especially oak. External
accessto the woods is not often a significantproblem, though internalaccessis more intractableand
rides are rarely present.
2.5 Future management of existing woods

The survey data collected from the woodlandson
the Culm have been analysed to yield both the
areas of the woodland types outlined above, and
their primaryfeatures relevantfor the prescription
of future managementoptions. The main features
identified for these prescriptions are dominant
species, meandiameterat breastheight,and number of stems per hectare.Woods possessingthese
featureswere further analysedto establishthe extent of other factors such as fencing, difficulty of
clearance, necessary drainage, etc. The costs of
bringing such woods into management were a
function of the woodlandfeaturesso analysed.The
benefitsof the managementsystem were ascribed
exclusivelyto the timber product,sold standing,no
account being taken of added value. The costs
were timed (where possible)to matchthe cashflow
of the stand, with the standing crop constituting a
resource valued as a 'free good' (ie no account
taken of historical capital). In this way, it proved
possible to produce some 69 woodland 'models'
which may be used to estimate the financial performance of the woods on the Culm. These estimatescan be madeby referenceto the net present
value (NPV) of the woodland enterprise, supplemented with data on the turnover associatedwith

bringing the woods into management. Figure 5
shows the distribution of woodland types after
being brought into management.
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Figure 6. Net present values(£ ha-1 [5%]) of
woodlandon the Culm Measures
Managementof the woods would producean average NPV (5%) of £2,943, equivalent to an annual
income of £147 ha-1.Figure6 shows that there is a
considerablevariationin the financialperformance
of the woodland of the Culm, ranging from low
values, generally associated with understocked
woods, to the high values for woods overstocked
with native timber trees. Examinationof the turn3.0
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Figure 7. Turnover(£ ha-1) during the first 10
years of managementof woodlandon the Culm
Measures
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over of the existing resource over, say, the first 10
years after management shows an average of
£1,868 ha-1(Figure 7). It is this value which could
be exploited to minimize the initial cash flow problems associated with bringing previously unmanaged woods into production.

2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4

3 Contribution to farm incomes
The study methodology enables the results to be
expressed in terms of the 'average' farm on the
Culm Measures. Clearly, such a concept is meaningless out of context of the variation that exists
within the total population.However,it can be used
to illustrate the potential change in farm income
resulting from a combination of afforestationand
managementof farm woodlands.The averagefarm
on the Culm extends to about 49 ha, with 75% of
the land area as grazing. The rough grazing
amounts to about 4 ha per farm. An averagestocking rate of 1.39 livestock units (LU) ha-1gives a total
population of 51 LUs on the farm. On average,
these are in the ratio 42:40:18 dairy/beef/sheep.
Net farm income, including grants, subsidies and
fiscal support, is about £8,050.

Figure 9. Areas (ha) of economicallyafforestable land on the Culm Measures,showing the
stocking rate (LU ha-1) of the land displacedby
forestry

The economic potentialfor the afforestationof agricultural land is limited to areas with an annual net
return of less than £42 ha-1.Such land is typically
the poorest of the rough grazing, with a current
stock carrying capacity of less than 0.6 LU ha-1.
Consequently, the 9.4 kha of economically afforestable land amounts to about 3% of the land area

of the Culm.The profitabilityof forestry on this land
is such that it provides for an average annual
increasein return of about £14 ha-1(Figure8) over
that of the agricultureit displaces,and results in the
loss of an averageof 0.21 LU ha-1(Figure 9).
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When considered in the context of the 'average'
farm on the Culm, it is apparentthat the economic
potentialfor afforestationis limited to about 1.8 ha
per farm, with an estimated increase in net farm
income of about £25 per year. The consequential
loss of some of the grazing land would have an
insignificant effect on the total numbers of livestock, amounting to a reduction of only 0.23%.
Agricultural and forestry land together amount to
about277 kha,of which 7.3% is woodland.Assuming that all this woodland is in farm ownership, its
managementmight produce a return of £10,530
per farm (5% discount rate), equivalent to an
annual income of £526 per farm. Turnover from
these woods during the first 10 years after being
brought into managementmight amountto £6,680
per farm.

eha-1 yr- I

Figure 8. Areas (ha) of economicallyafforestable land on the Culm Measures,showing the
margin (£ ha' yr-1) by which forestry displaces
agriculture

Managementof existing woodlandsand new afforestation might, therefore, result in increases of
about 6.8% in farm incomes. Where farms tend to
have a greater fraction of their land under trees,
then this potential is clearly greater. Such areas
exist in the northernand eastern-partsof the study
area,and less in those areaswhich suffer the greatest agricultural disadvantage. Management of
woodlandin these areasmight be less likelyto augment farm incomes.
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4 Environmentaleffects

ing this controlling influenceon the plantingof agricultural land outside designated areas.

4.1 Designated land

The considerationof designationsof land such as
Areas of OutstandingNaturalBeautywas referred
to above. The model enables the identification of
such areas predicted to be economicallyafforestable. It also identifies whether such designations
are likely to either positivelyor negativelyaffect the
potential for forestry (Table 2).
Table 2. Effects of designated land on the economic
potential for forestry: basic scenario

Designated land score

Area
(ha)

% of economic
potential

—5

818

8.7

—4

727

7.7

—3

743

7.9

—2

57

0.6

—1

277

3.0

0

109

1.2

+1

234

2.5

+2

326

3.5

+3

216

2.3

Undesignated

5 890

62.6

Total

9 397

100.0

'Inhibitory'

'Supporting'

+4
+5

It is apparentthat some 28% of economicallyafforestable land is subject, in some degree, to policies
inhibitory to coniferous forestry at the scale envisaged. Whether the application of these policies
would be such as to effectively prohibit afforestation through the withholding of the planting grant,
thus making the forestry enterprise less competitive with agriculture, is not known. However, it is
very rarethat plantinggrantsfor the afforestationof
agricultural land are refused in lowland north
Devon and Cornwall.
4.2 Habitat impact

The model also predicts the fraction of particular
broadly defined habitattypes which are identified
as exhibiting an economic potential for forestry.
However,the degreeto which plantingof such land
would be subject to an inhibitory policy similar to
those which might operate in currently designated
areas is not known with any certainty. Consequently, the modeldoes not includescores reflect-

Table3 showsthe areasof habitattypes affectedby
the economic potential for afforestation.
Table3. Areas of habitat types

Habitattype

Area % economically
(kha)
afforestable

Productivegrassland

220.4

1.2

Less productive
grassland

2.2

16.4

Rush-dominantareas

6.7

34.8

Bracken,gorse

3.3

72.5

Moor and heath

1.8

76.0

ProductivegrasslandsTypically,these areascomprise rye-grass (Lolium perenne) with sparse to
moderate rush (Juncus spp.) infestation in wetter
areas.They are capable of relatively high stocking
wheresoil conditionspermit, andare generallywell
fertilized and managed with reseeding where
necessary.It is essentiallyan homogeneoushabitat of low value for wildlife. Some 35% overall (2.7
kha) of moderately rush-infested grassland is
affected by an economic potential for forestry.
However,certain land classes (1, 2 and 7) show a
particularlypronouncedloss (91%, 63% and 82%)
respectively.Non- or sparselyrush-infestedgrass
is not affected by forestry.
Less productive grasslands Typically, agrostis/
fescue (Agrostis/Festuca) grows in mixture on
generally less intensively managed sites, often
with sparse to moderate rush infestation on the
wetter sites. Species variety is greater than the
more productivegrasslands,but without providing
a particularlyimportantwildlife habitat.Some 24%
overall(283 ha)of rough grassshows an economic
potentialfor forestry, concentrated in land class 4
where moderately rush-infested rough grassland
is also affected. Some 16% of this habitat type is
affected by the economic potential for forestry.
Rush-dominant areas Rough grazing resulting
from increasingdominance of rushes in the grass
sward often occurs in the wettest areas on the
heaviersoils. Of a total areaof 6.7 khaon the Culm,
some 35% is economically afforestable. In the
densely infested areas with no grazing value, forestry is limited only by its capacityto withstandthe
often high windthrow risk typical of many such
sites. Thus, although land class 5 has the greatest
areaof this habitattype (2.3 kha),only 15% shows
an economic potential for forestry.
Bracken and gorse The generally drier land char-
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Figure 10. Area of woodland types on the Cultn
Measures: afforestation and existing woods after
management (total 29.5 kha)
acteristics of bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) and
gorse (U/ex europaeus) vegetation, coupled with
its low value in agriculture, result in significantfrac-

Moor and heath The 1.84 kha of land classified as
moor and heath is likely to comprisethe most sensitive habitattypes likely to be affected by forestry
on the Culm. Such land is often either already
designated as a nature reserve or is inside the
NationalPark.The economic potentialfor forestry
would affect 76% of such land.
Caution should be exercised in interpreting the
results of the land use model in terms of predicted
effects on different habitattypes. The construction
of agricultural land use models did not require a
detailedconsiderationof speciesmix, which is pertinent to a description of habitats. Accordingly,
there is some confusion between the different
habitat categories. In particular,the area of heath
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and moor is likely to be an underestimate at the
expense of areas of less productive grassland,
rush-dominant areas and land with bracken and
gorse.
The models for the management of the existing
woodlandshave been developed to reflect current
policies as they affect broadleavedwoodlands. In
general,the models employ the species dominating the site so as to retain the present diversity of
woodland type. The only significant exception to
this generalrule is where there is no standingvalue
to the present woodland cover (the 4.3 kha of
poorly stocked woods shown in Figure4). In these
instances, a conifer replanting model has been
applied becauseit is felt that, where high clearance
costs are coupled with no standingvalue, it is more
likely that the owner would press for a faster return
than that attainablewith most broadleavedwoodlands. It is recognized that such areas would be
defined as essentially broadleaved in character,
and so fall within the ambit of the broadleavespolicy recently adopted by the Forestry Commission.
Consequently, there would generally be a presumption against replanting with conifers in such
areas.The provision of the higher planting grants
availablefor broadleavesmay be a sufficientincentive to encouragethe replanting of such land with

broadleavedspecies.
Figure 10 illustrates the breakdownof the Culm's
woodland area, taking account of both the predicted 9.4 kha of afforestation and the management of the existing woodlands.
5 Conclusions
Although the study is not yet fully complete, it is
apparent that the classification/modelling
approachprovides a useful and flexible tool for the
estimation of possible land use change.The study
has shown that the managementof farm woodlands and the afforestationof marginalagricultural
land can contribute to farm incomes, raising them
on averageby about 7%. The losses of agricultural
land are generally small and limited to those areas
of the farm where stocking ratesare very low. Thus,
the risk to agriculturalincomeon the farm is generally low.
However, managementof the existing woodlands
provides a greater opportunity than afforestation.
The exploitation of this underutilized capital
resource can contribute significantly to farm
incomes and in ways which need not, in any major
respect, conflict with the broader aims of wildlife
and landscapeconservation.
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The NationalCountrysideMonitoringScheme
J BUDD
Nature ConservancyCouncil, Peterborough

1 Introduction
The passagethrough Parliamentof the Wildlifeand
Countryside Act 1981, and the continuing debate
that the Act has engendered have increasedconcern about the ways in which the structure and
appearanceof the countryside havebeen,and may
in the future be, affected by changes in farming,
forestry and other land uses. Much of the concern
has focused on the changes since the last war,
coinciding with fiscal and strategic policies to
increase farm output and the nation's timber
reserves. Intensified husbandryand economies of
scale have had substantial impacts on rural land
management and infrastructure, mediated by
improvements in farming and forestry technology.
Large-block conifer afforestation,and the conversion of heathland, semi-natural grassland and
moorland, native woodland, and wetland into
arable land have altered (and also simplified) much
of the rural landscape.Surveys by the NatureConservancy Council (NCC) and others have shown
that changes differ in kind and extent in different
parts of the country. However, comparisons
between habitatsand geographicareashave been
hampered by differences both in survey method
used and in their comprehensiveness,while large
parts of the country have not been surveyed at all.
Consequently, the NCC has begun a survey of
change in countryside featuresthroughout Britain,
in a manner which permits local as well as general
trends to be identified.The aim is to obtaincomprehensive datafor all parts of the country.The survey
is being carried out on a standard basisso that different places and features may be compared,
using methods which will withstand critical examination. The information will be relevantto assessing the effects of past, present, and future countryside policies, and the NCC anticipatesthat the data
will be of value to a wide range of agencies with
interests and responsibilities in the rural environment.

2 Aims
The aims of this project are to establisha standard,
technically robust system for providingquantitative
dataon the distribution and extent of defined structural components of the rural landscapesince the
1940s to the present, and, in addition, to provide
quantitative data on change and interchange that
have occurred between these components over
this time period. The most important components
in terms of conservation are the natural habitats
making up the 'wider countryside'. The aim of this

survey is to provide as many data as possible on
these habitats.
The quality and amount of these data is very much
dependent on the data source. Only standard
black-and-white vertical aerial photography can
provide the necessary data. Comprehensive air
photocover existsfor the whole of GreatBritainat 2
dates, the 1940s and the 1970s. It is also possible
to identify from the aerial photography the rural
components necessary for this study. The initial
habitat list has been developed further in order to
maximize the advantagesand reduce the disadvantagesassociatedwith aerial photographyas a
data source. The resulting habitats are listed in
Table 1. Not all habitat types will exist in every
county or district; neither will each type alwaysbe
accurately distinguishable from other related
types. Accordingly, for some geographical units,
the list of features will be less detailed than for
others, and the list is structured hierarchicallyto
allow estimates to be calculated from combined
feature types.

3 Method
Cost alone would preclude a study basedon complete coverage of the country, but such a study
would also ignorethe benefits in time and materials
of statisticalinferencesderived from randomsamples. The project is thus sample based, and uses
aerialphotographyas its data source. Using Cumbria as an example, the following section shows
howthese 2 componentsare combinedto produce
the required results.
3.1 Stratifiedsample
Widely separated parts of Britain differ greatly in
land type and land use. Featureswhich are abundant in one region are scarce or absent in others,
andvary in occurrenceandextent evenwithin similar geographicalareas only a short distance apart.
Absolute and relativeamountsof changecan differ
in a similar way. In order to allow for these national
variations,the study is stratified by county (district
in Scotland).
Variabilityalso exists within counties. These variations havethe same effect on sampling intensity
within counties as between counties; hence, the
samplingdesign is further stratified into broadland
types, ie upland, lowland and the intermediate
ground. This stratification helps explain some of
the variability between samples, thus increasing
the accuracyof the estimates.
A county is stratified into the above broad land
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Table 1. List of feature types to be monitored
Group A

Group B

Hedgerows and tree lines*

Hedgerowswithout trees
Tree lines, including hedgerows with trees

Woodland

Semi-naturalbroadleavedwoodland*
Broadleaved plantation
Semi-naturalmixed woodland
Semi-naturalconiferous woodland
Coniferous plantation*
Mixed plantation
Young plantation
Recentlyfelled woodland

Parkland
Bracken
Scrub*

Tall scrub
Low scrub

Heathland*

Dwarf shrub heath lowland
Dwarf shrub heath moorland*
Montaneheath
Maritimeheath

Mire

Blanket mire*
Lowland raised mire

Wet ground
Marginalinundation

Swamp and fen

Open water*

Standing naturalwater
Standing man-madewater
Running naturalwater
Running canalizedwater

Grassland

Unimprovedgrassland*
Semi-improvedgrassland
Improvedgrassland*
Machair

Arable*
Bare rock and soil*

Unquarriedinland cliff and outcrop
Quarriesand open-cast, including spoil
Other bare ground

Built*
*Habitats where 10% net change is estimated with 95% confidence

types using the land classificationsystem deve- 3.2 Aerial photographs
loped by the Instituteof TerrestrialEcology(Bunce
& Smith 1978). The land classes are defined It is most importantthat there is completeor nearly
accordingto physicalgeographyand landcapabil- completeair photo coverfrom which the sampleis
ity, and, for the purposeof this study, are amalga- selected;otherwise,the samplemaybe subjectto
matedto give 3 broadlandtypes. The coastalland unknownbias. If there are smallgaps in the cover,
classesare includedwithin the lowlandland type. thenthe methodof weightingthe estimatesby land
class/type abundancewithin the county will miniResultswill be presentedas the averageover the mize this effect.
various land classes sampled within each broad
landtype, andthen weightedaccordingto the rela- In the case of Cumbria,completecover existed at
tive abundanceof the different land classeswithin the 1:25000 scalefor the 1970s(OrdnanceSurvey
each broad land type.
cover) and 90% cover for the 1940s at 1:28 000
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scale (flown by the RAF).This wasthe only suitable
photography found after an exhaustive search
(Budd & Anderson 1984). This scale of photography was a good compromise, in that it was not so
small that it was impossibleto identify the required
habitats, but not so large that it would tåke an
excessive length of time to collect the data. As the
scale of the photography increases, there is a
geometric increase in the time taken to collect the
data from a specific area.
Thus, the availabilityof aerial photographywas an
important factor in determining the monitoring
period, though these dates are also ideal in terms
of the changes that have occurred in the wider
countryside. The basic time period for monitoring
is the end of the 1940s and the beginning of the
1970s. Wherever possible, photographyfor Cumbria is selected within ±2 years of the mean survey
date (1947 and 1973). Where this is not possible,
the overallestimatescan be standardizedby calculating annual rates of change.
3.3 Sampling

At a scaleof 1:25 000, one air photo covers approximately a 5 km square. Samplingwill therefore be
from numbered 5 km square blocks of the National
Grid. The use of the Grid prevents independently
selected sample sites from overlapping.Although
sampling units are 5 km squares, estimates are
produced for one km squares within the sampling
units, so that estimates of extent and change in
habitatfeaturescan be obtainedfor the smallerone
km land units. The 5 km and one km squares are
both stratified into upland, intermediate and lowland land types (Figures 1 & 2). Sampling is from a
list of all candidateunits within the county, thus giving equal probabilityof selection of each unit, irrespective of its size; units of unequalsize (such as
along the county boundaryor in coastalareas) will
thus be sampled on an equal footing with central
units. The result should be approximately equal
numbers of units selected from each land type. If
one land type covers a much smaller proportion of
the county than the other 2, then approximately
equal numbers of sampling units will still be
selected from each type by continuing the sample
until the required number for the smaller land type
is reached(ignoring superfluousunits selected for
the larger land types).
For Cumbria,it was decidedto select initiallya 20%
sampleto allow for the greaterheterogeneityof the
habitats within the county. It was found, however,
that a 10% sample was sufficient to reduce the
standarderrors below the standardset (Figure 3).
Figure4 demonstratesthe procedures used when
sampling 2 time periods. Air photo cover is shown
for one 5 km sample square at 2 dates (Time 1 and
Time 2). The stereoscopic cover at Time 1 is

approximately 50% and at Time 2 85%. Within
each5 km square,dataareto be collectedonly from
whole or parts of one km square having stereoscopic cover for Time 1 and Time 2.
3.4 Air photo interpretation

Interpretationof the aerial photographs is fundamental to this monitoring project. Thus, considerable time has been spent in developing the air
photo interpretation techniques. As part of this
development an air photo interpretation key has
been produced (Nature Conservancy Council
1985),designedto help the interpreterto carry out
his or her work efficiently andconsistently. Manyof
the problems associated with the identification of
the habitatslisted in Table 1 are highlighted, as are
the ways of solving them.
It was mentioned earlier that 1:25 000 scale aerial
photographywas most suitable in terms of habitat
interpretationand efficiency of mapping.However,
if the quality of the photography is poor, then
mapping and interpretation are impossible,
regardless of photo scale, so only good-quality
imagerycan be used. Some of the early photography was of poorer quality, but it was found that by
close comparison with the more recent image it
was possible to extract the required habitat information.
Seasonal effects are also very important when
interpreting aerial photographs, as the habitats
observed on the photographs can vary considerably through the seasons, some seasons being
better for identifying habitatsthan others. A problem occurred, for example, in the Cumbria study
when discriminatingbetween improved grassland
and arablefeaturetypes: much of the aerial photographyfor Cumbriahad beenflown in June, when it
is extremely difficult to distinguish these 2 feature
types. The best time for discrimination is the
autumn. On the other hand, the summer months
are best for interpreting woodland feature types.
Some of the early photography was flown during
the winter, making it very difficult to identify the
broadleavedwoodlands. This also applied to tree
lines, but cross-checking with -the more recent
photography helped to overcome the problem.
Contexturalinformation is also valuablewhen distinguishing certain habitats. Some habitats are
characteristic of certain locations and are rarely
found elsewhere. If this is the case, then this informationcan be used to reducethe numberof potential classesto which an area on the ground can be
assigned. Awareness of agricultural methods is
one important form of contextural information. If
the interpreter is familiar with farming practice, he
can use this to aid the classificationof agricultural
land habitats.
Field visits were made to each sample square to
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Table 2. Estimatesof habitat extent and change in square kilometres for the county of Cumbria from the 1940s
to the 1970s. Estimatesfor the whole county (total area 6689 km2)

check the interpretation of the aerial photographs,
and involved checking the areas where it had not
been possible to identify the featuretypes from the
aerial photography. These field checks applied to
both early and recent aerial photographs. It was
even possible to find evidence in the field to help

with the interpretation of the early photographs.
Some habitats could be identified more consistently than others; broadleavedplantationwas difficult to separate from semi-natural broadleaved
woodland, for example. Tests are in progress to
assessthe interpretationaccuracyfor each habitat.
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3.5 Data collection

A photogrammaticplotting machine was used for
the interpretationand mappingof the habitats.This
machine had several advantages:
i. high-quality stereoscopic image
ii. high magnification(8x)
iii. the altitude of habitatsabove OrdnanceDatum
(OD) can be measured
iv. canopy height can be measured
v. vegetationboundariescan be locatedwith high
degree of precision.
This machine is designed to produce paper maps
using the pantographand plotting table attached.
However, in order to automatethe process of area
and length measurement,the machine has been
modified so that the mappeddatacan be recorded
as digital X, Y, and Z co-ordinates.The X and Y coordinates describe the boundaries of the feature
types, while Z represents the height above OD.
The digital data are stored on a computer and can
then be usedto calculateareasand lengthsof habitats. It is also possible to compare2 sets of datato
identify the changes in habitat area and length.

Finally,the computerpreparesthe resultsfor use in
the statistical programs.
4 Results
4.1 Estimatesof habitat area

Estimatesfor eachhabitatfor the 1940s(1945-49)
and the 1970s (1970-76) are shown in Table 2.
These estimatesare calculatedfrom the results of
sampled areas, and derived statistical estimates
are based on the habitatarea within each ITE land
class, multiplied up to give overall estimates.
It is clear from Table 2 that grassland is the dominant habitat,coveringover 61% of the county, both
in the 1940sandthe 1970s.The second most dominant group are the moorland habitats (including
dwarf shrub heath and blanket mire), which
covered 17% of the county in the 1940s, but had
reduced to 11% by the 1970s. Most of this decrease has been caused by losses of dwarf shrub
heath, of which there has been a 70% loss since
the 1940s.At the other extreme,coniferousplantation hasshown the largestgainof 127%. Estimates
of habitathave also been producedfor the 3 broad
land types and alsofor eachof the 16 land classes.
Theseestimatesare not given here becauseof lack
of space, but can be found in the NationalCountry-

Table
3.Estimates
ofchanges
between
habitats
within
county
(km2)
1970s
1940s
Losses
Gains Broad Conif Mixed Park Scrub BrackHeath MireMinundSwaterRwater
Ugrass
SgrasslgrassArableBaregr Built
Broad 114.5 2.9

6.4

0.2 27.6

0.2 10.4

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.4 10.1

0.2

0.0

0.8

Conif

10.8 57.5

1.5

0.4

5.6

0.3 20.0

4.3

0.0

0.0

0.0 30.2 13.3 18.2

0.5

0.0

0.2

Mixed

25.9

3.0 16.0

0.2

2.8

0.5

2.3

0.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

1.1

1.3

0.0

0.1

0.0

1.1

1.4

1.6

0.2

0.0

0.0

7.3

Park

3.0

0.0

0.1

7.7

1.8

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Scrub

18.5

3.7

0.6

0.5 43.9

2.9

6.1 10.8

0.2

0.4

0.0 26.6

9.9 15.0

0.4

0.3

1.0

Brack

2.9

1.2

0.1

0.0

4.1 70.3 10.6

1.3

0.1

0.0

0.0 64.0

6.5

2.8

0.4

0.1

0.1

Heath

0.6

0.1

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0 117.7 3.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

Mire

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 656.4 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Minund 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.3

1.0

0.3

4.5

0.1

0.0

7.5

1.2

1.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

Swater

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 32.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

Rwater

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 13.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Ugrass

6.1

4.6

0.4

0.5

7.7 14.7 208.7 81.1

8.5

0.2

0.0 974.7 29.7 22.5

2.2

0.5

0.2

Sgrass

6.5

2.2

0.4

0.9

5.9

6.9 23.7

0.6

0.6

0.0

0.0 125.5 168.9 99.2

6.9

0.3

0.3

lgrass

23.0

3.0

0.8

1.7 10.7

0.9

9.2

0.8

0.7

0.3

0.0 71.7 144.91795.3282.6 0.0

2.3

Arable

2.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.8

0.1

1.9

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

5.8 10.4 407.2 275.7 0.0

0.2

Baregr

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

1.9

2.2

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

1.6

0.0

Built

5.0

0.2

0.1

0.1

2.4

0.0

0.7

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.0

3.3

4.4 43.8 10.8

1.1

0.0 23.6

0.3 150.2
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Table4. Interchange between habitatsfor the county of Cumbria (interchangeof greater than 10 km2for the
county). Estimatesin km2

side Monitoring Scheme report for Cumbria (NCC

1987).
4.2 Interchange between habitats
Table 2 provides the estimates of each area for
each habitat and the gains and losses that have
occurred. The Table does not, however,show how

these changes have taken place. Table 3 is the
interchangematrixfor the whole county. The habitats havebeen summarizedinto 17 groups in order
to reduce the size of the matrix. Broad (ie broadleaved woodland) can be used as an example of
how to interpretthe matrix.The diagonalvalues, ie
114.5 km for broad/broad, represent the area of a
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Table 5. Estimatesof hedgerow and tree line length in kilometres for the county of Cumbria

habitat that has remained unchanged during the
study period. The column under broadrepresents
the losses: these have been mostly to conif (10.8
km), mixed (25.9 km), scrub (18.5 km) and grass
(23.0 km). Gains are shown in the rows, and for
broad these have been mainly from scrub (27.6
km), but also heath (10.4).
Table 4 summarizesthe interchangesgreaterthan
10 km for the county, and significantgeographical
differences can be seen where the interchanges
occur. Within the lowland and intermediate land
classes, for example, there has been a considerable amount of interchange between grassland
and arable due to crop rotation.The biggest interchange in the upland land class is dwarf shrub
heath moorland to unimproved grassland, 171.3
km in all, with blanket mire to unimproved grassland the second largest at 71.6 km.
Unimproved grassland shows large gains in the
upland land type from the moorlandhabitats,while
in the lowland land type there are large losses of
unimproved grasslandto arable land. The result is
a very small net change.

4.3 Linear feature estimates

Hedgerowshave undergoneconsiderablechange
during the 30 years of the study period, over 9000
km having been lost since the 1940s (Table 5).
There has been a small gain in hedgerows, but
these gains are less important than they might
appear in that the quality of the new hedgerowsas
habitats is much less than the older hedgerows.
The percentageloss for hedgerows varies across
the land classes, from 38.3% in upland through
33.3% in intermediate to 21.9% in the lowland
classes.
4.4 Discussion of results

The last section concentrated on the results for
Cumbria, providing estimates of extent and
change for each habitat. When interpreting these
results, it is necessary to take into account the
standard errors associatedwith them. The principal criterion was that, for 12 of the habitats(starred
in Table1), a net changeof 10% in extent should be
detected with 95% confidence. This criterion was
met for the county estimates,with the exception of
coniferous plantation.
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The estimates for each time period have larger
standard errors than the change results, because
there is a certain similarity within the change data
between the estimates in the 1940s and 1970s,
thus reducing the standarderrors. Most of the estimates for the county are estimatedwith 95% confidence.

for the analysis of the data. Thanks also go to
George Jolly who designed the sampling and statistical procedures used in the project.

The results for Cumbria demonstrate clearly the
usefulness of the stratification in reducing sample
variability, becauseof the high correlationbetween
the land class and habitat composition. Land
classes 9 and 10, for example, had 50% of all the
bracken( Pteridiumaquilinum)estimatedwithinthe
county.
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1 Introduction

4 Programs available

A series of interactive menu-driven programs has
been developed for statistical and spatial analysis
of land resource data. The programs have been
designed for researchers,university students and
resourcedevelopers,working with small data sets
and minor projects. The programs have been written in IBM-PASCAL for the IBM-PC, the IBMPCXT, and compatible machines such as the
COMPAQ,the COMMODOREPC,the ERICSSON
PC, or the Olivetti PC, all using MS-DOS version
2.0 or subsequentversions.The minimumrequirements for most programs are an internal (RAM)
memory of 256K and at least one 360K dual density, double-sided 51/4inch floppy disk drive: an
additionaldrive and/or a Winchesterdrive will facilitate use of the programs, particularlywith larger
datasets. A graphics-qualitymatrixprinter,such as
the EPSON FX-10, the STAR SG-10 or the IBM
GRAPHICSprinter, is also required. It is estimated
that the minimumhardwarerequirements(excluding the pen plotter used in the PLOTprogram)can
be purchasedfor substantiallyless than £1,500. A
high-quality graphics screen is not essential.

The following programs are now available.

2 Data input
Datainput to all programsis via standardASCIItext
files that can be prepared with the IBM Personal
Editor program. This is a powerful multi-purpose
word processor and screen editor. Except for the
PICTUREpackage,all programsaccepta common
input format of NROW(sites) x MCOL (attributes)
datamatrixof realdata.When X and Y co-ordinates
are an expected part of a data set, they should be
placed in the first and second data columns
respectively.All statisticalprogramsallowthe user
to define a value with which missing values can be
identified. The input to the PICTUREpackage is
somewhatdifferent, being a matrix of N x M integers (in the valuesrange1-16) definingthe areaof
the map.
3 Data output
Dataoutput is either in the form of screen displays,
printed tables on the matrix printer, printed maps
on the printer operating in graphics mode, plotted
graphs, or new datafiles in ASCII format. A unique
featureof manyof these programs is their ability to
store the most recently used parametersand derived data in internalfiles, so that it is not necessary
to re-enter all control values every time the program is executed.

4.1 PLOT

This is an interactive plotting package that allows
the user to define and enter titles, axes, axes labels, scales and legend, and to choose format (A4
horizontalor A4 vertical), line signaturesand symbols through menu-enteredcommands.Standard
graphs and histograms can be drawn (Figure 8).
The current version drives a Hitachi671-20 6-pen
plotter, but other plotters could be driven using
slightly modified versions of the current software.
4.2 PICTURE

This is a package for printing continuous-tone or
shadedthematic mapson the matrixprinter. Raster
(gridded) maps having up to 16 different classes
coded by the integer values 1-16 can be plotted in
many ways. If the data range is not 1-16, this can
be modified by preprocessing. Each map can be
printed out at m scales(m = 1 meansone pixel per
grid point, m 2 means4 pixelsper grid point, etc).
Eachpixel is a square made up from a 3 x 5 arrayof
dots that can be programmedto give varioustones
or symbols (Foley & van Dam 1982). The package
is in 2 parts. In the first, the user can assign graphics shading symbols to the datavalues and may
add up to 5 lines of title, a scale bar and a legend.
The resulting symbol file can be rearranged, if
desired, by using the IBM Personal Editor before
processing in the second part. Here, the user may
choose one of 6 different shading systems
(Figures 1, 2, 3, 6). Mapscan be printed directly or
saved as files for later printing.The packageis very
useful for displaying simple maps quickly and
clearly (eg see Burrough 1986).
4.3 TP
This program transforms data to take account of
non-normality, missing or extreme values. Data
can be standardized to zero mean and unit variance, in the range 0-1, or reclassifiedat will. Logical combinations of existing columns of data are
possible. Histogramscan be displayed directly on
screen and printed if desired (Figure 4). The program consists of a set of menu-drivenmodulesthat
allowthe user to makemost commonly used transformations without having to type in formulae
(Figure 5). The program is fully self-documenting,
with extensive HELPfacilities that can be directly
called up to explain the main menus.
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Figure 1. The 6 shading sets available with the
PICTURE program
5 New developments
Three other packages are in the last stages of
development.
5.1 Global and local interpolation from regular
gridded or irregularlyspacedpoint datausing trend
surfaces, linear interpolation, inverse-distance
interpolation and gridding. The output can be displayed using PICTURE(Figures 6 & 7 — note that
the Figure legends reflect the conversion of the
real numbers from the interpolation to the 0-16
class input for the display program).
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5.2 Computationof experimental semivariograms
from regularly spaced and irregularly spaced data
points. The semivariogramscan be calculatedfor
various compass directions allowing directional
analyses.The programuses an iterativeprocedure
to fit sphericalor exponentialmodelsto the experimentally derived data (Figure 8; Burrough et al.
1988). A Winchester disk (IBM-PCXT) is highly
recommended for this procedure. Journel and
Huijbregts (1978) and Webster (1985) give details
of the use of semivariogramsin spatial analysis.
5.3 Linearinterpolationand analysisof one-dimensional transects. Data from regularly or irregularly
spaced transects can be interpolated and resampled to give regularlyspaced series of points. The
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Figures2, 3. Examplesof maps obtainedusing the thematic shadings
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Figure 4. Histogram of data values obtained using the transformationprogram

data can be modelled using various one-dimensional methods of curve fitting, moving averages,
etc.
Further details of all programs and costs can be

obtained from the authors.
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Classificationmodelsand water resourceplanning
K R BULL
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Monks Wood ExperimentalStation, Huntingdon

1 Introduction
The firstquestion to be answered in the process of
environmental planning is — what is there now
(Bunce & Heal 1984)? We need an environmental
description to provide a baselineor referencescale
upon which measurementsor judgements may be
made. There is seldom a clear answerto any environmentalquestion, and often there are conflicting
interests to confuse the situation further. It is very
important, therefore, to make the description as
objective as possible. We have chosen water
catchment areas as our units of description as the
first step in this process.
River and lake catchments are frequently used as
convenient units, both for scientific studies and for
managingwater resources. They ideallyrepresent
separate hydrological systems fed by identifiable
sources (eg rainwater, springs) with identifiable
sinks (eg the lake or river, evaporation, underground aquifers). Catchment areas can also be
quantified using contour maps.
Rivers (and lakes) may differ considerably from
one another in their hydrology, chemistryand biology; such differences mayalter seasonallyor even
from day to day or hour to hour, as a consequence
of a multitude of environmentalfactors. How, then,
can we assess a set of catchments and obtain a
meaningful baseline?

Totalenvironmentsamplingof all catchmentsat all
points in time is a practical impossibility,and even
large numbers of on-site investigations,including
chemical and biological sampling, are costly and
wasteful of resources. Randomsampling,although
a valid statistical exercise, can only provide
answers based on the whole population of water
catchments. We may end up with a lot of information about the 'averagecatchment', which is of little
use when answering specific questions. Selective
sampling is an option frequently chosen, basing
the selection upon 'expert choice or judgements'.
Such samples are difficult to relate to the wider
population, are open to criticisms of judgement,
and may overlook important factors or relevant
catchments. A stratified samplingapproachis the
only really effective way to answer the problem.
This method creates a series of catchment'strata',
analogous to the social strata which have been
employed so effectively for opinion polls and in
consumer research. By this means, individual
groups or strata can be assessed, either totally or
by subsampling, without the need to sample the
whole population in detail; however, any catchments assessed are done so in the context of a

defined framework of catchment strata and environment parameters.

2 The classification
The methods have been developed from those
used extensively by ITE for land use surveys, in
Cumbria (Bunce & Smith 1978), Scotland (Bunce
& Last 1981) and Great Britain (Bunce & Heal
1984).
The classificationso far has focused upon nearly
90 river catchmentswhich havebeen, or are being,
sampled by the North WestWaterAuthority as part
of its investigationsinto the effects of acid precipitation on fresh waters (Crawshaw 1984; Prigg
1983). Although these catchments had the disadvantagethat they had been chosen selectively,the
availabilityof chemical and biological data was an
important factor for this initial investigation.
The databasefor the classificationwas confined to
maps which give uniform coverage throughout
Englandand Wales.OrdnanceSurvey maps (1:25
000) provided most of the topographicinformation,
and British GeologicalSurvey solid geology maps
(1:250 000) and Soil Survey of Englandand Wales
soil maps (1:250 000) were used for catchment
geologies and soils. MeteorologicalOffice rainfall
maps provided rainfalldata.
Our data base yielded a total of 105 descriptive
attributes for our catchments. These attributes
were assigned to each catchment in turn, and the
resulting sets subjectedto IndicatorSpecies Analysis (ISA) (Hill et al. 1975). Further computations
using Reciprocal Averaging Analysis (Hill 1973)
gaveadditionalinformationfor comparisonwith the
ISA results,andhave been used to help verify ISA
results in previous studies (Jones & Bunce 1985;
Charter 1984).
The available chemical and biological data were
used to verify the ISAclassification,andthe chemical data were also used as the basis for a separate
ISA classification, both on their own, and also
together with the other 105 attributes.

3 Catchmentsin Eskdaleand Dunnerdale
The Rivers Esk and Duddon have been studied
extensively in recent years owing to the concern
over poor fish stocks and occasional fish kills
(Crawshaw 1985). Chemical and biological information exists for 40 tributaries which drain about
70% of the total catchmentsof the 2 rivers. These
tributaries formed the data set for our first ISA.
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The ISA divided the catchments into 2 sets on the
basisof 'upland' and 'lowland' character.Although
apparently an obvious separation in hindsight, it
hasbeen achievedwithout subjectivejudgements,
and it is particularly important as it reflects the
chemicaland biologicaldifferencesof the 2 stream
types. Forexample,all 10 tributarieswith low mean
Ca concentration (<2 mg h) are found in the
'upland' catchments; and, whilst 75% of 'lowland'
catchments have stone fly larvae present, only
12.5% of the 'upland' ones have records of this
species.
An important observation from the analysis is the
difference in character between the Esk and
Duddon tributaries: there are more Esk tributaries
in the 'lowland' class, whilst Esk streams are
greatly outnumbered in the 'upland' class.

4 Other catchmentsin north-west England
Extendingthe modelfurther to includecatchments
outside the Esk and Duddon gives a different ISA
separation.The initial separationis one of size, and
it is clear that most Esk and Duddon tributaries
drain 'small' catchments,in contrastto the streams
sampled outside Eskdale and Dunnerdale,which
are mainly 'large' catchments. The subsequent
classificationof the 'small' catchmentsis similarto
the `upland'r lowland' separation described
above, most of the Esk and Duddon tributaries
being distributedbetweenthe 2 classes,as before.
Chemical and biological data indicate that 'large'
catchment streams are generally similar to 'lowland' streams. It is not surprising, therefore, that
the ISA classification of chemical data separates
'small upland' catchments from the rest, with low
Ca and alkalinity levels and high acidities and aluminium concentrations. Combining chemical and
physical attributes adds little to the main divisions
of the analysis.
Further extending the model to include an additional 15 catchments, many of them with different
geologiesfrom the southern Pennines,resulted in
a separategeological class in the large catchment
group consisting almost entirely of the new catchments. This geological feature, sedimentary bedrock, in contrast to the mainly igneous geology of
the previous72 catchments, is therefore a 'strong'
indicator in the analysis. It is also likely to be an
importantfactor in the chemistry and biologyof the
streams draining these catchments.

5 Discussion
Our mainaim in this work wasto combinethe practical usefulness of water catchments with the
proven analyticalmodels previously used for land
classificationstudies.

The divisions often appearobviousand predictable
but they have been derived without subjective
judgements. Furthermore, whilst it is easy to
recognize extremes within any set, individuals
form a continuumacrossthe rangeso that intermediate types are not easilycharacterized.A smallset
of catchments may provide a simple classification
model, with little need for a computer, but larger
datasets, with their widely differing characteristics,
increasethe necessityfor a good computer model.
We believe that models such as ours have great
potential for future applications in assessing current resourcesand in the subsequentplanningand
monitoring of change. Our models, to date, are
relatively simple with few catchments from a very
large population, but the model is flexible, and
more catchmentsmaybe added,as we havedone,
or additionaldata bases used to include additional
attributes. Conversely, particulardatasets may be
selected for separate analysis to answer specific
questions.
The ISA classificationhas the advantageof identifying important attributes, which may be used to
classify individual catchments not included in the
analysis,and mayprovidepointersfor future investigations. Once the classification framework has
been identified, it is much easier to attempt comparisons between catchments(eg 'twinning') or to
identify changes with time. Differences and
changes can also be seen within the context of the
entire model and related to the population being
studied.
An importantaspectof classificationmodels is their
sensitivity to changes in attributes. We know that
increasing the range of catchments changes the
classification, and our analysis shows that our
model is sensitive to sedimentary geology. We
also know that some attributesmay be omitted with
little effect on the classification.The opportunityfor
such alterations in the classifications may have
great importancefor planners,and provides a predictive capability which may be a valuable decision-making tool.
The great advantageof our method is that, once set
up, the model can be used and amended without
the need for a great deal of expert support. It can
thus provide a convenient resource base for those
needing to quantify the environmentaldescription
of water catchments in space and time.
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A land resourceinformationsystemat the 1:25 000 scale
D A DAVIDSON*and G E JONES-I*Department of Environmental Science, University of Stirling, Stirling
I-Departmentof Geography, University of Strathclyde, Strathclyde
1 Introduction

designed to aid land use planning.

The aim of any informationsystem is the provision
of data in the most effective manner relevantto the
needs of users. The emphasis in recent years has
been on the technical development of such systems, and a range of approaches are in use, as
reviewed by Professor Burrough at this conference. In Scotland,a Standing Committee on Rural
Land Use InformationSystems(RLUIS)was established in 1976 with the aim of examining information availability,user requirements and the scope
for computer-based systems (Scottish Development Department1980). One important result has
been the trial project in Fife. As demonstrated in
other papers from this conference, the Planning
Department of Highland Regional Council has
adopted the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology's system of land classification (Highland Regional
Council 1985a). The system is the allocation of
individualkilometresquaresto land classeson the
basis of climatic, geological, locational, topographic and artefactualinformation. The result is an
impressive data base which provides a broad
inventory of land resourceswithin the region. The
system has recently been used as a meansof predicting the extent of amenity woodland (Highland
Regional Council 1985b). The approach is highly
suited to such a largeand diverse areaas Highland
Region. When planning concerns much smaller
areas,dataon the one km square baseare too generalized, and more detailed approaches become
necessary.Such a situation arose with the project
reported in this paper.

Priority was given to developing a land resource
informationsystem which could store, processand
present information in a detailed yet simple form.
All the programswere developed by the investigators, as this gavethem completecontrol of the system as it evolved. The ultimate programs for individual maps only required 50 lines of FORTRAN,
with a further 50 lines for the legend. In manyways,
the design of the legends proved more difficult
than the mapping programs! An analyticalscale of
1:25 000 was selected as the most relevantto the
planning issues. Much effort was devoted to the
compilation of a data base which was assembled
from all available published sources. Data extraction on a 100 m grid seemed a suitable compromise between an ideal resolution and a realistic
data base which could be assembled within 2
months. Following discussions with 2 planners, it
was decided to select a transect of land (14 km x 5
km), to the west of Stirling on the Forth valley and
extending from the flat carselandsup and over the
spectacularcrags formed on the lava flows of the
Gargunnock Hills to the upland Touchadam and
Cringate Muirs. The Carron Reservoirformed the
southern limit (Figure 1).

2 The land resource information system (LRIS)
The CampsieFellsform part of a broaderset of volcanic hills extending from the Renfrew Heights
south-west of Glasgowto the Sidlaw Hills north of
the Tay. An ad hoc inter-regional group is concerned with land use in the Campsies,with representativesdrawnfrom various bodies (eg planning
departments, Forestry Commission, Department
of Agriculture, and water authorities). The existence of such a group is a reflection of the land use
pressures which are present on the Campsies.
Proximity to the Glasgow and Edinburgh conurbations is expressed in demandsfor water and recreation. Furthermore, some of the land on the
north-eastmarginsin the study areais of very good
agriculturalquality.Extensionof forestry is another
critical issue in this area. Thus, the Campsies
offered a very suitablelocalityfor the development
of a detailed land resource information system

The study area was deliberately selected to
encompass a wide range of topographic, climatic
and soil conditions. The most northern part consists of the carselandsformed during the Flandrian
transgression by the estuarinedepositions of silts
and clays. Much of the peat which subsequently
developed on these sediments has been removed
by human activity, and the present-day soil is a
poorly drained gleyed warp. The lower slopes
fringing the carseland have brown forest soils
developedon till dominatedby Old RedSandstone
sediments. As elevation increases towards the
crags on the lavas, drainage conditions deteriorate, resulting in a dominanceof gleys. The parent
materialcontainshigher proportionsof Carboniferous igneous rocks. The uplandmoors rising to 485
m haveorganicsoils, whilst the areato the immediate north of the Carron Reservoirhas a more varied
range of soils from gleys to brown forest soils
developed on a till consisting of lavas, tuffs and
ashes.Within the study area,elevationrangesfrom
15 m on the carseland to 485 m at Carleatheran.
Suchan elevationamplitudeis paralleledby a precipitation gradient from a mean annual rainfall of
1100-1200 mm on the carselandto over 1600 mm
on the summit areas.
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Figure 1. Locationand topographyof the study
area in central Scotland
The 100 m grid resulted in 7300 cells, and data
were extracted on the following attributes:
Grid reference
Elevation
Slope
Slope aspect
Presence/absence within each cell of:
Streams
Rock outcrops
Marsh
Roads
Tracks
Buildings
Solid geology
Drift geology
Soils (from Soil Survey 1:25 000 field sheets)
Land capability class
Vegetation
Land types (from aerial photo interpretation)
Tree species (for Forestry Commission land)
Yield class (for Forestry Commission land)
Exposure value (for Forestry Commission land)

Extractionof these data proved to be straightforward, albeit tedious. Datafiles were createdon the
University of Strathclyde's DECVAXsystem. The
inevitable problem of varying data quality arose
with the broad range of map sources.The first part
of the project has given particular emphasis to
presenting the topographic and soil data. Fortunately,recently published 1:10 000 OrdnanceSurvey mapswere availablefor the former and, for the
latter,the Departmentof Soil Surveyat the Macaulay Institutefor Soil Researchkindlygave accessto
the 1:25 000 field sheets of the originalsoil surveyors. The legend for a conventionalsoil map usually
gives informationon soil type, parent materialand
drainage class. In practice, more specific details
may be requiredaboutstone content,soil depth, or
nutrient status. Maps predicting the distribution of
such properties are only possible if access is
obtainedto field and laboratorydatafrom the original soil survey. By courtesy of the Departmentsof
Soil Survey and Mineral Soils at Macaulay,such
datawere obtained for 92 sites in the general Stirling area, 18 of these being within the actualstudy
locality. Full field and laboratory data for 92 sites
constitute a sizeabledata bank,and use was made
of a data base managementsystem (Davidson &
Jones 1985).The task was to be ableto categorize
soil series according to a wide range of physical
and chemicalproperties.When recordswere sufficiently consistent and numerous,soils were categorized according to general pH values, depth of
organic horizons, organic matter content of A horizon, exchangeablebases, percentagebase saturation, soluble phosphate content of A horizon,
sand content, silt content, stoninessand maximum
rooting depth. Predictions about these soil properties can be viewed as an expansionto the soil
map legend. The underlying and critical assumption is that the soil series are comparativelyhomogeneous in terms of these properties.
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3.1 Single-factor mapsshowingvariationin specificvariables as extracted from original data sources

These mapswere the simplestto produceandconsisted of plots using selected information on the
main data file. They show distributions of slope
classes,aspect,elevation,landuse capabilityclass
and subclass, land type and vegetation.
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3.2 Single-factormaps based on surrogate variables
Dataon meanannualrainfallandtemperaturewere
obtained from meteorologicalstations, either in or
adjacent to the study area. Regression analysis
established strong relationships between elevation and these variables,and the regression equations were used to predict rainfall and temperature for each cell. Thus, mapsof meanannualrainfall and temperature were produced.
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Informationon the soil map legend is given about
the major soil group, parent material types and
drainage class for each soil mapping unit. It was a
simple task to categorize soil series according to
these 3 factors and to generate maps.
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Figure 2. The distribution of percentage base
saturation derived from Soil Survey data in the
100 m x 100 m grid cells of the study area

3.3.2 Use of Soil Survey field and analyticaldata
As already indicated, the use of a data base
management program permitted the categorization of soil series according to a wider range of
field- and laboratory-measured properties. For
many soil series, the field and laboratorydata base
was insufficient for valid generalizations to be
made, and the ultimate maps indicatedthose cells
for which no classificationwas possible.This problem was encountered with a substantialnumber of
the soil series, but in practicethey were found to be
of limited spatialextent. Figures2 and 3 demonstr-
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3.4 Land evaluationmaps
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Figure 4i illustrates the results for the area round
the villageof Gargunnock,wherea few cells nearto
the villagemeetthe requirements.The carselandis
mappedas 'unique land' becausethis terrain type
is of distinctive agricultural value. Figure 4ii demonstrates the results from a less stringent definition of 'good agriculturalland'. In this case, the following conditions had to be met (definition 2):
Elevation:

300 m

Slope:

<11°

Soil drainage:

free or imperfect

The resultant distribution is more extensive. The
ability to vary land suitabilty definitions and compare the results is a distinct advantageof the system.

720

Figure 3. The distribution of sand content derived from Soil Survey data in the 100 m x 100
m grid cells of the study area

The suitabilityof landfor forestry is anotherissueof
planningconcern, and 2 methodswere developed.
The first was the simpler and was based on aerial
photo-interpretation.It was noted that most of the
existingforests managedby the ForestryCommission occurred on land type 6 (uplandarea,smooth
slopes, no evidence of rock being at or near the
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Figure 4i. The distribution of 2 types of agricultural land in the 100 m x 100 m grid cells in the
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surface). Land types were mapped according to
aerial photo-interpretation. It was an easy matter
for symbols to be printed in areasof landtype 6 not
currently forested, the idea being that such localities would offer similar relief/soil/climatic conditions to the existing forested areas. The results
indicate that substantial areas could be forested.
The second method was more refined, in that relationships between yield class in existing forestiy
areasand soil series were first established.Six soil
series were identified as supporting yield class 12.
Areas suitable to forestry were thus mapped
according to the occurrence of these soil series,
but in addition the land use capability had to be
class 5 or 6, the slope angle less than 25°,and elevation less than 394 m. The result is illustrated in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The distribution of potential forestry in
the 100 m x 100 m grid cells of the study area

The starting point of the project was the investigation of the extent to which availableenvironmental
datacould be processedand representedin forms
better suited to the needs of planners.The plotting
of GINO symbols on individual 100 m x
100 m cells produces acceptable results at the
1:25 000 scale, and the qualityof the output can be
further improved by photographic reduction. Of
course, a mapproducedby symbol plotting on individual cells is poor comparedto a digital one. However, as noted in the RLUISreport, there has been
a tendency to judge a system in terms of graphic
output rather than manipulativecapacity (Scottish
Development Department 1980). The benefits of
LRIS as described in this paper are its simplicity
and flexibility. Two lecturers working part-time on
the project with the temporaryassistanceof 3 students developed the system, extracted the data
and produced the maps within 6 months. Data
extractionand input were the most laborioustasks,
and potential exists for the input of data in digital
form. Furthermore,current effort is being directed
to the inclusion of LANDSATdatafor the mapping
of vegetation/land use, as well as for the identification of poor drainage conditions.
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Despite such possibilities, the ultimatesuccess of
the system will depend on the extent to which planners find it of use in their formulation of policy.
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a flexible
Relational data bases and digital mapping
approachto informationmanagementand display
R G HEALEY,B A MORRIS,A J ALEXANDER,D J BARTLETTand T C WAUGH
Department of Geography, University of Edinburgh,Edinburgh

1 Introduction
By its very nature, the planning process requires
the timely collection and analysis of a range of different data sources, so decision-making can proceed on an informed basis. Recentdevelopments
in computer hardware and software technology
have created a range of opportunities for improvements in the management of planning data, particularly in terms of making powerful analyticaltools
available directly to the end-user of the information. Although the advent of microcomputers has
provided the initial stimulus for these developments, it is the availabilityof appropriatesoftware
which is most important in building a new generation of flexible planning information management
systems.
This paper examines some of the basic requirements for such systems and indicatessuitablesoftware which allows them to be implementedrapidly
in a cost-effective manner. Possibleareasof application are then suggested, illustratedby a rangeof
different example systems which havebeen developed in the Departmentof Geography,University
of Edinburgh.

2 Softwarerequirementsfor a computerizedrural
informationmanagementsystem
A number of major requirementsfor the necessary
software can be identified, as follows.
i. The system must allow datato be keyed in and
updated, if necessary, in interactive,as well as
batch, mode.
ii. It must be possible for the system to perform
sophisticated validation and checking of the
data on input, to provide a high level of quality
control for stored information.
iii. It must be possible to cross-link betweendifferent data sets, which may have been created by
several individuals or organizations.The manner in which these linkages are made must be
flexible to allow problem-solvingbasedon multiple data sources.
iv. The system should not be restrictedto the storage of numericalinformation(eg censusdata),
but should also include descriptions of available datasets in the form of a datadictionary,as
well as other relevant information, including
bibliographic sources.
v. In the context of rural planning, it is most

importantthat the systemallows ad hocq ueries
to be madefrom availabledataand that, where
appropriate,the results of these queriescan be
displayed automaticallyin map form.
vi. The query facility should also permit spatial
searching to be undertaken.

3 Meeting the requirements
3.1 Softwarefor data storageand retrieval

In nearly all cases, the basic data storage and
retrieval requirements for rural information systems can be met by existing data base management technology. A large number of general-purpose systems of this kind are now available,and
the better packagesallow even large and relatively
complexdatabasesto be implementedquickly and
efficiently. Any new information system should,
therefore, be based on a software packageof this
kind if it is to be operated in a cost-effective manner.
Formerly, hierarchicalor network-structured data
bases (Date 1981)were the preferred type of system for large data handlingoperations,becauseof
their superior performancein terms of data retrieval speed. More recently,however,the newer relational data bases have come to assume major
importance, as their performance has begun to
approachthat of the older systems.
The particularadvantagesof relational data bases
are 2-fold. First,all dataarestored in a simple structural form and, second, it is easy to link different
data sets for flexible retrieval purposes. These
advantagesarise because all data are held in the
form of tables containingrows and columns. If 2 or
more tableseachhavea column of data,some or all
of whosevaluesmatchbetweenthe tables,the software enableslinkages,called relationaljoins, to be
made using these columns, when required by ad
hoc queries to the data base.
The combinationof simplicity and flexibility of relational data base systems makes them accessible
as data managementtools for the end-user, who
can establish his own data base applications of a
straightforward kind, without having to call on
assistance from specialists, as is the case with
other types of system. Further, queries can be
easily madeto the database, becausethere are no
complex sets of fixed pointersto navigatebetween
items of data.Finally,the tabularstructure of a relational databasemakesit amenableto the provision
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of 'front end' screen handling software, which
enables data to be entered from the terminal into
one or more tables simultaneously.On-line validation of information can be performed by checking
dataentered into fields on the screen againstlookup tables containing lists of allowablevalues.Major
proprietary relationaldata base packages,such as
ORACLE,INGRESand MIMER,all providefacilities
of this kind, as do systems developedoriginallyfor
micros, such as KNOWLEDGEMAN,DBASEll and
INFORMIX,albeit to a more limited degree.
A good example of the usefulnessof the relational
data base approachcan be provided in connection
with the integration of data about different sources
of planning-relatedinformation.Two such sources
are maps and aerial photographs, and it is frequently usefulto know whetherspecific areashave
both types of coverage or not. In its most basic
form, a relationaldata basesolution to the problem
would contain 2 tables, one for each of the major
datasets. Eachrow of the maptable might contain
information about individual map sheets, such as
sheet number, sheet name, and the co-ordinates
of the 4 corners of the sheet. In the aerial photograph table, appropriate information about each
photographwould be held, includingthe dateof the
print, scale, and the co-ordinates of the centre
point of the photograph. In addition, however, it is
necessaryto enter the sheet number of the map,
perhaps at 1:50 000 or 1:10 000 scale, which
covers the location where the photograph was
taken. Subsequently,when a query is made,it may
takethe form of a window searchon the geographical co-ordinates in the map table, to determine
which sheets fall within the specified area. At the
same time, a relational join may be performed, to
link map and air photographtables on the basis of
the sheet number column that they have in common. For all maps meeting the initial window
search criterion, the system will then match the
resulting sheet numbers to the photographtable,
to obtain information on the prints which fall within
the boundaries of the sheets in question.
3.2 Software for digital mapping from relationaldata
bases
While the use of relational data base technology
provides powerful data manipulationand retrieval
facilities,this advantage,of itself, is not sufficientto
realize the full potential of the information system
where problem-solving in a spatial context is
required. It is necessary to provide an interface
from the data base to digital mappingsoftware.As
with the databasesystem, it is sensibleto employ a
readily available software package, such as
GIMMS,which is widely used in the UK. The interfaceshould then providea flexible linkagebetween
the 2 systems, with all the power of each available
to the end-user.

Two approachesto the interfacingproblem can be
identified, depending on the final requirements:In
the first case, relatively high-quality map output is
required for final presentationof results, necessitating a degree of design intervention by the digital
cartographer during the data analysis phase.
Under these circumstances, a loose coupling
between the data base and mapping packages is
required, as full automation of the linkage would
hinder the map design process.This situation may
changein future as the current prototypesof expert
systems for map design become more sophisticated. Nevertheless, even with user intervention
during the analysis phase, a very high degree of
productivitycan be achievedby careful interfacing
work.
An example of this interfacingcan be provided by
the 1983 agricultural census of Belize, in central
America, undertakenjointly by the Governmentof
Belizeandthe Departmentof Geography,University of Edinburgh. Datafor 87 variables for each of
over 500 villages were collected, subjected to preliminaryprocessingand then stored in an ORACLE
databasetable. At the sametime, digital outlines in
GIMMS format were prepared for the census
enumeration zones used by the Belize Government. Each of these zones contains a number of
villages. Data base query language macros were
written to aggregatethe village data for nominated
variables into zonal values, omitting zones where
no data were reported,and to write the information
to GIMMSdata files in the correct order for mapping. By editing standardsets of GIMMScommands
and linking them to the appropriatefiles, it was possible to introduce a significant design element for
each map, while still allowing rapid generation of
the final product. In this way, once the method of
interfacing was established, it proved possible to
producethe basisfor an agriculturalcensus atlasin
2-3 weeks. Two examples of the standard of the
final product are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Once
plotted, each map can, of course, be modified very
quickly to change class intervals,types of shading
or symbolism, and pen colours, to match the
requirements for publication.
This approachis expectedto be particularlyuseful
in the near future, when the very extensive 1985
BelizeanAgriculturalCensusis completed with the
help of the Foodand AgricultureOrganisation,providing data on over 300 variables for every farm
holding in the country. As soon as the data are
loaded into the data base,the mappingframework
which now exists can be used to generate a very
wide rangeof maps immediately.Furtherdevelopments are also in progressto acceleratethe design
intervention work, by providing a front-end program that indicates the design choices at each
stage and generatesthe appropriateGIMMScommands automatically.
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The second approach to the interfacing problem
becomes necessary when large volumes of data
have to be manipulated in an exploratory fashion,
to provide basic map output in a standard form.
Because the map design element is minimal, this
type of interfaceshould be as automatedas possible, for maximum speed and ease of use. To this
end, one of the authors has developed an interfacing software tool called GEOLINK, which is currently implemented in the ADA language.It allows
data returned in response to data base queries to
be linked automatically with standard sets of
GIMMS commands,for rapid dataanalysisand display. The system currently works for all applications requiring the plotting of standardsymbols of
various kinds on digital base maps. It has proved
particularlyeffective for problems such as the generation of selective graphic indices from computerized map catalogues (Morris 1984; Morris et al.
1986).

on a portion of the Scottish base map is supported,
by choosing an appropriatescale and nominating
the centre point of the area to be displayed. The
map will then be scaled to A3 or A4 paper as
required. Figure 4 shows an example of a window
search, along a rectangular corridor covering the
southern shore of the Firth of Forth. The resulting
map, based on district boundaries, at a scale of
1:250 000, displays all the one km squares in the
Edinburgh area with a population of more than
8000. Modificationsto the basicprogramcan readily be madeto plot the results of inter-censalpopulation change, by linking the 2 tables for the different census years.

The basic program also permits a considerable
degree of spatial searching. In the first place, the
data base contains the X and Y co-ordinatesof the
centre point of each grid square, so these can be
used for window searching. Second, zooming in

edited by J. Elliot. (LIBERBulletin no. 28.) Heidelberg.

4 Future developments

An importantareafor future work to extendthe potential of these interfacingapproachesis in relation
to methods of storing digital map data within the
data base itself, so they can be retrievedfor selective
plotting. Some pointers in this direction can be
In the rural planning context, one specific impleseen
in the work of Tuori and Moon (1984), and
mentation of this approachto interfacingis of partipreliminary
investigations into the problem with
cular interest, ie the GRIDPLOTprogram, which
respect
to
Ordnance
Survey digital data are now
makes use of the GEOLINKsoftware. GRIDPLOT,
being
pursued
at Edinburgh.
as its name implies, is designed for mapping gridbased data, and it is currently used for exploratory
mapping of the one km grid population census of
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Measuringthe areas of rural land use parcels
R P KIRBY
Department of Geography, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh
1 Introduction
There is a continuing requirement for the area
values of land use parcelsin GreatBritain.At a local
level, management policy-makers need to know
the exact areas of land involved in particularfunctions; new curtilagesare constantlybeing defined,
and parcels of land are subject to continuous physical change due to, for example, the amalgamation or division of fields, urbanor industrial expansion, or the natural spread of bracken (Pteridium
aquilinum)and scrub vegetation.At nationallevels,
planning policies require to know the proportions
of land devoted to different land use categories,
these proportions often being derived ultimately
from the summationsof many individualmeasurements of individualparcels,which are in turn often
selected on a sample basis.
Dataon areaswill hardlyever be required by themselves, but will be associated with geographical
locationsandthematicattributes.Examplesarethe
area of land in a particular parish occupied by
woodland, and the proportion of land in a county
that has changed its function from agriculture to
urban within a stated period. Areas of land require
to be defined in different ways, and this affects the
methods by whichthey can be measured.Forpractical purposes, areas of land need to be defined,
wherever possible, in terms of permanent visible
boundaries, and so the field is the natural unit by
which rural land use dataare collected. The areaof
a field can be measureddirectly by simple ground
surveying or indirectly from an existing plan or
aerial photograph.An extra stage in the measurement procedureariseswherethe required areasof
land do not correspondto permanentland parcels,
as will occur, for example, in upland areas without
field boundaries where land cover types merge
into one another. New area boundariesmust then
be created on map or photographfor the purposes
of the study.
2 Areas from Ordnance Survey maps and plans
Where permanent fields exist, their areas can be
measuredfrom official mapsat 1:25 000 and larger
scales. On the Ordnance Survey (OS) 1:2500
scale plans, the area values of individual parcels
are provided directly. For each individual parcel,
there is printed (i) a referencenumber basedon the
grid co-ordinatesof the sheet boundary,and (ii) the
areaof the parcel in hectaresand acres (acresonly
in pre-metric sheets). Figure1 illustratesthe numbering procedure,which hasspecial rules for dealing with parcels intersected by the boundaries of
the map sheet.

The areavalues are originallydetermined from the
1:2500 paperplansthemselvesby automaticreading planimeters, and checks on accuracy include
double measurementof each parcel and summation of all values to agree with the total sheet value
within a small tolerance. The values for area are
published to 0.001 ha, or 10 square metres.
Notwithstanding these high levels of precision
and accuracy,there are obvious limitations to the
OS area values as a nationalset. First, the 1:2500
scaleseries covers ruralareas(about 170000 km')
but excludes mountains and moorlands, where
1:10 000 or 1:10 560 is the largestpublishedscale.
Thus, there are no area data for most of Scotland,
northern Englandand centralWales.Also, in builtup areas, individual parcels are aggregated for
convenience into 'town areas' and measured as
one parcel.
Second, OS parcelsare defined semi-arbitrarilyas
any areas which are measured and published on
the 1:2500 plan (Harley 1975). For example, éven
rural enclosures may be grouped together, and
parcelsmay be terminated by such imaginarylines
as administrativeboundaries,or braced to include
unfencedoccupationroadsandtracks.The parcels
have no significance whatsoever in respect of
property ownership. In summary, the selection of
parcels and the use of braces by the OS are
governed by practical cartographic convenience,
so that the exactboundaryof each individualparcel
has to be scrutinized if the areavalue is to be used
to its full precision. As a consequence, the area
valuesareoften likely to be used only as a check on
the accuracy of other independently determined
sets of measurements. Also, it must be remembered that the plans contain little direct land use
information, so that for land use purposes other
additionalsources must, in any case, be found.
3 Methods of area measurements from maps and
aerial photographs
The range of methods in common use is shown
graphicallyin Figure2, and a similar rangespecific
to mapsonly is presentedand described by Baxter
(1976). In Figure 2, the simple methods are suitable only for small jobs where their slowness is not
a liability and the cheapness of the tools involved
may be an advantage.
Where many measurements are required, it is
more cost-effective to use one or other of the
methods shown in the lower part of Figure 2, ie:
— digitizing of polygons, with automatic calculation of areas
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— point counting by sampling from random/
systematic grids with manual calculation of
areas.
Although each of these methods maybe appliedto
maps or vertical aerialphotographs,they are otherwise very different in their approaches.Digitizingof
polygons requires equipment in the form of an
automatic planimeter or a digitizing tablet linked to
some computer-based output system. Output will
include the exact numerical area of each polygon
traced, often as a by-product of a spatialdata base
whereby co-ordinates of the ground locations of
points on the polygon boundaries are also
recorded. In total contrast, point counting is a spatial sampling method requiring no equipmentother
than a translucent overlay suitably gridded with
points. The density of points will be a function of the
average size of the parcels to be measured, and
the distribution of points may be systematicor (less
commonly) random. The area of an individualparcel is found from the proportion of dots overlying
the space of that parcelwith respectto the number
of dots occupying the total (known) area. This
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method does not give individual areas as accuratelyas by digitizing, but cumulativelythe percentage cover of aggregatedpolygonsof like attributes
with respectto some knowntotal areacan be found
quickly and with moderate accuracy.
The point counting method has a longer historical
pedigree and its simplicity makes it a real alternative for measuringthe cumulatedareasof thematic
distributions. The theoretical work by Frolov and
Maling (1969) on the nature of sampling errors in
point counting techniques has been further developed by C Emmott in the context of comparative
land usage. Emmott sampled land use on a grid
basis from source data of different dates, and
arrangeda computer output of listings of land use
areas, land use change statistics and computer
maps of land use and changes in land use. He has
stressed that the role of the computeris to deal with
the data production process; the human
researcheris better than a computerat contending
with the assembly of the raw data by interpretation
and analysis of the aerial photographsand maps.
This sound principle cannot be overemphasized:
land use information systems with photographic
remote sensing inputs are best characterized by
manualinterpretationand measurement,followed
by computer processing of the interpreted data.
Only in the case of digital data obtained from
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Table 1.Usage of aerial photographsin nationaland regional projects

4 Theuse of aerialphotographs in Great Britain for
rural information

• - •

Simple enumeration
methods for small
jobs

J
1111'1'

I

1-1

,

1-1 "

Counting squares

Line transects

Fixed-arm
polar
planimeter

Simpson's or
Trapezoidal rule

Fine density
point grid n,100

Standard methods
for larger jobs

• A

•

local co-ordinates
Co-ordinates of polygon
flatbed table digitizer
or linear encoders

Systematic or random spatial
sampling. Area A determined
as proportion of larger area

Figure 2. Methods for measuring area
scanningequipmentcarriedby earthorbiting satellites does computer processing play a central part
in land use interpretation.

Aerial photographsallow customers to determine
land use by interpretingand delimiting boundaries
as necessary, whether or not these boundaries
coincide with lines shown .on published maps.
Photographsalso allow interpretationof attributes
from first principles and provide measurementsof
area and linear features.They reduce the need for
costly ground survey and, if custom-flown at an
appropriate scale (often between 1:10 000 and
1:30 000), they will provide levels of resolution
unavailablefrom current or proposedsatellitesensors. The situation is succinctly summarized by
Holz (1985). 'It is clear that . . . (metric and supplementary aerial photographs) . . . can now be
consideredtested and proven becausetheir application is frequent and widespread. Stereo photographs are still the best product available for the
three-dimensionalmapping of both land use/land
cover and topography. Their use by government
agencies,privatecompanies,and individualsis virtually routine.'
The evidencefrom post-war initiativesin Great Britain confirms that aerial photographs are the best
single source of area measurementsfor land use
studies. As well as in local schemes, aerial photographs have been used in numerous nationaland
regional projects, including those listed in Table 1.
In each of these projects, the areas of a very large
number of discrete land parcels have been measured from aerialphotographsand the values subsequently aggregatedaccording to thematic attributes or locations to provide statistics for classes
or regions.
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Figure 3. Typical scale change due to ground
relief. Nominal photographic scale 1:10 000
5 Examples of area measurements from aerial
photographs
Because of camera tilt or ground relief, a single
aerial photograph may easily contain scale variations of +5% of the nominal scale, with consequent errors in area measurements from that
photograph. By digitizing from a stereo-pair in a
photogrammetric plotter with rigorous restitution,
the scale variations caused by tilt and relief will
automatically be eliminated, and measurements
for areashould be comparableto those obtainedby
digitizing from a topographicalmapof similarscale.
This factor must be borne in mind when setting up a
land use information system involving area measurement. If errors are not minimized, they may
accumulate into total errors significant in magnitude evenin comparisonwith the much more obvious errors associatedwith air photo misinterpretation and with sampling.

The examples presented below illustrate the
orders of magnitude incurred when working from
photographs. The examples contain small data
sets basedon aerial photographiccoverage of the
South Humbersidedistrict at 3 common photographic scales.The district chosen is idealfor air photo
interpretation because of its simple topographic
form, consisting of flat low-lying agricultural land
(carrs) with many drainage channels, rising by a
single scarp to smoothly sloping wolds (Figure 3).
Air photo interpretationis further helped because
the land parcelsare mostly largerectangularenclosures, and there are few trees to obscure the
enclosure boundaries. The results should be
regardedas better than would be obtained in more
typical British landscape conditions, with varied
topography, irregular-shaped land parcels, and
hedgerow trees.
In the first example, digitizing from single aerial
photographshas beencarriedout on a Summagraphics flatbed digitizer which has a precision of 0.1
mm. In the Tableof results (Table2), N is the number of land use parcels digitized from the carrs or

Table 2. Examplesof digitizing from single aerial photographs using a Summagraphics
flatbed digitizer
Nominal
air photo scale

% errors (ha)

Location

cr nN-1

1:10 000
(1976)

Winterton Carrs
HolkstowWolds

28
20

— 3.77
+11.71

1.95
1.19

1:30 000
(1975)

Winterton Carrs
Holkstow Wolds

28
20

—15.23
—13.65

3.14
4.90

1:62 000
(1969)

Winterton Carrs
HolkstowWolds

28
20

—9.83
—6.77

7.45
4.24
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from the wolds at each scale. Errorsare defined as
differences in hectares from the values on OS
1:2500 plans,and for each district the meandifference (T)is expressedas a percentage.The results
show large mean percentage errors, which have
different explanations.At the 1:10 000 scale, the
difference in surface height between the carrs and
the wolds (Figure 3) means that any one nominal
scale is a compromise, guaranteeing that errors
will occur. Properly, different nominal scales
should have been applied to the separate photographscontainingthe carrs and the wolds, according to Figure3, which would have greatly reduced
the errors. Forthe 2 smallerscalesof 1:30 000 and
1:62 000, the carrs and the wolds are now both
containedon the same photographs,so that different scalescannot be appliedto each district. In any
case, at these scales, the photographshave been
taken from greater altitudes and the differences in
surface heights OD between the carrs and the
wolds become proportionallyless significant. The
large mean percentageerrors here instead represent systematicbias,due againto using the quoted
nominal scales, which are incorrect for the complete strips of photographs at each scale.
At all 3 nominalscales, random errors in digitizing
by the operatorare unavoidable.As the scale decreases, the images of land use parcels will be
smallerso that the operator's hand movementswill
have proportionally greater effect in causing
errors. From Table 2, the standard deviation of
errors is seen to increase as scale decreases, to
the level where working practices may be unacceptable.
In the second example,digitizing has been carried
out on stereo-pairs of the same photographs in a
Galileo Stereosimplex G6 photogrammetric plotter, fully orientatedto ground control. The plotter is
fitted with linear encoders operatingvia an MDR2a
co-ordinate readout system to an Apple II microcomputer, programmed to provide the areas of
polygons (and other information). In the Table of
results(Table3), the changesin the numberof parcels between different dates reflect amalgamation
or division of fields.

As before, the errors are defined as differences in

hectares from OS values, and the results in this
example(independent of sign) are all very small in
magnitude.There is no systematic bias.
These far superior results, achieved by photogrammetric digitization from a properly controlled
stereo-pair,depend on the floatingdot being maintained on the model ground surface, as well as
along the boundaryline being digitized. This maintenance is aided by the optical magnificationbuilt
into all photogrammetricplotters.The small errors,
of the order of 1-3%, are probably near the
unavoidablelimit, and are due to a combination of
floating dot errors for height and position and difficulty in deciding, even for this ideal landscape,
exactlywhere the boundaryis supposedto be, relative to ditches and small tracks.
6 Conclusions

It is suggested that digitizing photogrammetrically
from a stereo-pair of aerial photographs, properly
orientated to ground control, produces minimal
errors of a random nature,and accuracyshould be
comparableto digitizing from a topographicalmap.
Digitizingfrom a single aerialphotographmay give
substantial errors, unless the nominal scale is
recalculated and, even so, relief may still cause
significant scale variation. Point counting from a
single aerial photograph using a fine-mesh grid
overlay (results not presented here) is subject to
the same geometric limitations, while also being
intrinsically less accuratethan digitizing.
Whereasthe central concerns in national,regional
and local projects for land use planningare likely to
be the availabilityof appropriatedata sources and
the interpretationof these data sources, including
howto define land boundariesandallocatecategories, it is commonly necessaryto obtain summary
statementson the areasof landuse parcelsin each
category.The way in which dataon the areasof discrete land use parcelsare gatheredis fundamental
to the accuracy of these data and, in this paper,
some of the methods for measuring parcels have
been examined. Publishedreports by commercial

Table3. Examplesof digitizing from stereo-pairs of the same photographs as in Table 2 in a Galileo Stereosimplex G6 photogrammetricplotter, fully orientatedto ground control
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companies and national agencies in Great Britain
tend to list the methods used to measure areas,
without indicating the nature or magnitudeof likely
errors. An exception is a recent report by Hunting
Surveys and Consultants Ltd (1985) which properly attends to the errors due to geometric distortion in comparisonto sampling errors and misclassifications during air photo interpretation. In this
nationalsurvey, it was found that significantgeometric distortions do occur when measuring from
single photographs, but they are confined to a
small proportion of upland sites with sloping terrain.
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A techniquefor assessingwildlifein an arable landscape
R A S STOREYand R TINKLIN
School of Science, HumbersideCollege of Higher Education, Hull
1 Introduction
East Yorkshire is a region of England devoted to
intensive arable agriculture. Within such a landscape, wildlife habitats are principally confined to
hedgerows, small woodlands, roadside verges
and small streams.Whilst acceptingthat the prime
function of this landscapeis productiveagriculture,
there is neverthelessroom to enhancewildlife potential by appropriate management.As a basis for
such management,it is necessaryto identify, first,
the features of wildlife value, and then to evaluate
these featuresto permit comparisonsbetweendifferent areas.
2 Methods
As a basis for the development of an appropriate
technique, an areaof landscapewas chosen, 1084
ha in extent.The areawas selectedas being typical
of the region, showing the principalclassesof land
use and features of landscape, but was believed
not to be of particularlyhigh or lowwildlife potential.
2.1 Terrestrialfeatures

Within this landscape, the various features were
evaluated by field observations using only roads
and public footpathsas meansof access.As an aid
to evaluation, a matrix of 35 mm oblique colour
photographs was taken from a light aircraft at an
altitude of 300 m.
From the field observations,the following estimations were made:
i. area of woodland (expressed as a percentage
of the total area)
ii. area of roadside verges and similar uncultivated sites (also expressedas a percentageof
the total area);
iii. mean number of specimen trees (those not
part of woodland) per one km square in 3
classes:
— saplings and young trees
— mature
— overmature and senescent
iv. mean length of hedges per one km square in 4
classes of wildlife value (Tinklin 1980).
2.2 Aquatic features
The study area was crossed by several small
streams and it was felt that these needed a separate assessment. The assessment of the wildlife
potentialof water bodieswas restrictedto locations

in which open water was visible for most of the
year.It did not include marshes,swampsandsemiaquaticzones, except where these formed part of
the naturalsequenceof colonizationat the margins
of open water. The stages of evaluation involved
locating the extent of the watercourses, and performing the assessment.
The extent of the aquatic habitatswas determined
by maps and air photographs, with confirmatory
ground survey. Maps (OrdnanceSurvey 1: 25 000
and 1: 10 000) were useful initial guides because
they showed more clearly than conventional air
photos the routes of watercourses and the positions of ponds and springs. Infra-red and colour
infra-red photographswere usefulfor updatingthe
maps and confirming locations of recent drainage
developmentsand stream realignments.
scale
2.2.1Assessment

The technique used for evaluationstemmed from
previous studies on the drainage network of the
River Hull valley (Pearson 1974; Higgins 1980).
Aquatichabitatsare governed both by the chemical
properties of the water and by its movement. For
many aquatic systems, it has proved possible to
predict the composition of the aquatic community
from a few 'key' measurablechemicaland physical
features or by indicator species that respond to
these features.Thesefeaturesformed the basisfor
recognition and evaluation. Previous extensive
and intensive sampling and subsequent cluster
analysisshowed that the River Hull followed a predictable sequence of zonation from origin to river
mouth (Storey 1986), which held true for eachtributary of the river and also the drains and ditches
that form part of the drainage network of the area.
Basically,the system can be divided into 5 zones
with the richest (ie highest species diversity) in the
middle reaches and progressive upstream and
downstream extinction. Although, at points, the
zones overlap to give areas of transition, the
changeswithin a zone are less markedthan those
between zones (Table 1).
Forthe purposesof wildlife management,the middle reaches of the river and the large drains are
accorded the highest status, 5 points. The tidal
reaches,with the lowest diversity of both animals
and plants, are rated one. Remainingzones, each
different in their own ways, score intermediate
valueson this 5-point scale.The score for anyzone
is given on the basis of a 'good' representative
stretch of habitat. Certain factors, such as overhanging tree canopies, pollutants and high con-
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Table 1. Zones of the River Hull drainage network

Zone type

Description

A

Large, slow-moving middle
reaches of river or larger
drains
Rapid current, hard
eroding substratum
Origins of the system,
spring fed, liable to dry
up during summer months
Minor drains, small size,
variable characteristics
Tidal reaches, flow in both
directions, turbid
depositing substratum

ductivity, were found in previous studiesto havean
adverse effect on species diversity, so points are
subtracted from the basic score for eachfactor that
reduces the species diversity in this way (Table2).
2.2.2 Zone recognition
Many of the factors responsible for the occurrence
of the specific zone organisms are inter-related,
which makes it possible to predict the qualityof the
water by noting just one factor rather than several
or all factors. It is possible, for example,to relatethe
current speed of a streamto its substratumcomposition which, in turn, determines the compositionof
the benthic community. Animal or plant species
that respond to particular environmental factors
can also be used as indicators of these factors, and
previous studies revealedthat gastropod molluscs
provide a reliableand economic meansof recognition. The 2 key factors for the zones in the study

area are shown in Table 3, and the occurrence of
either one of these is likely to be diagnosticfor the
zone.

For a linear watercourse, it is necessaryto record
the extent of each zone, as well as its score. The
exact method of determiningthe score for a whole
stretch of water may well depend on the purpose
for which a comparison is made with water elsewhere. It is probably seldom valid simply to add
together the component scores to produce a final
total for the particularsample stretch.
3 Conclusion
These techniques serve to quantify aspects of the
landscape of value to wildlife, and thus to permit
direct comparison between similar areas. Clearly,
comparisonof areasdiffering markedlyin size and/
or character is difficult, and other techniques may

Table 2. Factors reducing primary assessment
Factor

Description

Weighting

Artificial bank

Concrete, metal or timber wall
preventing establishmentof
marginalspecies

—1

Light reduction

Bridges, complete tree canopies,
complete cover by emergent
vegetation

—1

Pollutants

Visible pollutants, turbidity,
high conductivity

—1or —2
(depending on
severity)

Biotic factors

Overstocking of consumers/
predators, eg duck and wildfowl,
total cover by submerged species

—1
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Table 3. Zone identification

Indicatorspecies: A.f.-Ancyclusfluviatilis; A.I.-Anisusleucostoma; B.t.-Bithyniatentaculata;
L.p.-Lynmaeaperegra; P.j.-Potamopyrgusjenkinsi.

be more appropriate for such situations. As has
been indicated above, no attempt has been made
to add scores together to producea single score for
the area.The great advantageof these techniques
lies in the rapiditywith which evaluationcan be carried out. The evaluationtimes for the area studied
were as follows.
Terrestrial features — 6 hours
Aquatic features

— 4 hours

Total

— 10 hours

In this brief period, it was possibleto build up a fairly
detailed assessmentof wildlife potential,sufficient

to highlight the features of value to wildlife and to
form the basis of future managementstrategies.
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WORKSHOPREPORTS
Methods for the identificationof prioritiesin rural planning
M BELL
Institute of

Terrestrial Ecology, Merlewood ResearchStation, Grange-over-Sands

Mr V Goodstadt of Strathclyde Regional Council
took the Chair and indicated the range of conflicts
which can arise even within one region, eg farming
versus forestry, urbanfringe difficulties, green belt
constraints versus development.
Many contributors echoed the feeling of the main
conference papers, that the lack of a national
strategic policy led to a displeasing ad hoc
approach, not least in regard to forestry.
The representative of the Forestry Commission
outlined the arrangements for consultation over
the Forestry Grant Scheme,which highlightedone
of the key debates: who sets the priorities? Highland Region planners were prominent in asserting
the democratic supremacy of the elected local
authority. A trenchant comment from a land agent
moved the discussion into the much researched
area of whether elected authorities truly reflected
local desires, and he asked whether planningcontrols were, in fact, a tyranny of the majority over
individualentrepreneurs, and noted in passingthat
certain planning authorities —such as the Special
Planning Board — were dominated by ministerial
nominees. (It is, in fact, numerically incorrect to
assert that nominees have a majority in the Lake
District SPB, but they may dominate.)This traditional debate over the administrativemechanisms
of setting priorities showed us to be a long way
from any type of purely technical exercise.
A number of participants drew attention to the
rapidlychanging natureof rural areasas a principal
determinant of the prioritization process. There
had to be in-built flexibility, yet decisions were
being taken — eg to afforest peatland — without
certainty as to whether the underlying resource
would be sterilized.

Contrastswere drawn betweena number of methods for identifying priorities, particularlyin regard
to whether they actuallyminimized or emphasized
the conflict:
— personalconsultationand ameliorationof particular interest concerns, as when a private forestry companymeetslocalbodiesseparatelyto
discuss a scheme;
strategic planning via elected members and
extensive publicconsultation,with the planning
authoritythen acting as initiatorand persuador;
— a straightforward extension of development
control powers;
— integrated policy frameworks from bodies like
the Departmentof Agricultureand Fisheriesfor
Scotland or the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, given that legislation now provides them with a wider remit;
experimentalpracticalprojects which could be
extended(with appropriatemodificationto local
circumstances)if successful;
traditional designations with the problems of
overlap and apparent unconcern for 'the rest'.
Interestingly, there was no firm agreement on
whether conflict was beneficialin testing priorities
and examining data thoroughly; or whether it was
better generallyto avoidcontentionand utilizedata
to help steer a middle course. Whilst not disputing
that facts were sacred,participantswere awarethat
different actors in the debates on rapid land use
change would tend to utilize them in their own
ways.Careful,objective, presentationremainedas
necessary as ever.
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Perceptionand interpretationof informationfor ruralplanning
C P MITCHELL
Department of Forestry, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen
This well-attended workshop allowed a fairly free
discussion of the topic, but was lacking in some
respects by the general absence of planners; the
majority of the audiencecomprised mainly potential suppliers of information. However, the experiences of dealing with the perceivedneeds of planners were quite salutary.
It is quite clear that, in most cases,the user of rural
information is not wholly clear as to what information is actually needed to complete the proposed
task. Many tasks are quite open-ended as regards
data requirements. The attitude of 'let's see what
we need as we go along' is not very helpful when
designing data gathering and analytical procedures.
Inherent in this attitude is also one of the old ideas:
`Wssafer to use what we havegot'. In this environment, it is quite difficult to institutenew procedures
and ideas, but, as the enlightened view of the
Planning Departmentof HighlandRegionalCouncil has so ably demonstrated, the new ideas do
work and can readilybe usedto answerthe `whatif'
questions beloved of planners.
However, in order that new systems can be implemented, plannersneedto be awareof what is available, its uses and limitations. On the other hand,
the plannersneed to communicateto the providers
of information what it is that they actually need. In
many cases, the answers from both sides are not
clear-cut, and many other factors, such as costs,
come into play.

It really is not possible for both sides to operate in
isolation, and it was the opinion of the participants
that, for really effective progress to be made, then
the user and supplier should sit down together and
arrive at the most appropriatesolution by an iterative process. Points to be considered in this process include:
the basic needs
scale of data requirement (national,regional or
local)
access to and compatibility of existing data
bases
costs of acquiring new data
— anticipation of data requirements and how
much redundancycan be allowed (ie can data
be collectedthat might be used in the long term)
— costs of modelling/analysis
— flexibility of any analytical/modelling system
— linkages between socio-economic and spatial
information
— need for pilot studies ('scoping studies') at the
right scales
— realization that predictions of land use need
interpretation.
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Data needsfor ruralplanning
R H HAINES-YOUNG
Department of Geography, University of Nottingham, Nottingham
A spin-off from the new computer-based techniques of data handling is that data sets constructed for sometimes quite specific purposesare
potentially available for other uses. This situation
has both advantages and drawbacks. The chairman, M E Taylor, asked the workshop to focus
these issues by considering the following questions.
— Can the new technology proVidethe information which rural planners need?
— How does that information get used?
The resulting discussion can best be summarized
under 2 heads.

interpretationof the data elements.
The chairmanasked the workshop to consider the
adequacyof sampledatafor planningpurposes.As
the planner is answerableto the public, and as the
politicianoften finds sampledatadifficultto defend,
should we not use the new technology to obtain
more completedatacoverage?It wasfelt,however,
that the necessity for sample data was inevitable,
and that that necessity needed to be communicated more clearly. For problems at a strategic
level, sampling was required on grounds of time
and cost-effectiveness. Sample data can be used
to provide a framework within which more complete information can be collected at the local
scale.

1 The problem of integrated data use
The exchangeand use of common datasets is hindered by 2 problems. On the one hand, formats
may be incompatible; on the other, definitions of
the data elements may be fuzzy, or so specific to
the initial application that their use elsewhere is
inappropriate.
Some felt that, because data sets would always
have to be tailored to meet the need of specific
users, problems of incompatibilitywould inevitably
arise. It was suggested, however, that 2 steps
might be taken to overcome some of the problems.
On the one hand,the datashould be stored in a disaggregated and unprocessed form. On the other,
common spatial referencing systems must be
used (eg National Grid, parish, etc). The experience of the Institute of Terrestrial Ecologywas that
standard sampling frameworks had facilitated
more widespread integration of data sets in its
organization.
It was suggested that it seemed evident that the
modern state needed a basic 'data infrastructure'.
Examplesof such datasets would be the Ordnance
Survey, and the Census of Population.The main
problem was in identifying what that core of data
should contain.
The workshop felt that problems of incompatibility
and definition seemed to be scale-dependent.It is
with goal-orientated data sets, collected for specific issues, that problems of incompatibility are
most likely to arise. Such problems are less likely
with the large infrastructuraldatasets. However,by
their very general nature,they are not alwaysgoing
to provide the information which planners need.
When employing any data sets derived from other
sources, it was argued that users should be provided with information on the construction and

2 The user environment
The need to exercise caution when using data in
the context of problems for which they were not
initially collected led the workshop to consider the
ways in which data are used by planners. Three
constraints on use of data were identified.
The first constraint was lack of appropriate skills
required for interpretation.It was pointed out that,
although it might be laudableto store data in their
most disaggregatedform, this may impose severe
problems on their use. The interpretation of soil
survey data, for example, requires skill. Because
plannersdo not have the appropriatebackground,
it seemed evident that only the organizationwhich
collects the data can interpret them. Thus, preprocessing and classification of data are required
before they are madeavailable.It was pointed out,
however, that this requirement assumes that the
originating organization'knows best', but is there
any real evidencethat organizationslike the Ordnance Survey or Soil Survey are aware of the market? The general consensus was that processed
and classified data would have to be provided as
part of the basic infrastructureof society. This provision requires continued financial support for the
appropriate organizations who can provide it.
Unfortunately, the Government seems less and
less willing to provide such support.
A second constraint on the way in which data are
used by plannersarises from ignoranceof what is
available.There was a strong feeling in the workshop that organizations should establish catalogues of their data holdings. Whether they could
be establishedat a nationalscalewas another matter.
The final constrainton use of informationwas igno-
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rance of the data handling systems themselves. It
was argued that systems already exist for many
current issues, but planners lack the necessary
background and experience to exploit existing
technology. Pilot studies, such as the Rural Land
Use InformationsSystem, are requiredto point the
way forward. Experience with such systems will
enable planners to articulate their needs more
clearly.
Although it was recognized that pilot studies
involving the new technology will createan awareness of what is possible, it was felt that substantial
barriers to progress remained. Progress with the
newtechniques of datahandlingassumesthat data
are available in machine-readable form. It was

pointed out that much of the information required
was only in paper mapform, and there is a tremendous backlog of digitization required before the
new technology can be applied. Given the costs
which digitization involves, it was considered that
organizationsshouldtake a critical look at their data
requirements.The need to consider the quality of
the data being input to the new systems was vital.
Questions of data quality led the workshop to the
issue initiallyaddressed,concerningthe incompatibility and content of datasets. These issues were
difficult to resolve.It wasrecognized,however,that
access to the new techniquesof data handling will
cause planners to look much more critically at the
datathey use and the way in which they use them.
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Finaldiscussion
D K LINDLEY
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Merlewood ResearchStation, Grange-over-Sands

1 Introduction
The final discussion was led by ProfessorJ T Coppock,.with Professor P A Burroughsand M ETaylor
on the panel. Professor Coppock opened the discussion by posing a number of major questions to
the audience.
i. What feedback could be obtainedfrom the displays that had been shown at the conference?
Were they all displaying the same ideas and
techniques?
ii. What role do academics have in the development of rural information systems?
iii. How cost-effective are the new developments? Should one develop systems in closed
environments, or should they be developed at
regional centres?
iv. To what extent do the existing systems answer
questions posed by the planners?
v. Land values should be included in modernsystems. Are data availablewhich reflect changes
in land values?
vi. What action is necessary in relation to:
— data
— systems of handling and processing data
— bridging the gaps between the developers
and users of systems?

view, being under less day-to-day pressure than,
say, someone working in a planning department.
Academicswere alreadyworking in the new areaof
data management. Correct data structures and
enforced standards were needed to ensure that
datacould be made more easily availableto a wide
variety of users. A question that needed addressing was one of accessto informationstored within a
centralized system, or within a regional centre.
Academics were probably in a better position to
keep abreast with technological improvements in
networkingand distributed data bases. Both those
concepts would have a profound effect upon the
ease with which information systems could be
accessed.
At present, the slowest computer was producing
results much faster than the human brain could
comprehend, so more researchwas required into
how to improve the presentationof informationto
the user.
One advantageof distributeddata baseswasthat it
was possible to send a subset of data over the
network and for the processing to be done by the
local machine.

4 Cost-effectivesystems
For some Dutch projects, costs were shown to be
in the following proportions:

2 The displays

— Collection of data

50-60%

Many of the displays were based on microcomputers which had been used for developing systems
over the past 2-3 years. They were all essentially
based on raster information and used low-cost
systems for their hardware.In contrast, Mr Healey
demonstrated his system based on the VAX in the
Department of Geography at Edinburgh University; it was accessed via the GPO network.

— High-quality plotting

30%

— Computer work

10-20%

A general comment emerged that, although each
display was interesting in its own right, it was difficult to link them together. A general note synthesizing the various concepts of the displays would
have been useful.
3 The role of academics
Two positions could be taken when discussing
information systems. An individualor organization
could either be a 'trail blazer' or a follower waiting
for a new development best suited to his needs.
Academics were thought to fit into the former role.
They were perhaps better able to take the longer

These proportions were likely, however,to vary
widely accordingto the objectives of the project.
One of the reasonswhy the collection of data was
so expensivewas that it often containeda high element of field work. Often the different parts of an
information system were inter-related in such a
complex way that it was difficult to make general
statements about cost-effective systems. Each
individualscheme should be designed to be costeffective.
Was it cost-effective for each local authority to
develop its own information system? Would each
local authority be preparedto pay for digitizing the
1:50 000 map information of its own area? For an
information system to be cost-effective for a local
authority, a rapid return by way of useful results
was often required.
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5 Planners'requirements
The planners amongst the audience expressed
regrets that there had been numerous separate
developmentsof informationsystems taking place
at the national level. Professor Coppock mentioned that the Chorley Committeeof the Houseof
Lords would attempt to review the current situation. They would be considering digital mapping,
remote sensing, and the handling of geographic
data: in general,who holdswhatdataand whatthey
are doing with their data bases. It was suggested
that the Governmentwas less concernedwith rural
planning than with urban development; hence,
there could be a danger that information systems
could have an urban slant.
A planner generally needs information in a hurry,
and it is often difficult to locateinformation.Several
organizationsmight havethe informationavailable,
but they may well have different timescales about
how rapidly they should develop their information
systems. They also probably consider that it is
cheaperto develop their own systems, as different
levels of accuracywill probably be required for different areasand objectives.Different incompatible
systems will emerge which may not serve the
needsof the planners.However,can organizations
be forced to co-operate?
It was suggested that national agencies, once
established,work best under constructivetension.
An 'information supremo' may not be desirable
from the Government's point of view.

6 Land values
Most land use changes have to go through planning procedures, even if only consultative, and,
althoughthese changes are documented, there is
little co-ordinated informationavailableon ownership. It would be valuableto have informationreadily to handon landvaluesand ownershipso thatthe
consequences of changes in both these areas
could be predicted using socio-economic models.
Plannerswould find it beneficial to try to establish
the optimum use of landfrom both the physicaland
economic viewpoint. It would bé useful to know

what drives land investmentdecisions by individuals.
No data bases on land holdings and land values
have been set up. General national figures are
available,but these are of less value in the regional
or local setting.

7 Conclusionsand recommendations
7.1 The balancebetween high technology and low
technology approacheswas discussed. It was
concluded that more appropriate'good' technology was needed to solve the information
needs of the users.
7.2 Integrated solutions are required to prevent
populations moving away from the rural
uplands;the variousagenciesshould collaborateto produceclearlydefinedobjectives.From
these objectives will emerge detailed information needs.
7.3 Planning systems should provide efficient
ways of appealing against decisions. Easily
accessible information systems should
improve the chances of these appeals taking
place.
7.4 The technology of networking and distributed
data bases is moving ahead at a rapid pace.
This development should increase the
chances of successful implementationof useful, user-friendly, information systems.
7.5 There is a need to producegood cataloguesof

availabledata bases.
7.6 More thought and effort should be devoted to
the new discipline of data management; the
importance of defining the accuracy of information should be emphasized.
7.7 Exchangeof ideas and improved communications between informationusers, information
providers and system developers should be
encouraged. Small workshops would be useful, and there was some feeling that the present meeting could be reconvened,say in 2-3
years' time.
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Dr M J Mitchell,Laud314, CentralElectricityGenerating
Board, 20 NewgateStreet, London, EC1A 7AX
Dr C P Mitchell, Departmentof Forestry, University of
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Dr I Moffat, Department of Environmental Science,
Universityof Stirling, Stirling, FK9 4LA
Ms B A Morris, Departmentof Geography,Universityof
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Mr A D Payne, Senior RecreationPlanner,North West
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of Lancaster,Lancaster,LA1 4YR
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